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This thesis presents an account of a prominent
eighteenth-century European na.t1.4ralist, Peter Pallas (1. 741
1811). in the setting to which he contributed his scientific

talents--the

st.

Petersburg Aca.demy of Sciences..

A complete

outline of Pallas' life is presented for purposes of con
tinuity, but the heart of the thesis is presented in chapters
four and five. which combined, relate the majo1: features of
Pallas' career in Russia.

These two chapters are set against

pertinent background material, most of which is involved with

the institution itself which supported Pallas.

The St.,

Petersburg Academy of Sciences is surveyed in its origin
and development in the eighteenth century and material is
presented which will outline the ups and downs of the

opment of academic life in Russia as well as
milieu in which Pallas fitted.

th~

devel~

general

This milieu, it has been

concluded, was one of lively and relatively unfettered ad
vance in the development of science in Russia, to which
Pallas contributed a great deal of stimulus by way of his
widely known and respected accomplishments.

The focal point of Pallas' career is represented by
his Siberian expedition of 1768-1774, a momentous six-year
scientific enterprise to which a central part of the research
has been directed.

The account of the Pallas Expedition

presented here is entirely original, utilizing chiefly his
own travel account and the Proceedings (ProtokoIX) of the
Academy, from which source, in the absence of archival
materials, can be gained the general content of Pallas'
communications to the Academy during his absence.

To add

perspective, the Pallas Expedition has been set against the
historical and contemporary background of Russian scientific
exploration in the eighteenth century.

An appendix has also

been included which lists the Russian-sponsored eighteenth
century scientific expeditions.
The follow-up to Pallas' expedition--the remainder of
his career in st. Petersburg--is equally a central part of
the study.

As an academician in St. Petersburg from 1774 to

1793, Pallas was a luminary of European natural science as

well as a

pilla~'"

of scientific achievement in Russia.

In

historical terms and seen against the background of the
Academy of which he was a part, Pallas' scholarly contri
butions in Russia have been outlined. most of wtlch can be
explained as a consequence of his

expedition~

A wide selection

of available secondary material has been utilized to explain
Pallas' academic career, supplemented by some original re
search (chiefly from the Academy Proceedings) and the oppor
tunity I have had to see and scan most of his major publica··
tions pertaining to zoology and botany. the major fields to
which he contributed.
Although of German background, Pallas spent most of
his adult life in Russia (1767-1810).

His career there forms

one of the highlights of foreign scientific

~'1d

expedi tionarJr

achievement during the century that Russia relied almost ex
clusively on foreigners to establish the serious
of both.

His contributions--expeditionary

begi.nning::.~

~'1d·academical1y

in the realm of biology--for obvious reasons are mOre closely

cOlmected to the Russian arena; perhaps for that reason he
has failed to attract deserved notice alongside the eighteenth
century European naturalists who are now more popularly

kno\m~

This thesis attempts no more than to account historically for
the career of Peter Simon Pallas in Russia and to present his
remarkable accomplishments.

A categorized, partially
appended, preceded by

a

a~notated

bibliography is

bibliographic explanation.
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PART ONE

INTRODUCTORY AND BACKGROUND

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As a natural scientist in the eighteenth century Peter
Pallas (1141-1811) was as much revered as his two now more
popularly known contemporaries in the same field, Carl
Linnaeus and George Louis Buffon, both of whom, born in 1101,
represented the older generation to Pallas.

His work has

faded from the view of subsequent generations largely due to
the fact that he spent the greater part of his life working
as a member of the st. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, in a
cQuntry whose internal aChievements have rarely been taken
into account in discussions of general European developments.
Among the contemporary men of learning, however, the scien
tific work carried on in the st. Petersburg Academy by its
outstanding members was widely known.

In his lifetime Pallas

was honored by being elected to every major scientific acad
emy in Europe, and following his death, lengthy and glowing
eulogi~s

evaluating his work were read before the Berlin

Academy (by Karl Rudolphi) and the Paris Academy (by Georges
Cuvier).

Pallas· work even reached America, where in 1791

he was elected an honorary member of the young republic's
Philosophical Society of PhiladelPhia. 1
IN. N. Bolkhovitinov, Stanovlenie Rus,sko-Amerika.nskikh

A work on Pallas could be undertaken from two pri.ncipal
directions,

either in terms of his achievements and the ad

vancements he her"alded in the natural sciences (primarily
zoology) in a European context, or more in terms of his life
and work in the milieu of academic and expeditionary activity
in Russia in the eighteenth century since most of his mature
life was spent there (1767-1810) and since for the dawning
age of Russian science in the eighteenth century he occupied
a distinct place.

This work is in the direction of the lat

ter since the former would require another competence.
As introductory, though, it should be noted that his
contemporaries placed him alongside the best known European
natural scientists and evaluated his work usually by comparing
it to the work of Linnaeus and Buffon.

Pallas' younger con

temporaries in particular were quick to point out the signif
icance they saw in his work, both in terms of the mass of
new material he brought to light on the natural conditions
in the relatively unexplored eastern regions of the Russian
Empire and in terms of the scientific precision with which
he presented it.

Karl Rudolphi in' 1812,2 Georges Cuvier in

otnoshenii, 1775-1815 (Moscow, 1966), p. 238. As a matter
of fact the venerable Benjamin Franklin's work was not un
recognized in Russia. In '-789 he became the first American
to be elected an honorary member of the st. Petersburg
Academy and also the first American author to be translated
into Russian. (~., pp. 240-242).
Versuch,"
emeinen

4
181),; and Karl Baer in 18;1 4--men of scientific prominence
who themselves were pioneering new

fie~ds

time--all acknowledged the significance
Pallas' work.

in biology in their

~nd

influence of

His work became in fact standard material for

biologists in the nineteenth century, including Charles
Darwin. S
Among Russian scholars Pallas was given equal honor
and many of his more important works were translated almost
immediately into Russian.

The nineteenth-century Russian

zoologist Nikolai A. Severtsov (1827-1885), in evaluating
Pallas less than a half-century after his death, thought
Pallas' work clearly surpassed the work of Buffon. 6 In 1877
there appeared a Russian text devoted to Pallas which was
designed by the author for use in schools to stand alongside
his two other texts on Linnaeus

~d

Buffon in recording the

greatest aChievements in European natural history in the
eighteenth century.7

And, writing in 1895, F. Keppen claimed

)"Eloge Historique de Pierre-S~on Pallas, lu Ie
5 Janvier 181;," in his Recueil des Eloges Historigues
vol. II (Paris, 1819), pp. 109-156.

. . .,

4BerichtEl,..§ber die ZOPf=aEhia RCls.flo-Asiatica von
Pallas (Konigsberg, lS31), 3 pp.

5Darwin used Pallas' material particularly in his
Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domestication and
The Descent of Man.
XLIII,

6G• p , Dementev, "Pallas," Zoologicheskii Zhurnal,
no~ 2 (1964), 262-263.

7V, Marakuev, Petr Simon Palla!>., ,.Ego Zhl.;n! Uchenye
Trudy i puteshestvii~(Mosccw. 1877), 62 pp.
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Pallas as the single greatest achiever in Russian natural
history. who could only be compared perhaps with Karl Baer

(1792-1876).8
In modern Soviet interpretation Pallas is one of the
few foreign-born members of the st. Petersburg Academy in the
eighteenth century who has received even close to an adequate
evaluation.

Most of the academicians in Russia throughout

the eighteenth century had to be recruited from abroad and

relatively few in fact remained in Russia very long.

Pallas

was one of the few in this respect for whom, in Soviet terms,
"Russia became a second homeland."

With few exceptions most

of the others are lumped together as ttcareerist adventurers"
whose sole function was in retarding the growth of the Russian
Academy of Sciences and more progressive Russian scientists.
In any event, Pallas is given full credit for his achievements
in exploration and natural history and is generally pointed
to with pride as an example of the high que.Iity of scientific
work achieved in Russia in the eighteenth century.
One of the reasons Pallas has been evaluated on a plane
with Linnaeus and Buffon is that he himself chose to evaluate
his findings with those of Linnaeus and Burfon and to point
out the differences between them.

Even before coming to St.

Petersburg Pallas had successfully challenged Linnaeus'
classification schema on several points and later, in 1780,
8··uchenye Trudy P. S. Pallasa, Zhurnal Ministerstva
Narodnago Prosveshchenii~, ceXCVIII (1895). sect. II, 397.
II

6

in one of his more memorable essays read before a public gath
ering of the St. Petersburg Academy, chose to draw an even

sharper distinction between Linnaeus. Buffon, a.~d himself. 9
Although Pallas had high respect for both of them, he could
neither accept what he considered to be the rigid and
·scholastically artificial" classification of Linnaeus based
solely on morphological descriptions nor the speculative ven
tures of Buffon rejecting any plan or order in nature.

Pallas

saw himself occupying the ground between, going beyond
Linnaeus' external descriptions of animals to investigations
of anatomy and observations of the habits of animals in
their natural habitat.

On the other hand. he maintained

that if Buffon had done the same (instead of limiting him
self to studying domesticated animals) he would have seen
that species were not subject to -the degree of variation that
he had claimed in his Histoire Naturelle.
Pallas was

f~~damentally

Linnaeus or Buffon.

of a different type than either

He did not endeavor in his career to

counter Linnaeus' classification with his own or write a mon
umental Histoire Naturelle that could haye improved on Buffon's
because he believed that the record was far too incomplete
for theoretical and speculative work of that kind.

Many types

of life, he believed, were not yet even known and those that
were known had as yet been insufficiently studied in terms
9"Memoire sur la Variation des Animaux," Acta Academiae
Scientiarum Imperialis PetroEolitanae, IV. pt. II (1780),
sect. I, 69-102. Pallas read the essay September 19. 1780.

7

of their anatomy and physiology.
will be seen here.
and possessed

th~

Pallas' real contribution

In Russia he was given the opportunity
energy of body and mind to explore, discover,

and systematically present a rich supply of material pre
viously unknown to European science.
of eastern Russia

~~d

To Europe the interior

Siberia was virtually an unknown ter

ritory, and to Europe's scholars the publications of Pallas
which illuminated large parts and various features of it
became immediate and valuable sources of knowledge.
To Russia, too. the interior of its eastern regions
was little known. even though throughout the eighteenth cen
tury expeditionary activity had been carried out. particularly
after the founding of the st.
in 1725.

Pe~ersburg

Academy of Sciences

However. up to the Pallas Expedition of 1768-1774,

which stretched from st. Petersburg to the Urals to the
Caspian Sea to the northern borders of China. all of the
expeditions (except the Great Northern Expedition of 1733

174.3) had been much more restricted in area and limited in
scope.

Pallas' own expedition. the largest single event of

his life and the basis for the bulk of his subsequent scien
tific work, was only part. however. of a far wider expedi
tionary activity carried out in Russia in the years from

1768 to 1.774. imagined by Catherine II to bring to light all
possible knowledge about her empire.

No expenses were to be

spared and nothing was too trivial to be investigated.
Pallas was invited to join the St. Petersburg Academy

8

in 1767 primarily to guide in the planning of this projected
enterprise and to serve as the focal point of its execution.
If he had not have had an already establi3hed reputation in
Europe he would not have been invited to fulfill the task,
for on Catherine's instructions the leadership of the Academy
was looking for the best available natural scientist.
Pallas spent the next forty-three years in Russia,
enjoying an amazingly productive career and scientific pres
tige that few in Europe could equal in the second half of
the eighteenth century.
year before his death.

He returned to Berlin only in the
He had presided over the planning

and was the focal point of the expeditions of 1768-1774 that
"have been justly called the greatest single undertaking of
the Academy during the entire monarchial era... 10 His life
work included some 15 published works, 6 of which were multi
volume; some 150 articles, most of which were lodged in the
Academy's official publication11 and in the two periodical
publications that he edited, Stralsundisches Magazin and Neue
Nordische Beytrage, although he also had articles placed in
the publications of the Rome, Berlin, Vienna, Bohemian,
Stockholm, and London Academies, as well as other periodical
10AlexanQer
.
V
·"
S'
. RUSSl.an
·
. . ture. A
UClJll.Cn,
Cl.ence In
aul
History to 1860 (Stanford, 1963), p. 150. The only other
expedition of larger proportions was the Great Northern
Expedition of 1733-1743, which, although participated in
by Academy members, was not sponsored by the Academy~
l1See the annotation to the first item listed in the
bibliography (Actq_~ •• ).

5
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9
publications in Russia. and several other works that he trans
lated and edited. 12 In his major works he wrote in either

Latin or German. his articles were wr-itten in

L~tin,

German,

and French I his correspondence abroad was written in whatever
was the native language for whom it was directed, including
in English (for instance, his letters to his longtime friend
Thomas Pennant) 113 and his translation activity included
translations from English, Russian, and Spanish into German.
All of this is adequate testimony to the breadth of Pallas'
mind.

Pallas' weakness, if

indee~

a weakness, was that he

spread himself thinly over a wide field of interests after
coming to Russia, until he barely had time to complete the
work in the field closest to his heart (zoology) that he
meant to contribute as his major. and crowning aChievement-
his monumental three-volume Zoographia Rosso-Asiatica--and,
at that, not to his total satisfaction and he did not live
to see it in print.
12The most complete li~ting of Pallas' published work
is to be found in Keppen, "Udhenye Trudy P.S. Pallasa," pp.
400-437_ Keppen also provides partial annotation. The
next best, though not as complete and not annotated, is to
be found in Rudolphi, Beytrage, pp. 65-77. The article of
N.M. Zelenetskii, ttpetr Simon Pallas, Ego Zhizn, Nauchnaia
Deiatelnost i Rol v. Izuchenii Rasti telnosti Rossii," ral>i5~i
ripvorossiiskago Obshchestva Estest~9...isEy!atelei, XLI 191 ,
35-104, is essentially a bibliogra.phic article, but limited
to Pallas' botanical work. In. that respect, however, it
goes far beyond even Keppen's listing and annotatlons are
extensive.
13Carol Urness, ed., A Naturalist in Russial Letters
from Peter Simon Pallas to ThOmas r.~nnant (Minneapolis, 19b?).
Reproduced here are 1'? of Pallas t letters to Pennant during
the years from 1766 to 1781.

10
Few of Pallas' works have been utilized to any extent
here--only the travel accounts of his two expeditions and
his two most memorable essays (memorable becausE they are
practically his only speculative ventures).

The direction

of this study is that of simple biography and basic survey
of Pallas' career in Russia seen against the background of
the st. Petersburg Academy of Sc'iences that he served and
the previous expeditionary activity in Russia in the eight
eenth century.

No attempt is made at a catalogue or inde

pendent scientific evaluation of his work.

Historically it

is sufficient to note that his works were greatly valued and
seen as containing an important body of new scientific ma
terial, as well as heralding new approaches to scientific
investigation.

His most important writings (most of which

I have seen and scanned) will, however, be mentioned peript
erally in connection with his career and some annotations
made to them.
The expedition that Pallas:made from 1768 to 1774 has
great significance for the history of Russian exploration
and science, and a large section of the paper will be devoted
to it alone.

His later expedition to southern Russia and

the Crimea in 1793-1794 was an independent venture of rela
tively small scope and will be dealt with fairly briefly, as
will his subsequent move to Simferopol in the Crimea, wh,ere
he lived from 1795 to 1810.

Sections are also included of

his life prior to coming to Russia and of his career in sts

11

Petersburg during the two decades between his expeditions.
Historioally Pallas· contribution to science in Russia
appears against the background of a dawning but vibrant
scientific activity in Russia.

European learning in insti

tutional form had entered Russia in 1725 with the founding
of the st. Petersburg Academy of Sciences.

Most of its

scholars, for lack of qualified Russians, had to be recruited
from abroad throughout the eighteenth century and even into
the. nineteenth century, but the last third of the eighteenth
century witnessed the first substantial body of Russian
academicians qualified to si.t alongside men such as Peter
Pallas, Leonard Euler, or Caspar Wolff, and by the end of
the century it was clear that the Academy was evolving into

an institution of native Russian.. scientific achievement
rather than having its rolls adorned with an overwhelming
majority of foreign-born scholars.

The Academy suffered set

backs and difficulties of all sorts in trying to find a
permanent place in Russian society.

Scientific and technical

learning simply did not, as imagined by Peter I,
idly to inspire Russian students.

s~read

rap

But learning did progress

over the course of the century, if unevenly.
The role of the foreign members of the Academy was also
uneven.

As a whole they appear to have established serious

scientific investigation and exploration in Russia, and thus
to have laid the fou.ndation for the flowering of native
Russian science in the nineteenth century.

But it remains

12
that comparatively few foreigners can be said to have devoted
their careers to the st. Petersburg Academy or to have made
any particular aevancement in Russian science.

Many did not

fit in, or try to fit in, to the scheme that Peter I en
visioned of having foreign scientists plant the seed of
European scientific learning into Russian youth.

The story

is told of Gottlieb Bayer, one of the original members of
the Academy and an expert in oriental languages, who dis
dained to learn. even the rudiments of the Russian language. 14
Many others, whether or not exhibiting this sort of indif
ference to things Russian, packed up after only a few years
and went back home.

Of the sixteen foreign scholars recruited

from abroad in 1725 to form the Academy's original member
ship, seven left st. Petersburg within the first decade
(three others had died), and only one ultimately stayed in
Russia for his entire career {the historian Gerhard Miiller).15
This situation is representative of the difficulty Russia
had in maintaining a body of first-rate scholars from abroad.
and it continued up until 1766,when Catherine II introduced
a few changes and a few new faces that breathed a new life
into the Academy.

As a result, a larger number from among

14p • r . Pekarskii, Istoriia 1m eratorskoi Akademii
Nauk (st. Petersburg, 1870-1' 73 , I, lxvi; Vucinich, Scienc~
in Russian Culture, p. 84.

15B•L• Modzalevskii, S lsok Chlenov 1m eratorskoi
Akademii Nauk._1725-190? (St2 Petersburg, 190 ,pp. 10-14.

~:""f'"

-

Utt'HM"'

*¢
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1,
Europe's best scholars came to st. Petersburg to spend their
academic careers during Catherine's reign than during any
previous period.
The difficulties of the Academy in its earlier years
are only relative, however, to the better times that followed.
From its foundation the Academy was the sole center of
scientific activity in Russia and the center from which
spread all subsequent Russian science.

It was the beginning,

and by the time Pallas cams to st. Petersburg the Academy
had accomplished some important pioneering work for Russian
science, not the least of which was its expeditionary activ
ity.

From 1725 to the end of the century the Academy under

took to sponsor some thirty-five separate expeditions to
various parts of European Russia and Siberia.

Even th.is

figure does not indicate the extent of expeditionary activity
in Russia in the eighteenth century.

Several fell outside

of Academy undertakings and several mora were undertaken be

fore 1725. 16 Many of these expeditions were undertaken be
tween 1725 and the time of Pallas' entry into the Academy,
but the majority were undertaken during the last third of
the century.

To indicate the proportion of the expeditionary

activity that was carried out during the years from 1768 to

1774 alone, seven separate expeditions made up the activity
16V.F. Gnucheva. ed., Ma.terial

Akad emi i Nauk v XVI I I i XIX
1940), p. 8.
.

•.
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of which the Pallas Expedition was only one,17 albeit the
central one and the one which covered the most territory,
and five smaller expeditions were sent out to

v~rious

places

in northern and southern Russia to observe the passing of
Venus in front of the sun which was to occur in the summer
of 1769. 18 All but one of these latter expeditions extended
for at least a three-year period and included much more than
just observing Venus.
Pallas thus entered the st. Petersburg Academy at a
time when academic life in Russia was taking a turn for the
I

better under a beneiiCient empress, herself the chief inSpi
ration for the exped:itions of which Pallas was the kingpin.
But the expeditions \of 1768-1774, even though. serving as the
most productive

sin~le

source of knowledge on the interior

conditions of eastern Russia and. areas of Siberia in the
eighteenth century, did not venture into total

~darkness.

The

previous half-century witnessed the beginnings of scientific
exploration and academic life in,Russia, including sotne out
standing individual achievements, that Pallas and his com
panions were able to put to profitable use.

Furthermore,

scientific life in Russia in the half-century preceding Pallas
17Ibid ., pp. 95-106. These pages sketch ~he itinerary
and make-up of tlach and provide information as to what ma
terial in the Academy archives is available. The figure
"seven" doas not include severe~l .branch expeditions made by
Pallas' students.
.

18~., pp. 108-114.
footnote applies.

The explanation in the preceding

15
deserves mention in its own right as the dawning age of seri
ous scientific activity in Russia, and will be discussed

next in more detail as forming the

instit~tional

and expe

ditionary background to which Pallas made his contributions.

CRAPTER II

THE ST. PETERSBURG ACADEMY AND ITS
RECORD OF SCIENCE AND'EXPLORATION
IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
The history of Russian science in the eighteenth century
is principally the history of the St. Petersburg Academy of
Sciences--an outgrowth of Peter the Great's desire to bring
European scientific learning to his country, and established
as an institution in 1725 after Peter's death by his widow
and successor to the throne Catherine I, in accordance with
the plan Peter had already decreed for its organization. 1
From the Academy emanated nearly all scientific activity in
Russia in the eighteenth century and through its predominantly
foreign membership Russia was opened to the influences from
which science was able to blossom in Russia in the nineteenth
century.

Contrary to what Peter had in mind, however, the

growth of native Russian science!was slow and the progress
of the Academy uneven.

Peter's intention was to staff the

1peter' s plan ("Proekt") t formally annolL"'lced in
January 1724. served to outline the organization. purpose,
and functions of the A('\ademy. In it Peter directed par
ticular attention to the role that its first foreign members
were to perform, acting at the same time as pure research
scholars. counselors to the court, and disseminators of
science to Russian students through a university and gym
nasium that were to be established as integral parts of the
Academy. The "Proekt" is reproduced, among other places,
in Materialy dlia Istori,i ImEeratorskoi Akademii Nauk.
ad. by M.I. Sukhomlinov (St. Petersburg. 1885-1900). I, 14-22e

17
Academy with high-quality scholars from Europe who would then
prepare Russian students to fill their shoes and who in turn
would thus serve as tho nucleus to further spread scientific
and technical learning in Russia.

For Peter the success of

an Academy of Sciences on Russian soil would hinge on this
development

8S

much, if not more, as on the mere transplan

tation of foreign research activity to st. Petersburg.

Peter

provided the Academy with adequate funding and adequate in
centives to attract scholars from Europe, and he provided
for a university and a gymnasium to be established as part
of the Academy.

Commitment to the benefits of European

learning, however, ran shallow beyond the range of Peter's
followers.
Following Peter's death, Catherine I (1725-1727) quickly
brought the actual founding of the Academy to fruition.
Sixteen European scholars (all but three from Germany) arrived
to form the original membership.

Various scientific instru

ments, presses and paper, and other materials were also
brought from Europe and by the beginning of 1726 the Academy
was in operation.

Six other European scientists were enlisted

in the years 1726 and 1727 to adp further luster to the
Academy's rolls.

The Academy by the latter year could boast

of housing some of Europe's brightest young scientists.
particularly in the field of

mat~ematics.

Following Catherine's death in 1727 enthusiasm for
science dried up and under three successive rulers (Peter II,

H
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1727-17301 Anne, 1730-1740, Elizabeth, 1741-1761) the Academy
went through a period of financial and administrative dif

ficulties which resulted mainly from

neglec~.

~ntil

the

reign of Catherine II the Academy gave essentially the ap
pearance of an institution apart from the rest of Russian
society, administered by persons close to the court with
little or no interest in learning, and supported only by the
group of foreigners that comprised its membership.
The neglect during the years of Peter II's reign was
the most glaring for having followed immediately upon the
heels of Petrine enthusiasm for science.

Under the influences

present at his court the government of Russia was removed
from st. Petersburg back to Moscow.

The Academy's president,

Lavrentii Blumentrost,2 was taken along, leaving supervision
of Academic affairs in the hands of the secretary, Johann
Schumacher. 3 Schumacher quickly established himself as the
sole spokesman for the Academy and until 1757, when he retired,
2Blumentrost had been Peter the Great's physician and
the chief organizer in the planning stages of the Academy.
A capable man with an avid interest in the Academy, he was

more attached to the court and after his move in 1728 to
the end of his tenure in 1733 exercised none of the prerog
atives of his office. See Pekarskii, Istoriia, It 1-15.
3Schumacherr llke Blumentrost, ha,d been em.ployed in
the service of Peter the Great and was a close assistant to
Blumentrost in the planning stages of the Academy and in
negotiating with foreign scholars in getting them to Russia.
He was well educated but his manner was offensively auto
cratic. All accounts agree that the Academy suffered more
during its early decades from the influence he held over
its administration than from any other source. A thorough
account of Schumacher can be found in Pekarskii, Istoriia,
I, 15-65.
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exercised in fact near absolute power over its operation.
The difficulties experienced by the Academy during the
first few decades of its existence stemmej to a great extent
from Schumacher's control.

Administratively he refused to

regard the opinions or interests of the academicians and
frequently withheld salaries from those who crossed him.
Schumacher became the central source of complaint among the
academicians in an endless series of complaints sent to the
government.

Within a five-month period alone in 1745 there

are on record nine petitions from Academy members, all com
plaining of Schumacher's abusive authority and the resulting
depressed state of the Academy.4

The presidents of the

Academy, named because they were close to the court and not
because they were interested in science, normally chose not
to concern themselves with the day-to-day functioning of the
Academy and did not try to circumscribe Schumacher's control.
This situation in the Academy's administration remained
essentially the same until Catherine I I introduced changes
in 1766, since after Schumacher's retirement in 1757 his
policies were carried on by his son-in-law and successor,
Johann Taubert.
Very soon after the removal of the government to Moscow
in 1728,5 it became apparent that the Academy would enjoy

4~terial~. VII. 464-465. 468-469. 480-485. 490-491.

5~J-510, 54o-5~,

548-555. 634-647. 697-700.

SUnder Empress Anne the court was brought back to
st. Petersburg in 1731, but with few favorable results for
the Academy.
. t
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little support from the new anti-Petrine court.

A serious

shortage of funds resulted, another feature that did not
much change until Catherine's reforms in 1766.

Next to pe

titions complaining of Schumacher. requests for new grants
of money became the item highest on the agenda of Academic
internal affairs.

The Academy presidents occasionally ap

pealed for funds in the Academy's behalf. but with rare
success.
Lack of support thus created a great deal of uncertainty
in the financial situation and a great deal of arbitrariness
in the administrative situation of the Academy.

The effects

soon became apparent as one after another of the foreign
academicians began to take their bows and return home.

Johann

Kohl in 1727. Christian Martini and Johann Buxbaum in 1729.
Jacob Hermann and Georg Bilfinger in 1730, Christian Gross
in 1731, Daniel Bernoulli in 1733, Johann Beckenstein in 1735.
Johann Duvernoy and Leonard Euler in 1741. Christian Goldbach
in 1742. Georg Kraft in 1744. and in 1747 Joseph Delisle and
Johann Gmelin (17481).
st. Petersburg

withL~

These names. plus five that died in
the same period, comprise all but one

of the academicians who entered the Academy from 1725 to 1727.
The historian Gerhard Muller was the only one of the early
members to remain in Russia for his entire career.

Between

1727 and 1731 (i.e., during the entire period of Peter II's
reign) not a single member was elected to fill the positions
that were becoming vacant, and after 1731 people of high

'g

"r
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quality from Europe were increasingly difficult to recruit.
The majority of those that did come to st. Petersburg, like
their predecessors, did

~ot

remain long.

During the entire

period from 1731 to Catherine's reforms in 1766 a mere hand
ful of productive scholars from Europe came to st. Petersburg
and stayed for any length of time or until their early deathsi
Johann Fischer (1732-1771), Georg steller (1737-1746), Georg
Richmann (1740-1753), A. Kaau-Boerhaave (1747-1758), and
Franz Aepinus (1756-1798).6
Particularly with Leonard Euler's departure in 1741
the Academy suffered a blow to its prestige.

It was Euler

who, along with his close friend and fellow citizen from
Basel, Daniel Bernoulli, early established the st. Petersburg
Academy's excellence in mathematics and helped bring the
Academy in its first years into wide recognition throughout
Europe.

Euler was comfortable in St. Petersburg, but like

Bernoulli and others before him, found that -the Academy lacked
adequate support to be congenial for academic life.

His loss

not only deprived the St. Petersburg Academy of one of Europe's
great eighteenth-century minds and its foremost symbol of
scientific prestige, but left a void in the field of math
ematics in St. Petersburg--the field on which the Academy
up to that time was able to base a large part of its reputa

6The specific information from which the above con

clusions are in part derived is taken from Modzalevskii.
Spisok Chlenov, pp. 10-21t·. The da.tes in parentheses
~dicate the length of career in Russia.
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tion.

Euler's chair in mathematics remained vacant for nearly

two decades, until it was filled in 1760 by Simeon Kotelnikov,

one of Euler's first

RC~3ian

students.

Euler was such a large figure in European science that
the turn in the Academy's fortunes under Catherine II was
sparked in large part by his return to st. Petersburg in
1?6~.

Euler had made known his desire to return to st.

Petersburg in a letter to Count Mikhail Vorontsov. contingent,
however, on adequate enticements, including far-reaching
changes in the way the Academy was supported and administered.
Seeing in Euler's r9turn the opportunity to raise instantly
the prestige of the Academy, Catherine immediately instructed
Vorontsov to reply to Euler that all of his conditions would
be met. 7

Euler was given a sUbstantial sum of money8 for

his return and was immediately placed at the head of an in
terim commission to administer Academic affairs pending the
complete overhaul of the administrative structure.

In ad

dition, Catherine in 1766 completely dismantled the separate
office of secretary,9 which under Schumacher and Taubert had
become a symbol of opprobrium for the academicians.

The

acquisition of Euler and Catherine's reforms, in short,

8S ,OOO rubles. Ls Gustave du Pasquier, Leonard Euler
et ges Arnis (Paris, 1927), p. 81..

9p ears
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ushered in "a period during which the government consistently
lived up to its financial obligations toward the Academy,,,10
and gave the

Aca,"~emy

considerably more permanence wi thin

Russian society.
Catherine was practically bubbling with enthusiasm for
scientific prestige in her realm.

She was preparing to out

fit a large-scale scientific expedition to scrutinize the
interior of Russia on a larger scale than had hitherto been
accomplished, and at the same time another set of expeditions
was being planned to observe the transit of Yenus in front
of the sun which was to occur during the summer of 1769.
Already in 1767 Catherine ordered all necessary astronomical
instruments to be procured from abroad for thin undertaking
and every assistance given for its Planning,ll
The year following Euler's arrival also saw the arrival
in rapid succession of three more noted representatives of
European science.

Samuel Gmelin (Johann Gmelin's nephew),

Caspar Wolff, and Peter Pallas.

Pallas, like Euler, had to

be assured of certain conditions before coming to St.

Petersburg.

He was originally offered a position of adjunct

in the' Academy a.'1d he turned the offer dovrn., demanding the

A new invitation was subse

position of full academician.

quently extended to Pallas in accordance with his demands. 12
lOyuc~n~Cl,
· · h S·
·
c~ence In

•
Russ~an

Culture, p. 16 O.

llAnnua1 Register, X (1767). 9-10, 200-201.
12protokolY Z_asedanii ~oJ:Lferentsii Imperatorskoi
Akademii Nauk s lJ~ EO 1801 goda (st. Petersburg, 1897-1911)
II,

58"8-59-5.
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ushered in Ita period during which the government consistently
lived up to its financial obligations toward the Academy,"10
and gave the Academy ccnsiderably more permanence within
Russian society.
Catherine was practically bubbling with enthusiasm for
scientific prestige in her realm.

She was preparing to out

fit a large-scale scientific expedition to scrutinize the
interior of Russia on a larger scale than had hitherto been
accomplished, and at the same time another set of expeqitions
was being planned to observe the transit of Venus in ·front
of the sun which was to occur during the summer of 1769.
Already in 1767 Catherine ordered all necessary astronomical
instruments to be procured from abroad for this undertaking
and every assistance given for its planning. 11
The year following Euler's arrival also saw the arrival
in rapid succession of three more noted representatives of

European sciences

Samuel Gmelin (Johann Gmelin's nephew),

Caspar Wolff, and Peter Pallas.

Pallas, like Euler, had to

be assured of certain conditions before coming to st.
Petersburg.

He was originally offered a position of adjunct

in the Academy and he turned

position of full academician.

th~

offer down, demanding the

Anew invitation was subse

quently extended to Pallas in accordance with his demands. 12
10Vucinich,science in Russian Culture, p. 160.
l1;Annual Register,

x

(1767), 9-1.0, 200-201.

.
:~protokolY Zasedanii Konferpntsii Imperatorskoi
Akademll Nauk s 1725 po 180) gbd! lst. Petersburg, 1897-1911),

II, 588-595.
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The

~illingness

to bid high for the services of a well-known

scientist, together with the enlightened atmosphere that
Catherine was forging, heralded a substantially new era in
the life of the Academy in the final third of the century.
The first forty years of the st. Petersburg Academy,
if a disappointment in terms of the lack of support it re
ceived, was not empty in aChievements or significant devel
opments.

The bulk of achievement, it must always be remem

bared, was registered by foreigners.

The learning that

Peter the Great intended for them to disseminate had only
slightly penetrated through the crust of traditional Russian
society by the beginning of Catherine II's reign.
in Russia had thus far made little headway.

Education

This is not

surprising when it is remembered 'that the changes Peter the
G~eat

inaugerated were not, to say the least, universally

popular with Russia's native elite.

The observation has been

made by one scholar that none of the Russians elected to the
Academy during the first fifty years of its existence was
from the aristocratic class. 13 There were few in fact from
any class, but in the 1740's and 1750's the first Russians
made their appearance into the Academy as full-fledged acad
emicians, forming the first page in the development of native
Russian scientific and academic life.

They were the few

early products of the Academic Gymnasium and University,
neither of which enjoyed very brilliant successes throughout
1JVucinich, Sci~nce in Russian C~lture, p. 134.
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the eighteenth century.

The University in st. Petersburg

never really got off the ground until' 1747. then only barely

and after 1767 was cloced altogether for the rest of the
century.14 The Gymnasium remained in operation throughout
the century but with very small enrollments.

Some of these

first Russian scholars necessarily received their higher
education abroad.
Mikhail Lomonosov and Vasilii Trediakovskii share the
distinction of being Russia'S first full academicians in the
Academy, both elected on the same day in 1745. 15 others
followed.

Stepan Krasheninnikov in 1750. Nikita Popov in

1751. Simeon Kotelnikov in 1760, and stepan
1767.

R~~ovskii

in

At the time of Pallas' entry into the Aca.demy in 1767

there were several other Russians serving as adjuncts (the
most notable perhaps was Aleksei Protasov who became a full
academician in 1771) but essentially up to that time these
had been Russia'S contribution to the highest scientific cir
cle in Russia.
In terms of individual achievement, Lomonosov (1711
1765) perhaps stands above the rest.

He possessed extra

ordinary scientific abilities and did work in a great many
fields, but his scientific contribution was as much symbolic
14M•P• Viatkin, ed.~ Ocherki Istorii Leningrada.
vol. I (Moscow-Leningrad. 1955) •. p. ~i~~

15va.silii Adodurov in ~7JJ and Grigorii Taplov in
1742 were elected as adjuncts but never made the grade of
full academician or professor.

If

as real since he was the first such scientist of many talents
to emerge in Russia.

He devoted much energy to quarre,lling

with the' German members of the Academy, but at the same time
played a large role in advancing native Russian science and
a leading part in the founding of Moscow University in 1755.
And,

~~ong

other innovations, he established the first func

tional chemical laboratory in the Academy.16
Krasheninnikov's (1713-1755) contribution is also un
mistakable.

As a natural scientist and member of the Great

Northern Expedition (1733-1743), Krasheninnikov displayed
first-rate qualities of scientific investigation.

The account

of his travels in eastern Siberia was one of the few Russian
works in the eighteenth century to gain wide contemporary
recognition abroad. 1? His early; death robbed him of a more
productive career, but while a member of the Academy he under
took several small botanical expeditions around St. Petersburg
and from 1?50 was in charge of the Academic Gymnasium, pre
16Literature on Lomonosov is vast, much of it the work
of Soviet scholars who like to see in his work more perhaps
than is actually the case. Nevertheless, even pre-Soviet
scholars have written extensively,on Lomonosov. According
to Vucinich (p. 421) "one of the most detailed and objective
biographies of Lomonosov ever written" is that provided in
Pekarskii's Istoriia (II, 259-892, supplements, pp. 893-96).
A nice summary is provided by Vucinich himself (pp. 105-116);
and a short but definitive biography by Boris N. Menshutkin
has been translated from the Russian as Russia's Lomonosov
(Princeton, 1952).
. 1?0 isanie Zernli Kamchatki [Description of the Land
of Kamchatka
st. Petersburg, 1755). Krasheninnikov's work
was translated soon after publication into English and
French. A definitive translation into English, much improved
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siding during the period that the Gymnasium had its greatest
success in the eighteenth century in terms of enrollment. 18
Kotelnikov (1723-1806) and Rumovskii

(17J/~'-1812)

were

less important as contributors, but both enjoyed long academic
careers and performed solidly as two of Russia's first stu
dents in the fields of mathematics.
The list of Russians qualified to sit as academicians
continued to extend through Catherine's reign until by the
end of the century a significant portion, nearly half, of
the Academy's membership was Russian.

Up to Pallas' entry

a total of six Russians had been named as academicians in
the Academy; from 1767 to the end of the century ten more had
earned the right to sit among the circle of academicians and
many more had served in other capacities of learned activity.
The number is not large by comparison with the number of for
eigners, but as

a group

these wer,e the men who .initially ab

sorbed the learning of their foreign mentors and established
an independent Russian tradition in science and learning.
Some of them. following in the tradition of Lomonosov and
Krasheninnikov, deserve independent mention for their scien
tific work (some will later be mentioned in connection with
over the original abridged English edition of 1764, has re
cently been furnished by E.A.P. Crownhart-Vaughan under the
title Explorations of Kam£vatka, 1735-1741 (Portland, 1972).
18K•V• Ostrovitianov, ed., Istoriia Akademii Nauk SSSR.
vol. I (Moscow-Leningrad, 1958), p. 299; Viatkin, ed ••
Ocherki. p. 217.

.,
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Pallas), but more importantly, perhaps, they served as the
transmitters of European science to a wider Russian audience.
By their publications. teaching, translation aotivity, text
book composition, and forward progress in establishing purely
RU'ssian institutions, a wider Russian participation in the
knowledge of the day became possible.
Although the Academy was

fin~~cially

in distress during

most of' the period up to 1766, the reason goes deeper than
the lack of support it received from government officials.
The sheer weight of the activities connected with the Academy
grew considerably during this period and diverted both atten
tion and money from the academic center of the

Ac~demy.

The

printing office, various workshops engaged in the production
of scientific instruments and other technical tasks, the en
graving and drawing departments, the translating department,
and other sidelights all required salaried workers and expen
sive materials.

In 1727 there were 84 persons connected with

the Academy, 19 of' whom formed the core of academicians and
adjuncts, in 1735 the number was 158, 14 of whom formed the
core of academicians and adjuncts, and in 1742 the number
stood at nearly 400 persons,' even though the number of acad
emicians and adjuncts had further dropped to 11.19

In the

latter year a strongly worded plea was sent from the Academy
to the government sounding the alarm that ac.ademic life was
3.90strovitianov, ad., Istoriia, pp. 44, 152.

'C
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in actual threat of collapse because of the funds being di
verted for these other activities and not being replaced. 20

In 1747 thfj Academy received its first formal charter
and set of statutes from the government, which attempted to
cure some of the ills and arbitrary practices that had grown
up in the Academy.21

The charter separated some auxiliary

activities from the Academy proper and attempted to regularize
salaries and financial support.

In reality it did little

more than formalize and even extend Schumacher's powers over
the purse and personnel of the Academy.

An attempt was also

made to revive "the Academic University (which had been pro
vided for in 1725 but soon had to close its doors for lack
of students) by stipulating that thirty students would be
provided with stipends.

Enrollment, however, slowly declined

thereafter and after 1767. as already menti.oned, it was
closed.

The charter did not bring about changes in the

Academy's overall situation.
The low ebb of scientific achievement in the Academy
20MaterialY,

V,,

79-80.

21 The document ("Reglament i Shtaty Akad~mii Nauk i
used here is the reproduction as Appendix IV
Khudozhestv
in Ostrovitianov, ed •• Istoriia, pp. 436-453. Prior to 1747
the Academy operated according to the outline plan Peter
had furnished, but a specific' set. of statutes delineating
authority. salaries. etc. had'not yet been ratified. Up"-"
to 1747 the academicians continually urged in letters and
petitions that their rights. privileges. and duties be set
down in a ratified document in order to escape from the
arbitrariness that had grown up under Schumacher·s handling
of affairs.
lt
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at the time of Euler's return and Catherine's reforms was no
illusion.

Empress Elizabeth, like her two predecessors, had

peen little concerned with the advanoement of science, and
the man she selected to be president of the Academy in 1746,
Count Kiril Razumovskii, was too involved in affairs of state
to give attention to the Academy.

Actual control was in

Schumacher's hands and Razumovskii was content to leave it
there.

During the first four years of Catherine's reign

(1762-1766), furthermore, no new members at all entered the
Academy, and by 1766 the Academy's membership had so stag
nated that the Academy possessed only two members of even
moderate scientific note, Franz Aepinu~ and Johann Lehmann. 22
Despite the decline in purely academlc research during
the Academy's first four decades, much work aside from this
was going on and, as already indicated, a large number of
secondary activities had developed.

The Academy was the main

center for publishing and translating activity in Russia, and
in 1738 a separate Translation Department was established in
22Aepinus (1724-1802) was acquired in 1756 and remained
an active member of the Academy until 1798. For a summary
of his, work, primarily in the field of physics, see Dictionary
of Scientific Biogra}hy , ed. in chief Charles C. GillisPie.
(New York, 1970-19?2 , I, 66-68; and A. Wolf, A History of
Science Technolo
and Philoso
in the Ei hteenth Centur
2nd ed. J London, 1952 , p.2)bt 'Lehmann 1·700-17 7) was
acquired only in 1761 and he died early in 1767. On his work,
primarily in the field of chemistry, see Wolf, pp. 399-400.
Working in the field of history, however, Russia was fortunate
to possess at the time three scholars of notel Gerhard
Muller, Johann Fischer, and August Schlozer. Of the three,
Schlozer was the only one who did not remain in Russia for
his entire career. He remained only from 1762 to 1769.
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the Academy which was made up of qualified young Russians. 23
An

observatory was established, as were laboratories -and a

botanical garden for experimental work.

Under Gerhard Muller

extensive gathering of historical material was undertaken as
part of the Great Northern Expedition.

The Academy was also

involved in the gathering of historical material from Russia's
medieval centers I for instance, in 1735 the Academy was in
structed by the government to send a mission to Novgorod to
recover all available historical material for preservation
in the Academic Library.24 Further, regarding the field of
history, in 1748 a separate Historical Department was es
tablished under Muller. 25 For exemplary work in discovery
and experimentation bonuses were. awarded by the Academy.
Georg Bilfinger was the recipient of one, in 1740, of 1,000
rubles for hi's work in experiment'al physics with metals even
23Translation work carried on by Russian members of
the Academy was of great importance both in stimulating efforts
to modernize the Russian language and in making available
to Russian readers everything from modern scientific works
to ancient classics. One of the specific duties of the Russian
adjuncts working under foreign academicians was to translate
their important works into Russian. Translation activity
expanded considerably in the latter part of the century, but
from its modest beginnings and th.e concern to make the Russian
language a medium of scientific learning and literature grew
the first Russian language ~opular scientific journal.
Ezhemesiachnye Sochineniia. LMonthly Essays],publlshed from
1755 to 1764; others followed. See V.P. Zubov, Istoriografiia
EstestvennYkh Nauk v Rossii (Moscow, 1956), pp. 36-40.
24sbornik IRIO, eXI, 46)-464.
25r4aterialY, IX, 125-126.
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after he had left the Academy and was merely an honorary mem
ber. 26

In 1739 a Geographical Department was established

under Joseph Delisle, the chief task of which was cartographic
work.

Cartographic productions opened in 1745 with the pub

lication of Russia's first atlas ("Atlas Rossiiskoi n >,27 mark
ing the beginning of vast extensions and refinements in the
knowledge of Russian geography in the eighteenth century.

The

great progress of Russian geography was only made possible,
however. by the expeditionary activity carried out in Russia
in the eighteenth century.
In the words of a contemporary observer of Russia,
writing at the end of the eighteenth century, "the first and
most important step to the elucidation of the natural and
moral condition of Russia was the appointment of the acade
micians of st.

~etersburg

to travel for the purpose of ex

ploring its qualities in both these respects; and their
journals still form the basis of all that we know with cer
tainty of the internal state of this extensive empire. n28
The author was referring mainly to the Pallas-led expeditions
of 1768-1774, the written journals of which provided him, as
well as others, with the-basic material from which to describe
26sbornik IRIO, CXXXVIII, 87.

21L.S. Berg, Oeharki
Russkikh Geo rafichaskikh
OtkrltU (~d ed •• M~1-O~S-C~o~w~,~~~~~~~2~J~.~~~~~~~~~~~
28William Tooke, View of the Russian Empire, vol. I

(reprint ed.; New York,:l970), p. iii.
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"this extensive empire" to their foreign readers.

And in

fact these expeditions as a whole provided the largest single
body of material yet to appear on the natural conditions of
European and Asiatic Russia.

They were the landmark in

Russian eighteenth-century scientific exploration, as the
Great Northern Expedition, three decades earlier, was the
landmark in providing the first sUbstantial information on
Siberia, its eastern regions and beyond.

Before, between.

and after these two huge undertakings, that in terms of en
ergy and time expended and in the richness of results pro
duced in furthering existing knowledge can stand alongside
any such undertaking in the history of exploration, there

were numerous other expeditionary enterprises of a smaller
nature in the eighteenth century.2 9
The expeditions sponsored by the Academy in the eight
eenth century can be separated into two groupsi

those under

taken for purely geographical and astronomical purposes, and
those undertaken more specifically for phy~ical scientific
observations. 30 Those classified as astronomical were invalved chiefly in observing such p.henomena as eclipses, in
testing atmospheric conditions, and in making geographical
29The brief discussion to follow is narrowed to the
expeditionary activity undertaken.wlder the Academy and that
which seems most relevant to forming the background to
Pallas' work in scientific exploration.
JOGnucheva, ed. i Materialy dlia Istorii, p. 9.
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determinations of longitude and latitude.

For astronomers

of the day one of the paramount tasks was in determining the
exact distance of the earth from the sun and the other planets.
For these determinations. the moment of the passing of a
planet in front of the sun was observed and Venus in partic
ular attracted attention.

The transit of Venus before the

sun, it was felt, would afford the first opportunity to de
termine precisely the distance of the sun from the eart,h.
Its.future occurrence had been projected already in the seven
teenth century. but as yet the rare spectacle had not taken
place.
Twice in the eighteenth century Venus passed before
the sun, in 1761 and in 1769, and both occurrences were the
occasion for general excitement in the scientific world.
Early in 1761 the Academy dispatched an expedition headed by
Academician Nikita Popov and Adjunct stepan Rumovskii.

The

expedition carried them deep into Siberia; Popov stopped at
Irkutsk near Lake Baikal and Rumovskii journeyed a little
further to Selenginsk.

European scientific centers were

braced for the event as well, and a member of the Paris Academy,
Chappe-d'Auteroche, was instructed to journey into Siberia
for a favorable observation point to augment other observations
that would be carried out in France.
point to set up his equipment.

.He chose Tobolsk as the

In d'Auteroche·s words, "the

whole learned world had taken all possible measures to assist
the observation.

Sovereign princes. although engaged in an

•

t'

•
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expensive war, had neglected nothing that could insure the
success of this important matter •• _"3 1

For the Russians,

inclement weather at t.t&e moment of the lcng-awaited event
prevented them from gathering any information and they

re

turned to st. Petersburg after charting some geographical
points.
Catherine II would see to it that the next time Venus
presented itself the Academy would be better prepared with
more and better observation points, determined as she was
that Russia make as large a contribution in this field as
anybody else.

Two years of preparation went into planning

for the next projected transit of Venus in front of the sun
and out of these preparations grew plans for a'separate en
terprise to investigate the interior conditions of Russia on
a more comprehensive scale than had yet been accomplished.

The execution of the 1769 astronomical expeditions will be
described in connection with the total expeditionary activity
of 1768-1774.
Prior to the 1760's the Academy dispatched several ex
peditions for specific astronomical and cartographic purposes.
The passulg of the

pl~~et

Mercury in front of the sun in 1740

was the occasion for Joseph Delisle, the Academy's chief
astronomer, to be sent to Berezov.

Ten years earlier Delisle's

brother, Louis Delisle de la Croyere, returned from a three
31Chappe d'Auteroche, A Journey into Siberia (reprint
ed., New York, 1970), p. 81.

't'-
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year expedition (1121-1130) to Arkhangelsk and other northern
regions for the purpose of making geographical determinations,

and ten years later (1,51-1753) Christian Kratzenstein under
took an expedition to the north of European Russia to ob
serve a solar eclipse and to carry further the charting of
geographical points in the north.
but pointlessly.
singly.

The list could be extended.

They were small affairs of little consequence

Combined, however, they provided the basis for more

precise geographical knowledge of European Russia which, added
to other types of expeditions that stretched further and
lasted longer. gave to the st'. Petersburg Academy the distinc
tion of advancing geographical work by leaps and bounds.
making it possible for others, like Pallas, to adyance with
more sureness and accomplish more •.
Before the expeditions of 1768-1114, perhaps the best
explored and be:st-mapped regions on the eastern frin.ges of
European Russia were those of the lower Volga and the areas
around the Caspian Sea.

Even before the founding of the

Academy several of Peter the Great's military officers had
carried out extensive investigatJ.ons and mapping around the
Caspian and in the northern Caucasus region. in accordance
primarily with military objectives.

Several more small ex

peditions were undertaken in the south and along the Volga
to report on flora, minerals. and the like.

Undoubtedly the

most important of the pre-Academy expeditions was that of
Daniel Messerschmidt (1685-1735), a physician in Peter's

')

bes
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service, who was sent into southern Siberia in 1720 to inves
tigate the geography, the peoples, and all matters of interest
to natural history.

Over a seven-year period

14~~i'sserschmidt

traveled through a great deal of territory, collected and
brought back an immense amount of material. and left for
those who followed a lengthy account of his travels.

Future

travelers to northern Central Asia and southern Siberia were
much indebted to Messerschmidt for his pioneering scientific
exploration into Siberia. the accounts and maps of which
often served as their guide as to the conditions and peoples
that were likely to be encountered.
century later in his

O~l

Pallas. almost a half-

travel account. made frequent ac

knowledgements of Messerschmidt's work and is quoted as having
remarked that "one cannot help but marvel at what this man
alone has accomplished."3 2
Peter I was well-attuned to furthering the geographical
knowledge of his realm.

As is well known. he personally

wrote the instructions for the First Bering Expedition (1725
1(30). which was instructed to voyage along the shores of
northeastern Siberia.

This was only the last of the instances

of Peter's desire to know and chart the limits of his expan
sive empire.
32pallas quoted in V.I,. Mezhov, Sibirskaia Bibliografiia
(st. Petersburg, 1891-1892), II, 259. Messerschmidt's
ten-volume account of his travels remained in manuscript
and only recently has its publication been undertaken.
However, Pallas subsequently published some extracts from
Messerschmidt's journal (with an introduction) in the peri
odical that he edited, ~eue Nordische Beytrage. III (1782),

97-158.
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After the founding of the Academy, expeditions of a
natural seient,ific ehara,cte-r increased.

They were undertaken

by men with greater scientific talents than Peter's officers

in the Caspian region or even Messerschmidt had possessed.
The beginning of physical scientific exploration for the
Academy· could not have been on a grander scale.
The apparent inconclusiveness of Bering's first voyage

in the northern waters (to determine whether America and Asia
were separate) led to the organization of another expedition
wlder Bering's command.

The Academy was not yet in operation

at the time of Bering's first departure, but was eager to be
included in this second venture.

Without the Academy m()mbers

present on the Great Northern Expedition); it would still
deserve the laurels that have grown up around its accomplish
ments--chiefly, the final determination that Asia and America
were separate continents, the mapping and discoveries made

in the northern Pacific, and the actual land.ingmade on North
America.

With the Academy members present the significance

as well as the enormity of it. were greatly enhanced.

It was

"a national migration on a small, scale," as one observer has
seen 1.et • ;4

The details of the trek across Siberia and the sea

33 Its most fitting title, but also called the Second
Bering or Second Kamchatka Expedition.
34peter Lauridsen, Vitus Be'ring, trans. by Julius E.
Olson (C:hicagQ, 1889), p. 79.
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voyages will not be dealt with here.

What" is most important

in forming the background to Pallas' expeditionary work is

the foundation laid by the naturalists

Oti

this expedition in

providing the first substantial body of scientific informa
tion on Siberia.

The chief names to mention in this connec

tion are Johann Georg Gmelin. Georg Wilhelm Steller, and
Stepan Krasheninnikov.
Of the three, Gmelin is the most significant as a pred
ecessor to Pallas' expedition.

Gmelin spent ten years (1733

1(43) traveling through the heartland of Siberia, the results
of which were "recorded in his two major works,

~eise

durch

Sibirien von dem Jahr 1733 bis 1743 (the account of his
travels, Gottingen, 1(52) and Flora Sibirica (the study based
on his collected botanical material in four volumes, St.
Petersburg, 1747-1(69).

Pallas' route across southern Siberia

covered much of the same general area through which Gmelin
traveled.

Gmelin's works were used to great advantage by

Pallas, but he saw his general purpose in covering this part
of Gmelin's traveled territory as observing it more thoroughly
than he thought Gmelin had. 35
Steller became a member of the Academy in 17J7 and jOined
the expedition only in 1739--in time, however, to accompany
Bering on his epic voyage to Alaska.

Steller also spent

3Sp.S. Pallas. Voyages de M. PIS. Pallas, en Differentes
Provinces de l'Em ire de Russie et dans L'Asie Se tentrionale,
trans. by-M. Gauthier de 1a Peyronie Paris, 1789-1793 ,
III, 4-5.

,.,
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several years traveling in the peninsula of Kamchatka and
when he finally set out to return to

st.

Petersburg he never

made it beyond Tiumen in western. Siberia, where he died in
1746.

steller's material and his principal work, De Bestiis

Marinis (written while stranded with Bering on Bering Island
in the winter of 1741-1742 and published in 1751), were bor
rowed from liberally by Pallas in his zoological studies and
his 1ame, says Steller's biographer, was "augmented in no
small degree" by the use of it.)6

On his way through Tiumen

in December 1770 Pallas paid tribute to Steller by visiting
his tomb,)7 and Pallas later edited and prepared for publi
cation Steller's journal of his sea voyage.)8
Krasheninnikov was only a student at the time of his
participation in the Great Northern Expedition, but so dis
tinguished himself as a capable natural scientist that he
was elevated to membership (as an adjunct) in the Academy of
Sciences in 1745. becoming in essence the first
naturalist of native Russian background.

distL~guished

Krasheninnikov's

)6Leonhard stejneger, Georg Wilhelm Steller (Cambridge,
Mass., 1936), p. 488. On Pallas' indebtedness to Steller's
material see also Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.,
The Pacific. Russian Scientific Investi ations (New York,
19 9 , p. 137; Pekarskii, Istoriia, I. 05- 0 •
37pallas. Voyages. II, 518.
J8G• W• steller's Reise von Kamchatka nach Amerika mit
dem Commandeur-Capitan Bering (St. Petersburg. 1793). Pallas
also procured and published other material of Steller's. See
Keppen, "Uchenye Trudy P.S. Pallasa," p. 434, Pekarskii,
Istoriia, It 59?; stejneger, Steller, pp. }49n, 504n.
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work centered around his travels in the peninsula of Kamchatka,
his account of which constituted the means by which the schol
arly world of the day got its first comprehensi7s glimpse
at this remotest of remote Siberian regioJls. 39
These were the men to whom Pallas looked as having es
tablished in a grand fashion the scientific exploration of
Siberia.

He knew their works intimately and relied upon them,

while at the same time making improvements to their scientific
accuracy.

As a result of the authoritative information gath

ered by these men in regi.ons of Siberia that stretched beyond
the limits of. his own expedition. Pallas was also able to
round out his general zoological and botanical studies of
European and Asiatic Russia.
Gerhard Muller was also, of course. an important member
of the Great Northern Expedition from the Academy, whose most
notable contribution was in gathering historical material.
Muller, like

Gmelin, spent the years from 1733 to 1743 trav

eling through Siberia from one end to the other and, like
his colleagues, turned an energetic mind to a region offering
endless opportunities for novel study.

Muller thus. did not

bury himself solely in family archives, but did work in geog
raphy and gathered significant ethnographic material as well.
Although Muller's work was not as closely related to the area
of Pallas' studies as was Gmelin's, Steller's, or
Krasheninnikov's, Pallas knew Muller's work as well as any.
39See above, p. 2 6 •

1, :.p. '~~ 1'~ "-;.« .,~~<'i:.' >~ ':"- .
i
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After Pallas came to st. Petersburg he and Muller (the only
one of the Academy participants in the Great Northern Expe

dition still living at the time) became close collaborators
on Siberian matters and freely made their material available
to the other.

Pallas made a point of keeping Muller in close

personal touch with all phases of his own expeditionary work. 40
The Great Northern Expedition overshadowed in every
respect all o·ther expeditionary efforts in Russia in the
first half of the eighteenth century.

During the decade from

the mid-thirties to the mid-forties of the eighteenth century
when the men of the Great Northern Expedition were exploring
.

.

the interior and farthest reaches of Siberia, however, no
less than five small scientific expeditions had been under
taken to the southern Ural and Caucasus regions. 41 From the
mid-forties to the mid-sixties of the eighteenth century
·scientific exploration proceeded on a much reduced scale,
but far from reached a standstill.

At least ten expeditions

were undertaken between the time of the close of the Great
Northern Expedition and the beginning of the Pallas Expedition,
none of which were large or especially momentous, wide-ranging
scientific expeditions, but all of which serve as further

40p • Hoffmann, nDie Briefe von Pallas an G.F. Muller,"
in Lomonosov, Schlozer, Pallas, ed. by E. Winter. vol. XII
of uellen und Studien zur Geschichte Osteuro as (Berlin,
~962 • pp. 310-31 •
41See Appendix.
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evidence that Pallas in 1767 entered a country with an al
ready well-established tradition in t3cientific expaditionary

activity.
One expedition during this period stands out as being
more extensive and more closely related to the area of Pallas'
expedition than the others.
to 1769.

that of Erik Laxmann from 1764

It was also closely related in time, as Laxmann

was just returning from southern Siberia as Pallas was get
·ting a good start in that direction.

La~~ann

was sent into

southern Siberia primarily for the purpose of investigating
its mountain and mineral regions.

Most of his time was de

voted to mineralogical researches in the Altai Mountains,
which point he did not go beyond.

As far as Laxmann's work

went, Pallas utilized it and regarded it as an authoritative
source on the Altai Mountains.

It had not been Laxmann"s

purpose, however, to engage in en all-encompassing scientific
expedition--the factor that distinguishes the historical im
portance of both the Great Northern Expedition and the Pallas
led expeditions of 1768-1774. 42

42:Erik Laxmann (1737-l '796) surely deserves "to be called
one of the prominent figures in Russian exploration in the

second half of the eighteenth century. He returned from his
first expedition in 1769 tc be named as an academician in
'the Academy the following year, and spent the major part of
the last twelve years of his life (1784-1796) exploring again
in southern Siberia. He died, as a matter of fact, in Tobolsk.
His researches remained most closely related to mineralogical
matters. Soviet scholarship has taken note of J.laxmann' s
contributions in a recent biography by N.M. Raskin and leI.
Shafranovskii t Erik Gustavcvich IJaksman: Vydai.ushchiisia
Pute§llt~2.t~~Jll1ik~att!r~11.§..~"-X5'fj·l=v.· [EriltGustav Laxmanna
Prominent Traveler and Naturalist of t.he Eighteenth Century]
(Leningrad, i.971)
of

Several summary observations and further comments need
to be made about the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences that
Pallas entered

i:;-.l.

forty-three years.

1767 and remained a part of for the next
The picture appears mixed.

At the same

time that expeditionary aChievements ware being carried to
fantastic proportions from the mid-thirties to the mid-forties
of the eighteenth century, the Academy i.n

st.

Petersburg was

undergoing strains serious enough to result in the loss of
several of its most brilliant members (Daniel Bernoulli,
Leonard Euler, Christial1. Goldbach, and Georg Kra.ft) and in

an overall decline in the quality of its membership.

By \;he

fifties. when the results of the Great Northern Expedition
were becoming knovm in published form to all of Europe and
the individual work applauded, the prestige of the Academy
had suffered further and alarms had even been heard that its
very existence was in question.

Looking objectively, however,

a bustling behind-the-scenes activity in the workshops, the

printing office, the Geography Department. and so forth, was
going on and expanding.

lllld,

more i.mportantly for the future

of Russi.an science, Russians were, rna]ting their
debuts~

s~}ientific

still, the Academy as an institution remained an

anachronism: in Russian life.
support, and advances

~l

It received little government

education in Russia that would have

given the Academy a more solid base remained negligible.
Catherine II set in motion the forces that would change all
that.

l~5

Imbued, at least for a ti.me, with the desire for intel
lectual prestige to flourish around her, Catherine gave the

Academy more support and promised its men,Jers an era of pros
perity.

The quality of the Academy's foreign membership

rose unmistakably as did the spirit in which they worked.
More Russians entered the Academy as intellectual life in
Russia spread beyond the narrow limits of the St. Petersburg
Academy.

Not far beyond these limits, to be sure, and Russia

was still heavily dependent on foreign scientists to make
up the composition of the Academy, but Moscow University was

in opeJ"ation throughout the final third of the eighteenth
century (unlike the Academic University) and in 178) an all
Russian !3cholarly institution was founded, the Russian Academy.
•
devoted to RUSS1an
language and 11°t erature •.hJ

In the same

year Catherine named as Director of the St. Petersburg Academy

a woman with li"fely intellectual interests, Princess Catherine
Dashkova, who followed upon a

trad~tion

of inept, disinter

ested, or insensitively autocratic directors of Academic
affairs.

Dashkova was instrumental in the founding of the

Russian Academy

the St.

an~

Petersb'.l~g

I

alor·g

'ili'~!'l

!"!er duties

ai~

Direetol" of

Academy, was narned its first president.
, t

.tAn ambitious, educated, and capricious womanttq·l,I. and a woman

4.3T,he Russian Academy exiated as 3.n independent body
until 1841, when it was merged with the St. Petersburg Academy
of Sciences and became its Departl"!lent of Russian Langua.ge
and Literature.
44Vucinich, Science in Russian
Culture, p. 142"
........
~~

~
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with a "restless and turbulent spirit."45 Dashkova undertook
her responsibilities with a serious

L~terest

in expanding

and improving 'tr3 position of science in Russia.
The men Catherine II appointed to head the

Acade~~

prior to 178) were hardly congruent with her declared plans
for reorganization and reform in the Academy's adnlinistra.

tion.

Both Count Vladimir Orlov (1766-1775) and Sergei

Domashnev (1775-1783) were ostensibly only the guiding light
of the new Academic

Con~ission

Academy's ovm members.

that was made up of the

From the first, however. the govern

ment did not consider any of the proposals for permanent
statutory changes put forth by the Commission and as an ad
ministrative body it began to lose significance after it was
instituted in 1766.

Orlov was not a man of science, but he

was not a hindrance to Academic activities and apparently
got along well with the academicians. 46 Domashnev, -on th~
other hand. recalled to the Academy the days of Schumacher.
He interfered obnoxiously in the Academy's work and created
constant

t~3;},sions

in his relations with most Academy membe'rs.

According to Princess Dashkova, Domashnev's behavior toward
the academicians drove Leonard Euler to disassociate himself

4.5D&t;(.!L'iption. of a contemporary I~nglish envoy in Russia.
§..bornik .JJl19~1 XIX. 4J8.
46upon his 1eparture as Director of the Academy in

1775 he is reported

to have entertained all of the acade
micia."1s to dinner. K. S. Veoelovslrii, "Borba Akademikov
s Dlrektororn S" G. D()ma.shnevym." Russkai.a. Starina. IJXXXVII
(July-Septc, 1896j. 458.
---

J~7

altogether from the Academy's affairs and to take no interest
in its proceedings.l~?

Ironically., the occasion of Domashnev' s

dismissal ai'1d Dajhkoya' s appointment in 1783 was also the
occasion for the abolishment of the Academic Commission,
signaling the government's firm intention to keep the Academy
closely under its wing. 48
There can be no question of Princess Dashkova's service
to the Academy (both Academies for that matter) and her desire
to see science and learning take a stronger hold in Russia.

Her own literary achievements were also widely lmown--even
in Am9rica, where she was well

knO'l1n

to Benjamin Franklin

and was elected an honorary member of the American Philosoph
ical Society in't789. 49 Simultaneous with her tenure as

Director, however, official policy in Russia bega..'1 to deliberalize.

Particularly in the 1790-8, as a reaction to

the French Revolution, tightened censorship policies of the
government

beg~"l

to weigh heavily on the Academy.

In 1796

47The Memoirs of PriBcess Dashkov, trans. and ed. by
Kyril Fitzlyon (London, 1958), p. 209. The adverse effects
of Domashnev t s tenure are reveC3.led in all accourlts, but mosi;
thoroughly in trAe documented article cited i~1 the preceding
footno:t;e and in a collection of documents relating to his
tenure: "Direktor Akademii Nauk Sergei Gerasimovich
Domashnev," Chteniia v ImneratorsKom veshchestve Istorii • , .• ,
LIX (Oct. ·..Dec-;".-lrrb-6). sect. V; lJ4-1b~.
.
.
48NQ.va ftcta Academi.?l9 SSLient~§1Jd.E Iml?erialis
~etro:Roiltar~, I ( 1783 J sect. I, J- 5; ~. Me.m.oirs of
?ri.nces§_~1_~shkoy', p. 20c.

t

49BOlkhovitinov,

~9vlenict p. 236.

'*
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printing was restric·ted by Catherine, several printing offices
were abolished outright, and a restriction was placed on the

importation of fJl"~ign materials. 50

Paul I (1796-1801) ex

tended Catherine's censorship decrees and in 1798 placed a
near total ban on the importation of all printed material. 51
The Academy was essentially cut off from European science
and its members registered their complaints of this situation
openly.

Even their scientific papers that were to be inserted

in the Academy's journal, Nova Acta, had to first pass the

approval of a government censor. 52
The atmosphere in the Academy during this troublesome
time was made e-ven more annoying by Dashkova' s nephe ',v and
successor as Director, Paul Bakunin (1794-1798), a
and uneducated

m~l

t;;.~ctless

who squandered the Academy's funds and

added misery to the academicians' lives. 53

50K•S • Veselovskii, "Otnosheniia Imperatora PavIa I

k Akademii Nauk," Russkaia Starina, XCIV (1898), 237.

51Ibid.,

pp. 242-245; Annual Register, XL (1798),
Paul's extensive official censorship policies,
although odious to the academicians. does not appear to
have extended to Paul's personal relations with the Acad(,~my.
In 1798 he saw to it that Bakunin (mentiol1 ;d in the next
paragraph) was removed as Director and appointed il1 his
.place a man favorable to sciGnee, ..6.J'"1drei Nik,~lai. The
concluding point of Veselovskii'~ article citAd in this
and the preceding footnO+'E~ is t~at Paul took a." active
interest in the Academy's activities and his personal
attitude tcward the acadenlicians was at all times favorable.

59. 62.

l

52protok21y, IV, 522-523, 763.

5J a,A, Kniazev

A.V. Koltsovs Kratkii Ocherk
l.!t~~r~J A~ademii ~:!:L§'§'sJi (Jrd ed.; Moscov:-Leningrad, 1.964),
8.l1d.
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With the accession of Alexander I to the throne in 1801
the prohibition on the importation of books and materials

from abroad was

With the abrc'gation, the schola.rs

abroga~cd.

in St. Petersburg publicly declared that a new era was opening
for science in Russia. 54

In 1803 the Academy received. a new

charter which served to further brighten the outlook of the
Academy.

This document 55 reco~lized for tile first time the

right of Acaderny members to elect their own new members and

to participate more actively in decisions that affected their

activities.

The charter of 1747 provided for only ten full

academici&"'1s; the charter of 1803 provided for eighteen.

The

budget was increased, and, of fundamental concern to the
academicians, the presidents of the Academy could no longer
be chosen arbitrarily by the government but were to possess
integrity and i.ntellect.
Pallas, fortunately, had taken leave from st. Petersburg
to Ilve in the Crimea just before the bleak period of strict
censorship and general Academ5.c decline dU:'i:ing Catherine t s

latter years and Paul's reign.

During the time of his active

participation in the Academy. however, Pallas partic!,pated
in an era of lively and relatively unfettered scientific
pp. 2S':29;-k. s" "e~·~Jo"skii. "Posl$dnio Gody Proshla~o
Stoletiia v Akademii Nauk," Russkaia S'tarina, XCIII l1898),
227-243.
--------

54protokoly, IV, 908.

in

S5"neglament Imperatorsko£ Akademii Nauk."
IV. 1138-1185~

?roto~olI,

,<.iii
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growth in Russia.

Hi.s personal contribution was no small

factor i." that growth.

There will be occasioll to further

alaborate upon t:1C improved positicn of the Academy and the
growth of science in Russia under Catherine II in later sec
tions of the paper dealing specifically with Pallas.

T '

PART TWO

PALLAS'

EXPEDITIONA.~Y

AND ACADEMIC CAREER IN RUSSIA

CHAPTER III
PAIJLAS.

EARLY YE.ARS

At the time of his entry into the

st.

Petersburg Academy

Pallas was twenty-six years old and a well-recognized figure
in European science.

The Academy could not gain his services

by offering him the secondary position of adjunct, as most
of the other members entered; rather he came as a full
..
nosd eml.c:.
. an. 1

Born in Berlin in 1741, the son of a Prussian doctor
and a Frenf,:h mother, Pallas could enjoy relative comfort
while

rece.~_ving

an excellent education.

His first biographer

mentions that at the age of thirteen Pallas commanded the
use of Latin. English, and French, as well as his native
tongue, German. 2 At that j~"cture, in 1754, he began attend
ing lectures at the Medical-Surgical College in Berlin, where
his father was teaching.

Until 1758 Pallas remained at the

College, preparing himself fer an advanced education in the
field of medicine.

He embarked on this course first, in the

fall of 1158, at the University of Halle$ where he remained
only until the spring of 1.7.59.

After returning for a short

1~ee
....
a b,ove, p. 2~.,I •

2RudolPhi. "Peter Simon Pallas.

Vfjrsuch," p. ?

=
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while to Berlin, Pallas ,then set out to study at the Univer
sity of Gottingen, where he stayed about a year.

1760 he was off for Lciden, where his studies
the end of the

S~4e

In July

tc~inated

at

year and he presented and defended his

sixty-twa-page dissertation,J receiving then the degree of
Doctor of Medicine.

Pallas was nineteen.

The next seven years of Pallas' life ware spent very
produeti\"ely, but also a little uncertainly as to a future
career.

His own inclinations appeared to run in a different

direction from those of his father, who would have liked his
son to establish a practical career in medicine.

To further

this design, Pallas was sent by his father to London to ob
serve medical practices and hospitals soon after he finished
his studies at Leiden.

Pallas remained in England until

April 1762, extending his activities there to include visit
ations to England's collections in natural history. making
the acquaintance of English scientists, and making excursions
of his own to the coasts of England for the purpose of studyi.ng
3pallas' dissertation on parasitic intestinal worms,

Disserta.tio medica inauguralis de infestis viventi'bus intra
~;a (published in Leiden-;-i 760), by all accounts was a

work of solid advance in science. Pallas recognized. and
sought to show that intestinal worms, contrary to prevailing
thought, enter the body from the ou.tside (for instance,
throt:lgh food) and by delin6ating types of WO~Cil1S point~d out
Linnaeus' errors in their classification. At the time, worms
were little known to science and Pallas returned periodically
during hie lifetime to carrying out further studies in this
area, establishing for himself a significant role in the
history of helminthology. L.S. Kirichenko, "Oeherki iz
lstorii Veterinarnoi Gelmintologii Dorevoliutsiomlogo Vremeni.
Petr-Simon Pallas, l'rudX Vse,soiuznogo. Instituta Gelmil}tologii,
xv (1969), 141-1.51J Ruaolphi, "Peter Simon Pallas. Ein
biographischer VerBuchJ~ PP4 10-11.
ft
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marine and other life.

Pallas left England "with regret"

upon his father's SU:Jlrnons. rsturning to Berlin in the summer
of' 1762,4

In Berlin Pallas learn~d that his father had

commissioned him as a field doctor in the army, and he set
out almost immediately for Hanover. where in a very short
while he found his services no longer needed due to the ter
mination of the current hostilities (Seven Years' War).

Back

in Berlin he could find nothing ip the way of a permanent

occupation that interested him and after a year decided upon

seeking opportunity in Holland, the best equipped country of
the day for un.dertaking studies in natural history.

176) Pallas

set~led

In August

in The Hague, where he remained until

November 1766 engaged in intensi ,te study but a fruitless
search for a desirable position.
The product of Pallas' work in Holland established a
reputation for him as one of the bright young minds in Europe.
In 1764 ha was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of London
s.nd in the following year was elected e. member of the French
Academie des Curj.~Ax de la Nature. 5

In 1766, before he de

parted from The Hague, two of his works appeared in print
which further brought his talents to the attention of the
I

4The.reference to Pallas' r~gret at being called away
from England is that of William Coxe, Travels i.nto Poland,
Russia, S\'{eden. and Denmark, vol. III (reprint ed.; New
York, 1970), p. 2C7~

5e. H• Smith, "Memoir of Pallas,fl in The Naturalist's
J..Ilbrary, ad. by Sir William Jardine, vol. IX (Edinburgh,
1839). p. 21+_
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sohola,rly world.

Elenc~

ZooJ>hftorum and Miscellanea

Zoologica.

Elenchus ZOQp.hytorum was dedicated to the zoophytes
(or nanimal-plants") and succeeded in accomplishing, in the
opinion of Rudolphi. one of the essential pioneering scien
tific views of the day.6

The work was primarily descriptive

of various kinds of sponges and corals. and as

introducto~y
!

to it Pallas attempted to show that all life was interconnect.ed. like a tree and its br~"'lChes.
lute division between the animal

I

~d

The idea of abstj

plant kingdoms of nature.

i

Pallas maintained, was false J the,. zoophytes f:>rmed the tran
sition between them.

Pallas proc~eded in his work to describe

about 270 different kinds of sponFes and coralG, pointing
out their animal characteristics ~n order to prove that they
were not actually plants although: they appeared as such.

By

!

his singular and intensive focus bn the zoophytes Pallas pro
vided perhaps the best contemporary work on the subject.
which was also very timely since ~he question of the possible
animal nature of corals was just <peg inning to be opened in
Europe.?

The work was very popular and was -translated almost

immediately into Dutch and
6upeter Simon Pallas.
pp. 15-16 •

German~

Cuvier claimed at the

Ein piographischer Versuch,·t

. 7B• E • Raikov, F~ssk2~ 1liolo"i~~Y91i~~~is~y.do

R~!:''1[.l;na.

• .-!~' vol ...1 {Moscow-Leningrad, 1952J. pp. 46-41.
S:e pp. b7-?O for ~onJec~ure as to Pallas' evolutionary
V1ews assoclated w~th th~s work and a few oth9r examples
of his early writing,
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time he delivered Pallas' eulogy ,in 1813 that Pallas' anal
ysis of the zoophytes was a commonly accepted ecientific fact. 8

Miscellane..:. Zoologica, as the title suggests, was a
collection of studies on var,ious2...""limals, vertebrates and
invertebrates alike.

In it pallas continued. his study into

the then obscure species of the animal kingdom, bringing to
light detailed features of little-known animals.

In it also,

Pallas conti.nued to draw attention to the inadequacies he

saw in Linnaeus' classification. 9 And in a prefixed note
to the Prince of

Or~1ge,

to whom the work was dedicated. Pallas

set forth a proposal in which he offered to undertake and
lead a voyage to the Cape of Good Hope and to the Dutch East
Indies.

Apparently Pallas' plan was made known to the Prince

who agreed to sponsor such a venture, but Pallas' father re
fused consent and called him back to Berlin, in November 1766. 10
Pallas' three-year stay in Hollaa,d firmly established
his reputation as a brilliant and eager student of natural
history.

It also made him known in some circles as an over

exuberant critic.

Referring to Pallas'

Elenchu~_¥oon~ytorum.

,;
;

114.

I

~"Eloge Historique de PiertJe-Simon Pallat!f," pp. 112

t.

9 Ibid
:pp. 1t 5-1111 Rudolphi, "Peter Siqton Palle.s,
Ein biographischer Versuch." pp. 17-19, J. Vic or Ca.rus.
Geschichto del"" Zoologie bis aufJ*¢h. Miiller W1 CharI.
Darw~n {Mtlnlch. 1872}.
5J6-5J~

Pp.

10Smith, "Memoir of Pallas,It" pp. 32-JJ! Coxa, Traveil,
I)P. 209-210.

e -.

5?
John Ellis, a well-established English naturalist, wrote to
Linnaeus early in 1166 stating that Pallas "has treated both
you arid me with a freeclom unbecoming so young a man •

e

•

if he does not act as a gentlemml, I shall take particular
notice of his criticisms in the book I propose to publish,
which I hope will travel as far as hise,,11

Alexander Garden,

an American naturalist from South Carolina, thought little

better of Pallas' manner in eithar the

~chus

or

Miscel1§T~,

writing to Ellis in 1168 that "as far as I could judge, his
latinity is the best part of his book.

As to the quarto, I

really think it is so glaring and gross a catchpenny, tha.t

I am amazed how he CQuld have the effrontery to publish it,
and attack Monsieur de Buffon, whose labours in that way must
do him eternal honour. and confer infinite obligations on
all the lovers of Natural History." 12
no sticklor for scholarly niceties.

Pallas was

yOUi''lg

and

A few years earlier,

however. Pallas had been kinder to Linnaeus by supplying him
with a work he had compiled containing thirty-eight names

and descrlptions of new species of birds. thirty··five of which
were incorporated by Lir.naeus in th.e twelfth edition of his

Systema_~~t£r,~ (1766).13
11S·l.r J ames~.
.".,
. th ea., A S·eJ.ec·c~on
~
l' t'ne
~Dtl.,
0__
CorresEondence of Linnaeus aJ:1d Other Nat'li'rcil"ists (London,
...'!I

Tal!'),

I •.

185-:i~--

--'------

I

•

_ ..

12Ibi~.t pp. 565-566.

13C•D.. Sherborn. NThe New Species of Birds in Vroeg's
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Pallas' return to Berlin resulted in nothing in the
way of occupational oppor.tu.nities. but his scientific work

'las not daun ted.

11i8 collection of zoological st,;,diE:ts in

Miscellanea Zoologica 'lias continued under a neVi title.
Spicilegia Zoological which ultimately consisted of fourteen
separate studies but only the first four of which were com
pleted before he went to Russia. 14 Pallas had also just
begun to edit (anonymously) a periodical publication.
Stralsundisches Magazin, before his departure to Russia.

The

first two issues, containing many of Pallas' ovm zoological

studies, were prepared in the first half of 1767. 15

And,

closer to the direction that his father intended his activi
ties to follow, Pallas completed in 1767 a German translation
of Richard Brookes' sizable two-volume The ge!1eral.._Practice
of PhYsic, a modern English medical handbook that Pallas had
begun to render into German while in Holland. 1?
Catalogue, 1764, '·--l?IDJ thson~an Miscel1an~ous Qollections,
XLVII (1905), 332, and the companion article immediately
following, C"W. Richmond, "Notes on the Birds Described by
Pallas in the 'Adumbratiuncula' of Vrocg's Catalogue," )1"'2"

14The full collection of these studies was published
in two. volumes in Berlin (1767-1780).

15In all, Pallas edited the first six issues of this
publica.tion (1767-1770), after which Hdltorship was cha.nged.
These six issues are all contained in one volurna.
16Keppen, "Uchenye Trudy P.S~ Pallasa," p. 433;
Rudolphi t "Peter Simon Pallas. Ein biographischer Versuch,"
pp. 77-78.
.
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Although Pallas la.ter branched out to include in his
field of study a "lariety of interests. his basic work in his
early years was in zoo::'vgy. and his

within this

repu~ation

field had been built to a large extent on his investiga.tio!)s
into the nature and structure of lower anima.ls.

Pallas'

belief that the animal world did not lend itself to fixed
schemes of classification led him into endeavors to show that
Linnaeus and his followers took into account too few examples
of living forms and too Ii "ttle descripti.ve 5.nformation about

their make-up.

The central aspect of Pa.llas' work was thus

the many new lower species that he dealt with and the more

detailed methods that he used to describe them.

He want be

yond description by external characteristics alone to inves

tigate also internal

stru~~tures

minations of geographical

of animals and to ma.lee deter..··

distribution~

Pallas was awarG

that outer features in some cases belied an ar.. imEl.l C s true
nature.

On one occasion. for example, he directed

(in Miscella!Lea

~ttention

Zoologic~)

to the resemblance in anatomy of
a type of wcrm he had. dissected '-lith that of insects. 1 ? All
of Pa.llas· work was chaY'acterized by great d stail and metic
ulous care in illustration.
Funda'tlenta.l to the way Pallas wen t about his studies

in his early years was his belief that all forms of life were
intercormeoted from the lowest forms to the highest and did
17Keppen, ~'Uchenye Trudy P.S. Pallasa,

,t

Ih'

II

p4: 390.
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not necessarily exist in a static condition, but were capable
of change a:1.d development.

Pallas did not theorize much on

the subject of the cha...lgeability of species. but he was an
early adherent of Caspar Wolff's recently declared theory

(1759) of epigenesis which held that new species can and do
et4erge 18 and v{as fully up-to-date on Joseph Koelreuter' S
recent botanical studies in plant sexuality and hybridization,
both of which carried important implications for future di
rections in biological studies. 19

The interest that Pallas'

early work held for his contemporaries was rather in the
mul-~itude

of novel species that he investigated and the prac

tice to which he was devoted of doing anatomica.l inYestigatlons.
If CS.spar Wolff was the early forerunner of Karl von Baer
(1792-1876) in establishirlg the study of embryology, Pallas

was the forerulmer of Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) in firmly
establishing studies in comparative

~latomy.

Cuvier acknowl

edged his debt.
All of the qualities of his early work Pallas sharpened
as he aged.

The

st.

Petersburg Academy was fortunate that

he aged in its midst; oo1d it must be said in reverse that
1 a.,.
"L eoen
.
~. St reseman,
un d
Pallas, n in 1omonosov, Schl ozer,

......
von p e t er ~1mon
P~.llas~ p. 255.
rd'
ner~

190n Koelreuter see R.C. Olby, ed., Late Eighteent~
Centur Euro ean Scientizts (Oxford, 1966), pp. 33-65. Both
Wolff 1.733-179) and-Koe'ireuter (1733-1806) spent part of
their "a.reers in the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences.
Wolff from 1767 to his death in 1794; Koelreuter only from
1756 to 1761.

.......

.
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Pallas was fortunate to have been called to the north. where
opportunities in abundance awaited his brand of scientific
At the erlo. of 1766, when t!..e first invitation

scholarship.

arrived from St. Petersburg, Pallas was deeply involved in
his zoological studies, but his scientific work was as yet
unsponsored.

still, his star in the past three' years had

ascended with great rapidity and his future appeared bright
enough to allow him to decline the initial offer from st.
~

Petersburg.

His father, who was against the St. Petersburg

idea and wanted his son to establish himself in the field of
medicine in Berlin. may have also influenced Pallas' decision.
But Pallas left the door open by opting for better conditions
from the st. Petersburg Academy, which were

q~ickly

agreed to.

In view of the fact that Pallas was first on tihe Academy's
list to be invited to fill the ex:i.sting void in the field of
natural history and to guide in the planning of the projected
expeditions, the offer of the position of Professor of Natural
History, which Pallas demanded, was extended with little
hesitation. 20

In April 1767 Pallas indicate4 his acceptance

of this second offer; in May his future arriva+ was formally
announced before the full Academy.21 and two mqnths later,
in July. he was in attendE'..llce for the first time in a session

of the Academy in St. Petersburg.
20pallas had come to the attention of the St. Petersburg
Academy initially through the, rec-ommendation of a Professor
Ludwig at-Leipzig, who had been asked in 1766 to recommend
the best young and av~ilable practitioner of natural history
of which he was aware •
. - 21 The occasion for a moment of hearty applause by the
Academy members. Pr2tok£LlX. II, 604.
if""'

.\

CHAPTER IV
THE PALLAS EXPEDITION
In 1761 a dozen years had passed since the St. Petersburg
Academy had been represented in the field of natural history-
since Krasheninnikovts death in 1755.
in the summer of

The arrival of Pallas

1761 filled the void with eminence.

Only

weeks before Pallas' arrival other long-standing voids in
fields relating to natural history were e1so filleda

twenty

one-year-old Samuel Gmelin in the chair of botany and thirty
four-ayear-old Caspar Wolff in the chair of anatomy and

physiology.

From this point natural history and its related

fields developed into well-grounded parts of science in

Russia.

And it was the intellectual guidance of Pallas which

was in the main responsible for raising to maturity the first
real core of native Russians in this area of science, simi
larly as it was Leonard Euler's tutelage Wlder which there
emerged a solid beginning of a native Russian tradition in
the fields of mathematics.

More immediately, it was PS.llas·

leadership of a remarkable six-year expeditionary era which
proved to be the training ground for a group of young Russian
students in natural history.

In this lies one aspect of

Pallas' contribution to science in Russia and in the long run
perhaps one of the most
science in Russia.

signific~~t

for the future growth of

The expeditions of 1768-1774 gave the largest and most
enduring boost to the study of the natural conditions of the

Russian Empire in the dighteenth century.

They also produced

the greatest bulk of material yet to appear of Russia's in
terior conditions.

It happened that the focal point of those

expeditions was also one of the focal points of EuropePJl
science, and aside from his personal scientific work and
accomplishments in Russia, Pallas was resident there for a
good long while tc ,inspire and preside over the spread of his
own work.

The accomplishments heralded by Pallas in Russia-

expeditionary and otherwise--were only in step, of course,
with the overall improvement in science and the Academy's
position under Catherine II.

Leonard Euler' s rett.irn to St.

Petersburg in the smmner of 17661 put the seal on and set
the pace for the new era.

And, even though the exped i tionfl

of Pallas and his colleagues were the main center of attention
arolmd the Academy in St. Petersburg, the prestige that
scientific life in st. Petersburg held for the outer scien
tific world centered around Euler and his mathematical wizardry.
After Euler's death in 1783. according to one estimate, "it
was Pallas above all who kept the prestige of the Stt Petersburg
· bl e h·
elg t s. "2
Acad amy a t enV1a
h'

lEuler's eldest son, Johann (1734-1800), entered the
Academy at the same time as Professor of Physics~ Although
as a scieritist he never attained the reputation of his
father, until his death he was one of the key members of
the Academy as its permanent secretary.

e, .....

In 1767 Pallas was among the front rank of European
natural scientists, and in zoological studies he was rapidly

carving out his niche as the foreiZlost European representative.
Befo.toe departing for

st.

P9tersburg he had even formulated

plans for writing a general

SJ~opsis

of Quadrupeds, which he

did not, however, have the leisura to complete after being
invited to st. Petersburg and the task was transferred to
the hands of Thoffias Pennant, whose acquaintance and friend
ship Pallas made while resident in The Hs.gue.:3

But there

were many worthy minds in Europe who were expanding the
limits of knowledge about plants and animals and they were
all eclipsed by the re,utations of the great Linnaeus a.'"1d
the King's gardener in Paris, who was

issuL~g

forth volume

after volume of his Natural History.

Pallas was only just

. emerging into the light of this scientific arena--brilliant,
adventurous, looking around for some manner of sponsorship,
willing and itching to go anywhere that would afford an op
. portunity to enhance his studies and his career.

In The Hague

he had thought of a scientific expedition to America, but
enthusiasm was not generated among those who might sponsor
such a venture.

His proposal for a venture to the Dutch

)Pallas and Pennant were similarly anti-Linna.ean in
outlook and the Synopsis was intended to stand in opposition
to the brand of classification heralded by Linnaeus. In
a letter to Pennant Pallas critically referred to the fol
lowers of Linnaeus as "moder.n systematicks," by which he
meant. to slap at v.,hat he saw as the overemphasis in classi
fying the species at the expense of more detailed methods
of observation. Urness, ea. t 1ej;.1EZ.ll, p. 11, Annu~l
Re~iste~, XLVI (1804), 750.
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possessions in the East did generate enthusiasm in Holland,
For the moment

but his father's wi.shes against it prevailed.

the impetuoua son was t"",lla,l.
off~r ~rom

But. i'atlh'1r or no father, the

St. Peter3burg was too good to let pass by.

Here

was the chance for exploration and a prestigous and sa.laried
position in the same Academy that housed Leonard Euler all
rolled into one.

st.

in

Pallas set out, finding upon his arrival

Petersburg not only a new

environm~nt

but a tctally

new responsibility as the premier natural scientist, the

front rank itself of natural science in Russia.
The position that Pallas filled in the st. Petersburg
Academy-~Professor

of Natural History--carried with it the

immediate responsibility of guiding the preparai:ion for an
expeditionary enterprise, together"with his normal duties in
the Academic sessions of presenting the fruits of his re
searches or giving talks on zoological curiosities.

At

Catherine's instructions, preparations were already in the
making and instruments being procured from abroad for expe
ditions to favorable points from which to observe the upcoming
spectacle (known well in advance) Qf Venus passing in front
of the sun.

Catharine, in her vi.sions to make good her claims

to forging an enlightened realm. also set the wheels in motion
for the planning of a simultaneous expedition of a purely
natural historical character to make more thoroughly

knc~~

the very little known regions of the Russian Empire.

The

first step had been to provide the Academy with a man to guide
it.

".:",.

j
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.The upcoming transit of Venus was the big event, and
as originally planned the natural history part of the expe
ditionary enterprise

"'.~~':;

to be only a sir. elight.

guidance it turned into .the main event.
vened between the arrival of Pallas in

Under Pallas'

The year that inter

st.

Petersburg and

the time expeditionary detachments bega.'1 to depart--,Tuly 1767
to June 1768--was one of serious preparatory activity for
Pallas. to match the already well-advanced astronomical prep
arations.

He had a lot of learning to do, together with

itineraries and instructions to prepare.
forth previously, and into what?
mapped?

What

instru·~tions ha~

did they take?
they collected?

Who had ventured

What had they observed and

they followed?

What routes

What hazards had they encountered?

What had

TheiJe questions al"ld more Palla.s undertook

his homework to answer, pursuant to which he occupied him
self in the Academy library, museum, and archives. 4 'v/orking

~as

closely with Pallas in these matters was the young Samuel
Gmelin.

By October the general outline of the natural his

torical part of the expeditions had taken shape, having by
this time assumed an entirely independent character consisting

4The library and museum, both hc.)used in the same
building (along with the observatory) on Vasilevskii Island,
suffered heavy damage in 1747 as a result of fire. The
museum was particularly hCl,.rd hit. (Ostrovitianov. ed.,
Istorlia, p. 178.) This meant that Pallas did not have the
ad.vantage of see ing and st'ldying many of the collections of
fOl~er travelers, which made the extensive collections that
he and his C'ollec.gues g~,thered a,11 the more valuable as a
boon to studies in l'::atural science in Russia.

iwIl
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of several detachments of its own and intended to encompass
the general areas of eastern and southern Russia.

The fol

lowing May (1768: Pallas and Gmelin presented their plans
and general instructions before an Academic session; they
were approved, sent up for officiz.l approval, and sent back

for official signing by all members of the Academy.5
The instructions as finally approved for the Orenburg
Physical Expeditions, as the 5erles of expeditions over which
Pallas was in general supervision were officially known,
specified. that everything that could be of possible us'e to
the State and to the spread of scientific 1010wledge was to

be surveyed. 6 A detailed journal was to be ke~t by each
participant recording his observations of the
cifically mentioned mattersl

'~~ollowing

spe

(1) the nature of the land and

water over which-their travels would carry them: (2) the
state and methods of agriculture; (3) the general economy
of populated places, their advantages and deficiencies, and
to offer improvements to backward native methods of going
about thingsl (4) d.iseases among native inhabita.'1ts and
animals. alld to offer preventive measures where possible I
(5) beekeepin.g. silk-mak~_ng, livestock-raising, and wool

manufactur ing; (6) f ishin!; BJ1d other c.rts

~L"ld tr~l.des;

('?)

5pro~~ClY. II, 637-643.
6This ,docuraent is re~f)roduced in N.G. Fradkin,
"Instruktsiia dlia Akademi6heskikh Ekspeditsii 1768-1774 gg.,"
VOPtQ.sy.,Q'.eof!:rafii, XVII (1950)

f

21.5-218.
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commerce, (8) minerals, mining works, and all other manufac.. ·

turing carried on; and (9) methods of medicine.

And to be

certain that 'the explocer's were kept busy I they were in
structed to work for the improvement of geographical and
meteorological knowledge; to observe

and

describe local cus

toms and rites; gather whatever could be gained of local
antiquities; and, finally, to observe and collect all note
worthy natural objects and curiosities pertaining to natural
history.

The expeditions tha.t ensued were not to be lei

surely excursions, and it is not difficult to imagine that
the resulting journal accounts would be far from nice literary
travelogues.

The nucleus of ,the instructions laid it down

that a large part of what was desired was an investigation
into the natural wealth and productivity of the remoter re
gions of Russia.

The regions of Siberia that were to be

traversed were not specified, and in fact Pallas' penetration
deep into Siberia was never originally planned.

What was

planned were three separate expeditionary detachments that
would make their way to the Orenburg or sout!:ern Ura.l region
and two that would make their way to th9 Astrakhan or
southern Volga region.
ment to the Urals.

1772, but these

Pallas w:::\s to lead the main detachKO

'rhey were all expected to terminate in

plp~s

were destined to be modified.

Before fitting in the details of Pallas' travels it
will help to see the ovtlines of the total scope of the ex
peditions of 1768.. . 1~'7!~, usually referred to as a whole as the

ilIiIIoi''''
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Academic Expeditions of 1768-1774"

Together they appear,

according to one o"bfJerVer, as the culmInation of the devel

opment of Academic expt:di tionary activi t~i in the eighteenth
century.7

To ~"1.other, "these expedi tiona, in extent and

results, had no equal in any country in the eighteenth century. t~ 8 Certainly they were far more extens iva tha.i'l the
I

labels attached to them (Orenburg a.'1d Astrakhan Detachments)

would indicate. ,But the most impressive feature is the amount
of expeditionary activity that was crowded ll1to these years.
For good reason the Academy was buzzing \..~ith excitement
by the summer of

1768.

a good portion of its membership was soon

scheduled to depart on enterp:rises -Co which the Empress
Catherine herself had assigned high priority.

For many

months previous to the summer of 1768 the greatest activity
and discussion in the Academy centered around the preparations
for the moment of departure.

For the upcoming astronomical

event, five separate expeditions were outfitted for departure
in 1768 and 1769 under the general leadership of stepan

Rumovskii, by now the Academy's chief astronomer. 9

Rumovskii

7GnuCheva, ad., ~erial~ dJi~-1stori~, pe 11.
fL
.
U I
t ru;.k t··
-Fraa- k"l.n..ns·
Sl.~a.

tI

?
p. L"'l1 J.

9Rumovskii was an adjlL"'lct in the Academy from 1'153
and was promoted to academician in astronomy in 1767. filling
the chair left vacant by the death of Augustine Grischow in
1160. Rumovskii, one of L(~onard Ev.ler' s former students,
enjoyed a full fL."ld ~productiv~:: half-century of Academic life t
retiring from the Academy only in lBOJ. nine years before
his death.

-?"-
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led his own expedition to northern Russia (Kola) in 1769,
observed there the passing of Venus in front of the sun with

st.

greater success than

h~

Petersburg in 1770.

For the compiled observations that he

had had ill 1761. arid returned to

later drew up and published,10 however, he was dependent also
on the observations of the other expeditions, all of which
were more extensive than Rumovskii's o%n.
Captain Ivarl Islenev (Isleniev) led an expedition which

embarked in 1768 for the heart of Siberia, stopping at Iakutsk
on the I..ena River.

This expedition returned to

st.

Petersburg

in 1771 only to embark agEi.in for two more years of geograph
ical and cartographic work tthich took Islenev as far as the
shores of the Black Sea. 1i

Georg Lowitz (1722-1774), a Bavarian astronomer and
mathematician from the University of Gottingen who joined

the Academy in April 1768, was placed i.n charge of the astro
nomical work to be carried out in sQuthea,stern Russia.

His

own expedition in duration was the most extensive of all the
expeditions sent out to observe the passing of Venus, ending
tragically for himself in August 1774 and officially v1i th

l°t!~]j.lldenitLIlJ.v]J:lliia Vener:£, ~...!-••. v 176 godu , ,_...!.
[Observation of the Passing of Venu.s • " • in 17 9 • • • J
(st. Petersburg, 1771). A work (not specifically referred
to, howeyer) that a.ccording to Vucinich (p" 148) "helped
Joseph Del~tT;lbre to determine the mean horizontal parallax
of the SU".Yl

t

11 tf

llIs.lanev became a;'l adjunct in the Academy in 1771
as a mem'ber of the Geograph.i~::.l, D~partment. He died in
1781t.

iili
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the return in 1775 of his chief compa"1ion rrod student, Peter

Inokhodtsev (1742-1806), a Russian adjunct in astronomy.

Lowitz sot out late in 1768. traveling as far as Guriev on
the northern shores of the Caspian Sea whera he set up his
equipment to observe Venus.

Afterwards his expedition took

on a more general exploratory character in southeastern Russia.
particularly along the volga. 12

Two other expeditionary detachments ware under

general guidance in the southenl Ural region,

Lowit~~s

one led by

Christopher Euler which made its way to Or-ska the other led
by Wolfgang Kraft which made its

way to Orenburg.

ditions arrived back in st. Petersbu.rg by the end

Both expe
()f

1771.13

In size and o\'erall results these expeditiona were to
tally eclipsed by the other half of the expeditionary activity
of 1768-1'174 led by Pallas, although at the time they were
120n Lowitz's death in 1774 see below, p. 79.
Inokhodtsev later became a prominent Russian member of the
Academy. He was elevated to academician in 1783 and, like
most other Russian academicians after 1783. was a member
of the Russia:'1 Academy_

Lowitz' s son Tobi.as (1 ?57-1801~,) 1

incidentally, later gave 9xenplar'Y service to the Academy
as its chief chemist from 1790 to his death in 1804.
1JChristopher Euler (:1.743-1..812) was I,aone.ra'a youngest
son anc at the tir;'le a Ijieut~nant in the Russian z.rmy. He
was later to become a Gene:ral. He was never a member of the

,r c'h".. 0,,0..:.,1;:'6
1'\,.,..; ..... C'!' +h
'I')~V'C:' 4,.. a 1 ~
; ~""" ..... o.p
'" ..,
Ac
. "d
,~ .. em.>,
" ... e ""ol""e·
:... "'.
..:;, ...
~ 1 .;fQ
. . ". and:,J.. t '4~.a
no doubt his fat.her (s infl.. ., enc3 that secured .him his pJ.~. ce
in the expeditions of 1768-1771,J·.. Neverthel~ss, he was
scientifically Incli~1ed and 1:1.."1 abla pa.rticipant. Wolfgang
J.• •• .;".;:t .......

COl

J,

(.'!I

Kraft (171J.3-181L.~) was the son of Georg K:c(:~f't" .. -one of the
first members ()f' the St. Peter.sburg Aca.demy and a well-known
experim.anter in phy.aics in hi.s time" Wolfga.'"lg came to
Ru.ssia anI:," in December 1768 and ','{as sent off immediately.
being elevated c.efol'·~: his return to Professor of Physics.
He remain~d subs,equently in st. Petersburg until his death
in l814C1

______________________________________- -____________M-__________________________________________/
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seen as arms of Ol1e gigantic enterprise.

Besides contributing

to Rumovskii's important work they compiled. a wealth of geo

graphical knowledge, contributing thus to the

~;'c':ledge

that

enabled the Gaogra.phy Department to publish more than sixty
separate maps between 1769 and 1176 and to issue a new general
map of Russia ill 1776 .. 14 Nevertheless: Pallas and his nat
uralist colleagues deservedly occupied the spotlight, not
only for later obseryers but for contempcrary members of the
Academy as well, who waited anxiously for their periodlc re
ports and crates of collected objects to arrive.

Their in

structions specified that reports were to be frequent. their
journal accounts were to be wri.ttel1 in manuscript during the
winter months of ea.ch year and the annual inste,llme!'lts sent

back to

st.

Petersburg; and all animals. birds, fish, insects,

plants, thir..gs W'learthed from the grol.md, or a.nything else

of general interest were to be crated up immediately for ship
ment back to
the

st.

p..roceedill1'"~

Petersburg.

Even a casual perusal through

(J:.r..i1tokol;t:)of the Academic meetings for the

years 1768..· 1774 reveals that e. great a.."llolJ.nt of tima and in
terest was taken up by read5.ng each progress report

a.~d

per

sonal letter that was sent bac:k, by reading the annual jOlJrnal
accounts, and by llnt:'t'ating and putting on display all of the
intoresting objects.

Pallas alone sent forty-seven progress

reports: a.t least half that many crates of.' objects, a good
supply of more informa.l letter's addressed either to individual
14Berg. __
0 £'~'L..:.~ftt:l1:.t
h ..
T +
.. I). 1~ 2°O •

.,

....

~
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members or to the Academy in general,

?~d

two manuscript

'Volumes of his voluminous three-volume travel account during

his six years of travel,15 The output of the other major
expedition leaders was comparable, and all of this material
was presented before the general sessions of the Academy for
all to see and hear. 16
Johann Guldenstadt (1 ?1}5-1781) and Ivan Lepekhin (1740
1802) were the first to lead
Petersburg--June 19. 1768.

th~ir

expeditions out of

st.

Two days later Pallas followed,

and two days after thnt Samuel Gmelin (1745-1774) pointed
his horses and carriages eastward from

st. Petersburg.

Joh~'n

Falk (1727-1774) followed some months later, leading the last
of the original five detachments.
Guldenstadt, born in Riga and educated in Berlin and

st.

Frankfurt-on-Oder. came to

Petersburg as a young doctor

only :l.n April 1768 and was hustled off before the formal
15pallas carried the manuscript for the third volume
with him upon his return. The first volume was published
in 1771; the second in 1773: the thlrd in 1776. together
more than 2,000 pages with many waps and illustrations. The
original ti tIe was Reise~lLyers..£.hi~ene :e.!~"inZ9n dtl
!iYssischen Reich~ and it has recently been reprinted in its
original thr~e-·vclume form (Gr8.z. Austriai Aka.dem1sche

Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1967) together with a lengthy for
ward by Dietmar Henze and a reprint

Rudolphi \I s list of
Transla.ted edi.tions into If'l'''ench (5 vols.
(Jf

Pallas' works.
plus Atlas, 1?8~-1?9.3), Russia.~ () vols c , 17'7.3-1(88), and
Italian (5 vols. t 1816) were made, but so far as I know the
only renderJng into Englir-:h exists in very abridged form as
volt II of J·ohn 'rrusler's il'ho Habitable World Described
(London, 1788).

-

u

... - -

16T11e 1747 chart~r specified that

_....

PO_

the Academy

memb~rs

were to meet three times per week in general session, but

the meetings u:=p..;,ally varied betwef;n one anti three times per

waek ..
A~~.*
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ceremonies of electing li.im
carried out.

8.

member of the !cademycould be

Late in 1769. during his absence, he was elected

an adjunct and

i~L

1771 became Professor of Natura.l History.

After his travels he remaLYled in

premature death in 1781.

and the last to

r9tU!~.

st.

Petersburg until hie

Guldenstadt was the first to leave
arrivj~g

back in

St~

Petersburg in

March 1775 after having occupied himself for nearly seven
years traveling mainly in the

Ca~casuG r~gion

the. Ukraine a.."rld northern Caspian regions.

but also in

A very lively sort

of man and very ambitious, Giildenstadt put off his return to

"be able to carry out more investigations until

instrl~ctions

were sent from the Academy specifically ordering him to re
turn.

Giildenstadt studied and wrote wldely, but nev-er got

around to preparing his travel account for publication, a
task that Pallas undertook after Guldenstadt' s death a..?'!d pub

-

lished undor the title Reisen d urch Russland und 1m
.~~

Caucasischen GebUr~~.17
Lepekhin (Lepyokhin) was one of Russia's up-and-coming

Y<.".1.."'g scholars and accounted for himself splend idly on this
venture and throughout the remaulder of his career.

Educated

1?In two volumes. volft I in 1787; vol. II in 1791.
Pallas also prefixed to this work a short biography of
Guldenstadt and on other occasions showed appreciation of
Giildenstadt's work by preparing for periodical publication
some of his shorter scientific work that was lying about
in the archives. A brief eulogy to GUldenstadt was pre
pared after hls .death by an unknown ha:'1d (more than likely
Palla.s'): "Precis de In vie et des ouvrages de MOflsieur
Jean Antoine Guldenstadt, Acta. Academiae Scientiarum
Imper_ialis Pe~ro'09utanae, V, pt'; ":(-( 1?8Tr~ sect. I, 9-16 •
Wf

."",- "(t

t
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in the Academic

G~finasi~~ ~id

at Strasbourg University from

1762 to 1767, Lepekhin returned to st. Petersburg before the
end of the latter year as a Doctor of Medieine !!':nd entered
the Academy as an adjunct in natural history less than a
month before the start of his expedition.

While away, in

1771, he was elevated to Professor of Natural History.

Lepekhin

was accompanied by the young Nikolai Ozeretskovskii (1750

1827), then a student in the Academ.ic Gymnasi.um and later to
distinguish himself as a foremost Russian academician.

To

gether they followed the customary route to Moscow, over to
the Volga and down the Volga to its mouth at Astrakhan.
Northerly through the Urals and eastward to Tobolsk, Lepeknln
then a1tered his route (1771.) from the originally planned

itinerary

and

zigzagged his way north, finally to Arkhangelsk.

The best of Lepekhin's contribution was carried out here.
where he spent about a year traveling extensively along the
northern shores.

From Arkhangelsk Lepekhin returned to

st.

Petersburg just in time for Christmas and the New Year's
festivities inaugurating the year 1773.

He was the first to

return. but after three months was off again to spend the
remainder of 177.3 investigating regions in western Russia
and along the

Baltic~

In the travel

literat~re

that resulted from the expe

ditions of 1768-1?"lq· Lepek"..l !in's account (i.n four vOlumes)18

18I2!l~X~_Z~'e.Js~i_4?u·:~~g~.1Yii?~...PJ? ..Ji?..!!ill~J.:!ovintsiiam

Rossi~~o

Gqqy.da:r.pJva lJourn~l of Travels in Various
Provinces of the Russian Sta:tej (St. Pete~Bburg, 1771-1805).

,.....

.... ...

'
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was second to

none.fo~

containing a wealth of new knowledge,

partiClUlarly as rega!"ds the northern regions of European
Subsequently he worked on a ntunber ofcwall original

Russia!.

works_!but more important were his efforts in other areas.

Like

~fst

of his fellow Russians in the Academy, Lepekhin

I'

was infolved in a great amount of translating work and alone

transll"ted the majority of volumes of Buffon's Histoire

Natur~tle

into

Russi~~.19 }~

important theorist

Lepor~in

was nd~, but his versatile productivity was very indicative
of the, \ increasing number of productive Russian scientific
minds

I

~hat

emerged in the last third of the eighteenth century

,

to canry a tradition of native Russian scientific accomplish
ment iJto the next century,
I
carrie~

His student, Ozeretskovskii,

it twenty-five years further than Lepekhin into the

ninete~nth century, after having first joined the circle 01'

academ~cians

in 1.782.

~or the other two principal leaders of these expeditions,
I

aside tirom Pallas, the enterprise ha_d its tragic side.

Samuel

Gmelinjli a young doctor and botanist from Tiibingen University.
carriedl out his investigatlon.s in the same general area as
I

I

The fiitbt three volumes were published from 1771 to 1780,

the fo""rth was prepared for publication later by Ozeretskoy;;kii.
The first three were translated into German almost immedi
ately
in Russia went through several editions.

of Rus

and
~~tA

volu.'uesl\

by

task inspired
Catherina II and to which a tea1t
ana had been assignedo J.Jcpekhin did the last six

vOlume~. and
I

part vf the first.

(1789-1808).~

Pub11.shed, in all, in ten
ZuboY, I stor19..ffraf i...ia , pp. 73-74.

~
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Ouldenstidt. between the Black and Caspian Seas and along
the western shores of the Caspian.

On two occasiolls Gmelin

ventured to the southern shores of the Caspian :'r;.to Persian
territory, B..i""ld while returning north from the second such

venture (February 1774) was captured and held for ransom by
a local khan somewhere in the vicinity of Derbent.

III and

depressed. Gmelin died in captivity in July 1774 before the
ransom money cou.ld arr5.ve.

Except for the material he had

sent back to St. Petersburg beforehand, most of his notes
and collections were confiscated by his captors and were re··

covered o'nly later.

Gmelin's student, Ivan Mikhailov',

the remnants of a fhattered expedition back to

st.

l~d

Petersburg,

complete, however. with some of Gmelin's "travel notes for
L
the last phase of his travels. "'0

Johann Falk's demioe was self-inflicted.

F'alk came

from Uppsala. where he had studied under the great I,innaeus,

in 1768 to direct the Academy's botanical gardens.

Designated

late to lead a final expeditionary detachment to the Orenburg
region, Falk was some months behind the others, but, traveling
rapidly, caught 'Jp to Palla.s around Samara (Kuibyshev) on
20Under the editorship of Pallas these notes subse
quently (in 1?8/~) became the fourth volume of Gmelin s
journal account" B6is£...Q.!f£S!h rt\:!ssl8Jld Zllr U:{1j;.erf.,uchur~g,,_(Le!:
drey Naturreiche, to which Pallas also prefixed a short biog
raphy lof Gmelln-:c# irhe first three volumes wore published
before Gmelin s death (1?70-1?73) J and all four volumes wer~~
I

f

immediately transle.ted into Russian. The Etffair of Gmelin' s
capture and his several m,)11.ths in captivity has been brought
to light by a series of GTI~e1.ilJ s and Mikhailov's letters
repr,:>duced in tht~ article uAka.demik Gmelin.~· Russkii Arkhi v f
Lt· pt. :3 (1912), 68~.. 82%
-
j
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the middle Volga by the middle of May 1769 and for a week or
two traveled in his company.

the older

member~

At

for~y-one,

Falk was one of

of the expeditlons and far th0 most phys

1.ca11y unprepared for the rigors of exploration, having been

a hypochondriac since early life.
waD showing signs of

declin~,

Already at Samara Falk

and the following summer the

Academy sent out the recently acquired chemist Johann Georgi
(1729-1802) to help him fulfill his instructions.

Together

they traveled in the southern Urals and as far east into
Siberia as Barnaul on the upper Ob River, from whore Falk
had to quit altogether at the beginning of 1772 and Georgi
along with the rest of the expedition was merged into the
Pallas Expedition.

Falk began a leisurely return, ending at

Ka·zan where he was bed-ridden for some months before a fit
of melancholy set in and he committed suicide in March 1774.21
The rigors and dangersjnvolved in the expeditions
actually exacted a moderate toll, considering the harshness
of the elements

durL~g

certain months (on one occasion the

mercury in Pallas' Delisle thermometer completely solidified),
the sheer !)hysical exertion expended in traveling overland
for several thousands of miles by horse and carriage (some
times by sled and sometimAs by

~oat),

and the unpredictable

behavior of native inhabitants through whose territory the

21Palkf s travel Hccount was su'bseq,uently put together
and publ ish.ed by Georgi in three volumes II ~trao·e....!!ll:
tOllogt§l.Etu..~.n ...Ken!l!L1i..ss ..g~s Russischen ReJ..£h.§. (1'185-1787).
Georgi, born in Pom~)rania and educated, like Falk, at
Uppsala, remained a distinguished member of the St. Petersburg
A.cademy until his death in 1802.
;··Mf·"'f'~·¥~·-""'''·_
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explorers sometimes passed.

The most brutal danger was ex

perienced by the e.. stronomer Georg Lowi tz, who in August 1774

while conducting observations aiong the

Volg~ W~~

caught in

the middle of the Pugachev Rebellion B-"'ld was summarily hanged. 22
For the rest, the dangers and difficulties were other than
human-inflicted and were calcu.lated well enough in advance
to avoid the worst severities.

Thanks in part to the plaruling

and guidance of Pallas, the expedltions were actually con
ducted with a fair degree of precision and a large degree of
success.

Nevertheless, even for a mm1 as young and energetic

as Pallas the expedition was a grueling and battering expe
rience, combined at times with the satisfaction and tranquil
ity of traveling under blue and calm skies observing nature
at its most beautiful, and at other times with the depression
brought on by fatigue, illness, atmospheric chaos. or roadn
two feet deep with mud.

Nobody had to tell PaIlas when it

was time to come home I after six years and forty days of
scientific exploration he was, as he tells it. a gray-haired
man of altered health, although yet only thirty-three years
of agec 2 .3

22Pugachev was a double menace to the expeditions.
According to one account, the diversion caused by the Pugachev
i\ebellion (1'173-1774) in·~erVE;ned to spoil Cathel'inets in
tention of sending an armed force to liberate Gmelin from
his captors in the Caucasus. ItGmelin, Samuil. Russki:i.:.
·
f'~:tc h es k··
~w
VI I .39 Mi.
B~ogra
J l-!?.:LQ.Y~~t
It

23Voyages, V, 382 •

.~'"~ . . .~ M.
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The number of persons who traveled with Pallas was not
large, no more than were included in the other contingents.
From the Gymnasium three students of promising
chosen to go

along~

~alentwere

fourtoen-year-old Vasilii Zuev (Zuyev),

twenty-year-old Nikita Sokolov, and Anton Valter.

For Zuev

(1754-1794) and Sokolov (1143-1795) it was the beginning of
bright careers.

An

illust~ator.

and a taxidermist were present.

The military was represented by Captain Nikolai RYChkov,24
but more agreeable to Pallas was the

pI'esen~e

who was with him throughout the ordeal.

of his wife,

In addition, there

were several persons who served as cooks and hunters and a
varying number of guides who were picked up in the d.ifferent
localities along the way.
Amid .a warm send-off Pallas and company left

st.

Peters

burg behind on J·1.1ne 21. 1768, traveling along the well-worn
road to Moscow expectirlg to return in about four years.
Moscow was reached in short order (July 4)
day

a~d

after a ten

stop there, where Pallas got to !{now Gerhard Muller, a

course was resumed which led southeast to Penza and northea.st
to Simbi.rsk

(Uli~vtovsk),

which was reached Soptember 22.

Already Pallas had accumulated a mountain of information on

everything from the customs of the

Chuva~3h

to the prevalence

and nature of petrificati.ons, and, like any normal male

24
The son of Peter Rychkov (1712-1771), who in 1159

becalfle the first Ruscian member-correspondent of the Academy
and in 1762 won scholarly praise for his Qrenburgskaia
!o~grafii~ [Orenburg Topography].

1IiI'"

~
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travelet. was ever so observant of'female dress and appear
ance.

Somewhere in the neighborhood of 800-1,,000 miles had

been cotered th~-; f~,r, including side-excursions.
Pallas rema i.",ed in and around Simbirslc until the fol
lowing March. getting to know the Kalmyks of nearby Stavropol.
the Bulgars, the Volga and its fishes, and the
vegetation of the surrounding area.

anL~als

and

Mainly he was waiting

for the winter to come and ge, which by the middle of October
was. sufficiently well along that in order to cross the Volga
on one occasion he had to leap from one i.ceberg to another.
January and February were spent rather quietly in Simbirsk,
preparing reports an.d a couple crates of objects to send back
to the Aca.demy and in writing up hi.s trav(~l notes. 25

BeforE:

departing from the vicinity of Simbirsk on March 10, 1769.
after nearly six months ther-e, Pallas came upon the first of
his many discoveri0s of elephant remair.s, which he conjectured
had been deposited this far north by the reced ing wa.tars of

a gigantic flood many centuries ago that had originated from
the south as a result of some geological catastrophe. 26

~50ne of his reports from Sirnbirsk was so long an.d
interesting to his colleagues in stc Petersl)u~g that th'3Y
took an entire session in reading 2nd discussing it alone.
They were also immediataly fascinated with one of Pallas'
crates which contained fossils. Prot().K:ol~. II, 662-670.

26voyage~t I, 214-215. Shortly afterwards Pallas came
a(}ross other fossil remains of large mammals (rhinoceros and
buffalo) to which he applied the same theory, but more im
portantly he immediately wrote up a separate and lengthy
article describing and comparing these finds ("De ossibus
fossilibus t craniis praesertim Rhinocerctum atque Buffalorum,
observationes
and sent it back to thf-3 Academy.
It was
ff

)

.....

~
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Iti:th snow still falling and ice still on the Volga,

Pallas f1ollowed l"ts course south, to Samara, where he spent
~r.e

about a month s'U.c'VE;yi.ng
the begitnning of May.

environs

br::foL~e

venturing on at

In a few days he was at Syzran and

after a four.,..da~ rest stop continued southerly along the
Volga. mieeting

'tro with both the Falk and Lepekhin contingents

about the

middl~

and Falk;:

return~d

of May.

Lepekhin continued south, Pallas

north -:=0 Samara, whera they both recovered

for a couple of weeks from a "slight indisposition."

Recov

ered and parting Falk's company, Pallas left the Volga ill
")

mid-June'to make his way directly for Or.enburg in the western
Urals, a; distance from Samara of about JOO miles whieh was
reached i.n two weeks (July 1).
Through July to the middle of" August the domain of
Pallas Vias the tsoutharn Urals.

By

the middle of the eight

eenth century there had grown up in the Ural. region a fairly
wide metal industry (mostly iron and copper) and factory
system, and it was one of Pallas' main tasks to survey the

extent of mining and metallurgical plants as Viall as to sur
vey the potential for greater wealth coming from the Ura.ls.

Much of his time was thus spent visi.ting va.rious 'mines and
mining wQrks,
.w .................."..,..........

:~

st~dying

.....~~..,: ______.....

reed before a

se~sion

minerals and rocks. and detailing the
of the Academy and lodged in the 13th

volume of Novi C..E't-~m~~J.tarii (1768) if pp. 4)6-477_ I. I. Kan;:.ev
ha.s claimed this wor-k as one example of the large role
played bi{ Pallas ill the development of thesciel1ce 0:1:" pale
ontology~
"0 P:l;Leontologicheskilth Rabotakh P. S:. Palla(~a,"
Vopr2.~Y Ist9I_ii Est~~s!v9Eu:tni;;L~J'.!l:.,~;', XIII ( 1962). 11.J.6.

~

pertinent information.

He became especially engrossed in

observing jasper and ventured the opinion that it was formed

from a variously-colored clay patrified over time. 27 Mountain
structures and rock formations were the object. of his scrutiny

as well.

In geology (not yet, of course, a separate science)

Pallas was as avid an observer and as fertile with ideas as
in his other endeavors.

Ethnographically, too, Pallas was

keen to delineate the native inhabitants of the region he
Vlas.travelin~
(

through, in some cases living among them for

several days or weeks and describing their life and customs
very thoroughly.28
From the Urals Pallas descended the Ural River to Guriev
on the northern Caspian, arriving there Augu.st 24.

Professor

Lo-witz was there at the time along with his student Peter
Inokhodts9v and Christopher Euler, all with their attention
fixed on the sky.

Pallas enjoyed their company but had more

earthly things to attend to w1d after a week set out to re
turn north by the same route he had just traveled.

This time

his destina.tion was further north into the Urals than the
area he had just traversed.

He was headed for Ufa, about

200 miles north of Orenburg, to establish his winter head

quarters.

Illness and early signs of the approach of winter

28Two instances were the Ural Cossacks (Y9yages. t It
442:-480) a.nd the Kalmyks (V9..y ages. f I, 485-5?5),. but he also
del~neated at lesser length the iratars, Kirgi'l: (Kazakh) t
Tunguses, Buri.ats. Bashkjrs, and Mongols.

'I
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induced him to rush his trip and hold his other observations
to a minimum.

Ufa was reached at the

beginnin~

of October.

In his first repc·rt from Ufa to the Academy he requested that

he be sent the volumes of Johann Gmelin's Flora Sibirica to
supplement his other reading in preparing him for future
travels eastward. 29

Ttte winter of 1769-70 was a severe one and due to flood
ing

C3.tl!See

by the melting of a large accumulation of winter

snow Pallas

~as

unable to leave Ufa until May, eight months

j

after his arrival.

Understandably Ufa made a bad impression

with him and he was very glad to leave.

But L'1 the raeantime

Pallas was far from id:Le.

During the months of November and

December he traveled

by way of Orenburg, back to the

s~uth

Volga and, north by way of Stavropol, back again to Ufa,
comple-ting a square of not less thal1. 800 miles.

After that

he spent his time putting together his journal notes into
manuscript form, he composed a sape,rata· and sizable treatise
'on his Zoological work for the year, and in the immediate
vicinity of Ufa added to his ever-growing collection of ele
phant bones.
Beginning in

mid-M~.y J

Pallas' travels for the year 1'170

VIera confined chiefly to Dl(;:tallurgical and. mineralogical in

vestigation.s in the Urals t within the triangular area formed
by Ufa on the west, Cheli£binsk on the east, and the area

arou.nd Verkhoture on the nor-tho
TT
.....

..::

,

His investigations in this

8;
regard were extensive,3 0 but carriad out more because of
necessity than desire.

Urals and all of its

He was

m:~ing

~ertainly

fatigued by the

works by the first of September.

whel'l he <-arrived back in Cheliabinsk resol"ted that nothing

more of' extensive exploration could be planned for the year
and that there would be his wintering place.

His summer

gatherings were crated up into fifteen boxes and sent on
their way.
Two of Pallas' eompanions were perhaps having a better
time of it in 1770.

Rychkov had been sent by Pallas to study

the Kazan region and Soltolov since February was collecting
material around the Caspian Sea.
Cheliabinsk

ar~)und

Both rejoined Pallas in

the end of Se:ptember.

Sokolov so im

pressed Pallas with his indepsndent initiative and p:ce(;ision
in observation that Palla,s incorporated ( with proper acknowl

edgement) much of Sokolov's material into his own work and
kept him plenty busy wi th

four years.
di tien.

inde~Eendent

work for the remaining

Rychkov was soon to part company with the expe

Complaining of illness J he remfl:Ld.ed in Cheliabinsk

when the others headed cast the following spring, waiting
for permission from the Aoa.demy to return to St, P2tersburg.
From Septem'ber to

D·3f~ember

1.770 Pal19.S was fairly in

active in Chelia'bb1sk, hayine contracted an annoying eye in
flammation.

Sokolov

b~came

the virtual workhorse of the

jOAs has been stressed by R. Portal, "Pallas im Ura.l
(Mai bis Aup-ust 1770),·' in Lomonosov, Schlt;zer. Pallas,
pp. 276-286:"
._---.-..--.&..

••
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expedition, twice during this winter making extended excur
sions to points that Pallas was unable to include in his ovm

itinerary.

But

~y

mid-December Pallas was restless

solved to at least a little travel, winter or no.

a~d

re

By sled.

Tiumen to the northeast VIas reached in a mere three days,
aIld

after paying homage at tho grave of one of his predeces

sors (Steller) he went on to Tobolsk the next day. accom
panied by I,epekhin whom he had fou."'1d wintering in Tiumen.
Pall:.as spent a week in Tobolsk doing not much'lnore
veying the

tha.Yl

sur

tOYn'l

and conferring with Lepekhin about the coming

year's travels.

He was back in Cheliabinsk on the second day

of the new year. 1771.
In extent the Pallas Expedition had gone about as far.
as· it was intended it should.

The Urals had been examined i

at least to Pallas' satisfa.ction. and that was the final major
target embod.ied in the instructions of Pallas, Lepekhin. and
Falk.

Out of the meeting between Pallas and Lepekhin, however,

grew the outline of a new plan that would considerably extend
the scope of the expeditiono.

Lepekhin would be sent in a

northwesterly direction to th~ White Sea)1 and Pallas would
aim eastward for Lake Baikal, observing the southam Siberian
frontiers that Gmelin three decades earlier had traversed.
but, according to Pallas, had been overly occupied in his
observations with bota.l1ical matters to give a very thorough

account of the region.

The plan was proposed in a letter to

31See above, p. 75.

':";·::1;:."51

,:,.;;.'.
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the Academy and accepted.

It remairHld only for the winter

to break for Pallas to begin the most memorable phase of his

expedition--the phase ttl!lt added to It

tt.;~

distinction of

being one of Russia's most ffJ.r-reaching lEuLd expeditions
besides being one of the most scientifically productive.
il'he first three mont:hs of 1771 were given to wri tirlg

and relaxing.

At the end of February the young Zuev got his

first moment of trial by a brief excursion south into the
Central Asian steppe, and when that was done by an i:ndependen~
expedition of nearly a year's duration,3 2 ZueV' was to follow
the Tobol River to where it meets the Ob and follow the Ob
to its mouth in the north.
so extensive a

jov~ney

To entrust so young a man with

showed a great deal of confidence in

Zuev's maturity and ability (Zuev was now seventeen years
old)--a confidence fully justified later.

Sokolov was still

Pallas' right-hand man.
In March Falk, being joined now by Georgi, arrived from
the other side of the Urals to meet up with Pallas in
Chellabinsk ill crd9r to coordinate their itinerary with the
new plans.

On April 16 the explorers. left Chellabinsk behind.

Pallas. anxious to be under way and very much looking forward
to the new phase of his travels, headed directly east for
Omsk.

Falk and Georgi were also heading east but by a more

northerly l"oute.

~32Zuey rejoined P.a.l1as the following January in

Krasno ir.!rsk.
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Omsk, a distance from Cheliabinsk of about 500 miles,
was attained in about a months

'llhe travel was fairly constant

and not especially comfortabld due to the
that had

l10t

flurr.i~s

of winter

yet fully retreated to allow for spring.

Another

month brought Pallas. by a southeasterly course along the
Irtysh River. to Semipalatinsk on the eastern edge of the
Central Asian steppe and on the verge of the Altai Mountains.
Zoological observation was his principal preoccupation thus
far, but the many remai.'rls of" large mammals that he came across
were a continual source of interest to him.
thel"~

His theory that

were carried here by waters of an extraordinary flood

from the south was confirmed in his mind when he came across
some :;:"email'ls of very large fi.sh heads-- n al1. obvious proof thf:.t

the sea once washed these regions.";;

Traveling northeast

from Semipalatinsk during the last week in June, through
Tomsk to Krasnoiarsk on the upper Enlfiei (Ye11isey) River,
Pallas contracted a case of dysen.tary and upon reaching the
latter po in-t (June ;0) had to confine hirnsalf to bed for
several weeks. meanwhile entrusting Sokolov to scour t!le

surround ing area.s.
Krasnoiarsk was as far east as Palla.s reached in 1771.

After recovery in mid-Suly from his ailment he spent the re
mainder of the year traversing the Altai Mountains to the
south and west of Krasnoiarsk.

Sokolov was kept plenty busy

with indepf:ndent ventures in the same general area as Pallas,

J3YO~Ke~, III~ 125.

Ott

I't;;

ttt'
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and Zuev, a thousand miles away, was just beginning his return
journey at the end of July from the
your!g student Anton Val tar
prominently .in

BJ1.Y

dOGS

nor·th~rn

coast.

The

not scam tv have figured

phaGe of the expedi trion and Pallas was

shortly to assign hi!(l the task of accompanying Falk back to
St. Petersburg.

Pallas had come acr()ss I'-'alk in the Altai

mining region of Barnaul late in August, bed-ridden and ob

viously unable to continue his expedition.

In March of the

following year (1772) the Falk Expedition was formally dis
banded and its members were sent to join Pallas in Krasnoiarsk,

where he was wintering.

In exchange, Vulter was sent to

Barnaul to aid Falk with his return.
In the Altal region of southern Sib·::1ri.a during the

summer and. autumn of 17'11 Pallas carried out his usual allencompassing observations on everything from village life
to plant life.

To animal life, a subject ile fEll t Johs.nn

Gmelin had seriously neglected, he devoted much attention
and neither Sokolov nor Zuev got by on their

ind~pendent

journeys VIi thout bringing bac};: lots of specimensj and descrip··

tions in this regard.

There were a number of factories

a.~d

mining works to visit arId report on in order to faithfully
I

fulfill his instructions, but he was not overenthusiastic
with this aspect of things.

Pallas was not, after all, a

free agent, nor were any of his expeditionary colleagues.
While obviously there were no direct controls over Pallas'
activities in the field., thousands of !niles from

st.

Petersburg,

9C
still it was clear from the instructions that a large part
of what the sponsors (the government) wanted to know was the
~ea1th.

actual

O~

potential, of the empire.

quite naturally, the heavy

concentr~tion

This explains,

of expeditionary

activity in the Urals by not only Pallas but by Falk, Georgi,
and Lepelchin as well.

Much more interesting to Pallas in the

Al tai regiOl'l were the mountains and geological formations

themselves..

It was here that he gathered much of his l..."'lfor

mation which he later (1.777) formulated into an important
geological treatise on mOtmtains,3 4 and it was here also that
he came to solidly recognize many of the natural forces in
fluencing geological formations.

Pallas was forever ascending

hills to examine their rocks and caverns, the composition oi"
their soil, or to search for fossils embedded in their soil.
Passing through Barnaul and Tomsk, Pallas was back in
Krasnoiarsk by mid-October for the winter.
The winter of 1771-72 was apparently uneventful in
,Krasnoiarsk, for it is largely a blank space in his travel
account.

A l ..) tter that ha wrote to the Aca.demy in November

mentions that he had experienced a decline in health, but
that come the end of winter he would be on his way to China{l35
His writing and making preparation for this momentous last
leg of his journey eastward no doubt kept him busy enough,
34Discussed below, pp. 129-132.

J5~qtok01Yt III, 46.
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In Ja..'t'}uary Zuev rejoined him from his Arctic adventure, and
Pallas was given a vast f'JJlount of new material to go through.

In Pallas' eyes this

y':;Yl~g

man had fully proved his worth to

the expedition and had completed a formidable task with dis
tinction.

Zuev roturned with everything from a rhinoceros

skull to specimen.s of fish from the Ob.

He also furnished

valuable descriptions of the peoples who occupied the regions
of the lower Ob.

,,\ t length in his

CVffi

accou.'1.t Pallas reported

on this journey of Zuev's and gave a full account of its
scientific results, as well as full credit to Zuev. 36
Before leaving Krasnoiarsk the Pallas Exped.ition was
enlarged by the members cf Pa.lkts disbanded expeditiont;

Heading the group of four was Johann Georgi and under him
were threa students from the Gymnasi.umr

Kashkarev, and Mikhail Lebedev.

Ivan Bykov, stepan

Even though winter was still

very much in evidence Pallas and Georgi set out together on
March 7, 1772 on the road to Irkutsk.

Pallas was anxious to

see and observe the Chinese and it was one of the highlights
of his travel when he finally did.
a,head

Sokolov was sent out

in January and was to wait at IJake Baikal for Pallas.

Zuev was again given an independent assignment to the north,
I'~rom

Krasnoiarsk he was to folloVl the Erd.sei River directly

north to Eniseislt, wait for better weather, Md then continue

J6YQY,lige§.. IV. 15-126
Neither Zuev's nor Sokolov' s
material wa~ published independently but was incorporated
like this· into Pallas' account, alwa~ls with acknowledgement.
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to fellow the Enisei to Mangazeia and finally to its mouth,
a distance one-way from Krasnoiarsk of about a thousand miles.
1'2.l1&s was getti:lg tha most out of Zuev' s youthful energy
and talents.

Kashkarev was left behind for some odd jobs.

Travel to Irkutsk was by sled and fairly rapid.

The

distance of some 500 miles was accomplished in only a week.
On the best day alone the sleds moved a distance of 131

(almost 90 miles).J?

verst~~

In Irkutsk Pallas stayed eight days,

occupied partly by the examination of a remarkable find.

a

rhinoceros frozen in the ground (presumably for many centuries)
with totally preserved fur and features.

Actually it was

discovered near Iakutsk (much farther to the north) only re
cently and since nobody there knew what it wa,S its head and
legs were dismembered and sent to Irkutsk for iden.tification.
Nobody there knew what it was either until it was made acces
sible to Pallas upon his arrival.

Pallas examined it care

fully. composed a sizable treatise on his

finding~l,

and

. crated up the by now drjed up remains to be sent to the Academy.J8
J?Ib·:1
1.(1.. PI; 1"0
J"
I

-

38Jbid.•• PP. lJO-l:i2. Seme accounts mistakenly olaim
Pallas made the o!'iginal ciisco"lery in Irkutsl~. But evan if f

according to his ovvn account. he did not, the event wa.s of
more than anecdotal importaneel.' As a pioneering find his
treatise on thg subjE~ct ("De reliquiis animalium Ax()ticorum
per Asiam borealerr. repertis comple:r.antum,·' figyi Commen!,.arii,
XVII (:1.712), 576-606) and the reI!lains he sent back generated
a great deal of curiosity, plus a little disbelief, in stu
Peters·ourg (Erotokol~:lJ III, 82-8.4) and even in western Europe.
According tu Kanaev the treatise was Pallas'! largest paleon
tological cr;n·tribution and the rems.ins be sent back (skull
and legs) can no'l'/ be seen on display at the Zoological Museum
of the Aca:iemy of Sciences in Leningrad.

"0 Paleontolo

gicheskikh Rahotakh P.S. Pallasa," pp. 147-148.
"w

wt

w'
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Leaving Georgi in Irkutsk for further observations of
its surroundings, Pallas journeyed the short way to Lake

Baikal. which was

quickly crossed by s!ed. and

fro~en ~~d

two day's travel beyond found Sokolov waiting for him in
Salenginslt.

It was only a short way further south to the

Chinese border at Kiakhtat a lively Russian trading outpost
with China, where Pallas spent several days and from where
he made a bri.ef excursion into Chinese territory.

Obviously

the four days spent here (April 6 to April 9) were a high
point of travel for Pallas.

In vivid terms he described the

Chinese community opposite from Kiakhta (Maimatchin) and in
equally vivid terms, as well as in great detail, described
the commerce at tha,t time passing between Russia and China. J9
The remainder of April and the months of May and June
were spent by Pallas in the same general area of Sel.enginsk
and Kiakhta, further eaBt of TJake Baikal to tha areas arounci
Chlta and Nerchinsk, and along the Mongolian and northwestern
Ma.Y'lchurian border

regions~

Porall members of the expedition

this was not only the final }.,hase before begin."ling the return
but also the most trying, which prepared them all the more
to come home.

Through May snow continued to pelt them, so

fierce on one occasion that Pallas had to seek refuge in an
old abandoned cabin for several days.

Many' of their horses

died from cold, bu.t fortunately replacements were not far
away.

Inundations caused by the melting snow hampered their

39yo :y:ap-;.!,s, IV, 147·..216.

wc

e-s
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efforts for the rest of the

time~

Fatigue turned to ailment

and visions of return were reinforced.

At the beginning of

June Pallas, now at his farthest point aast on the vt3ry limits
of southeastern Siberie., began his return to Selenginsk,

lea,ving Georgi (who had since jo inad the main body of the
expedition) and Sokolov among the Mongols to do some further
exploring.

A three-day excursion at the end of June back to

the commercial outpost of Kiakhta ended Pallas' eastern ex
plorations.

Things were gathered up and organized and the

expedition on J\'!.ly J was Krasnoiarsk-bound. via a somewhat
leisurely two-week trip to Irkutsk around Lake Baikal.
Sokolov had yet to return, but Bykov was left in Selenginsk
to wait for him and folloVl along later.

Georgi. who had not

stayed long with Sokolov, was dropped off in Irkutsk to pursue
further investigationc around Baikal.
The first three weeks of August were spent by Pallas
in Krasnoiarsk (or until his spirit of advent 11re was regained)
after which he undertook a month-long journey south, up the
Enisei. coming across snme Tatar tribes,

sey~ral

ancient

tombs, and the Sayan Mountains at the end of hie journey.
Winter was upon southern Siberia by the time he returned to
Krasnoiarsk the last week in September.
Zuev, meanwhile, had rejoined Pallas in Krasnoiarsk in
August after his six-month northern venture, with results,
Pallas thought, inferior to those of his first journey to the
northfi

He had failed

tl')

reach the extreme northern shores,

and although he had done a good deal of observation around

....

..

'"

,"

." ..

t
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Mangazeia, Pallas thought it was significant only of scant
mention.
~egion,

Sokolov's independent work in the Mongolian border
on the

o~her

hand, held Pallas' interest to a high

degree and he reported it at great length. LtO

Sokolov had

stayed behind in this region about two or three months.
Georgi's work was. of course, also important and received
high praise from Pallas, but Pallas did not incorporate Georgi's
material since he was not a student
own. account of the adventure. 41

The return to

st.

~~d

was preparing his

Petersburg was much more rapid than

the travels in the other direction and got off to an early
start, leaving Krasnoiarsk in January 117J.

Sokolov and Bykov

were sent out ahead the month before in order to arrive at
the Volga in time to gather the early sprIng
ures.

Pallas himself was wasting no time.

bota.~ical

treas

In less than six

weeks (traV'eling by sled, of course) he had reached the east
ern side of the Urals (Cheliabinsk) and in a few more days
(at the beginning of March) was on the western side, in Kazan
country.

Meandering down the Volga and traveling extensively

for two months through the southern steppe east of the Volga.
Pallas'arrived at Astrakhan in

mid-J~le.

Gmelin was there

and Pallas saw him for the last time a.s he was preparing for
40 Ibid •• pp. 601-662.

41Which appeared in 1775 in two volumes. B~mer~~ng~
in den Jahr.e~ 1?72-11J4~ It wae subsequently
greatly enlarged.
ein~~ ~~ise

IIIIiiriliI
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his second and fateful voyage to the southenl Caspian.
Soon

jt

42

was back up the Volga to Tsaritsyn (Volgcgrad),

whore Pallas re!"t'3.ined the entire month of July studying the
Kalmyks of the surrounding areao

In August it was further

up the Volga to Saratov and back down again to Tsarit.sytl,
where the final winter of his expedition was spent.

By the

time Pallas was finished on the lower Volga this region was
no doubt one of the best-studied regions of the Russian realm,
owi;ng to the fact that most other expedi tiona in the eight··
eenth century had passed this way as well. 4J He left the
area at the beginning of the following June (1774·), after

a nine-month residence which embodied numerous excursions,
making a beeline first for Moscow and

st.

th~.~n

for St. Petersburg.

Petersburg, to be Pallas' home for the next two decadet-1.

was attalned on July JO, to the delight of a fatigued Pallas
much in need of repose.
Pallas arrived amid a mixed reception.

Understandably

a hero's welcome was extended, but unexpectantly it was fo1
lowed by reprimand.

It seems that Pallas had only recently

addres.sed a crate containing a collection of insects to a
42Voyages, V, 16h.
43Although no direct connection can be made, Pallas
recognized that the Tsaritsyn area was the best site for
a canal between the Don and the Volga (Ibid.., p. 323) and
ult;,mately that is where it was constructedliAt the time
it 'Was pro jected for art area further north! in i fact Lowirtz
w~.>s. conducting studIes for just such a project !near Kamyshin
(mid-way between Tsaritsyn and Saratov) when he fell into
the hands of Pugachevt
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friend in Holland.

The crate was intercepted in

st.

Petersburg

and after discussing the matter at four sessions (in April

and May 1774) the

Acad~my ~~d

its Directcr (Count Vladimir

Orlov) decided upon formally reprima,.;'1ding Pallas for by-passing

the Academy. in this ways since as his sponsor it should be
the sole depository of all his collected material.

Rumor

had it that Pallas had kept friends in Europe well supplied
with Russian and Siberian objects on ether occasions, but he
was caught in the act only this once.

it was termed. 44

"Blamable behavior,"

The affair passed quickly and Pallas' status

as one of the scientific exemplars of the day was never in

question.
From northwestern European Russia to sou'!,heastern Siberia,

and back. Pallas had traveled a distance of about 10,000 miles,
a very conservative guess not allowing for many side excur
sions or the added territory that his companiolls brought
within the scope of the Pallas Expeditiol1!t

But distance

alone was hardly its only measure ~f accomPlishment. 45

It

added substantive scrutiny to the already fairly well-traveled
region of sQuthea.stern European Russia..

It stretched through

the less well-traveled area of southHrn Siberia and sent or
brought back much new raw data for natura,list. geographer,

44Protokol~, III, 125-130, 142-143.
45J..nd it should be observed that the largest part of
Siberia, east of the Erlisei River ~"1d north of' Lake Baikal,
had not b~en tOUChed.
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and historian alike.

It seems

ur~ecessary

to enumerate in

any more than general fashion all of the objects that came

within Pallas' grasp to collect or all of the
fell within his vision to describe.
appe~.red

t~ings

that

Significant as these

nt the time to the scientif ic conunlmity. a lengthy

enumeration is a guarantee of lnstant dozing for a histori
cally interested person two centuries later.

In recording

his observations and flnds, moreover t Pallas had a tendency
to either overdetail or overgeneralize matters.

It was

usually the former, in fact whell the first installment of
his journal reached the Academy and was read, it
cized for dwelling too much on "trivial" data. 46
".

his ttEloge", a.greed"

WES

criti

Cuvier, in

Nevertheless, gathering "triviEl" in

formation was what Pallas (rightly) understood his task to
be a.'ld w'aa quite in keeping anyway with his encyclopedic

a..~d

empiricist talents.
In scrutinizing the areas through which he journeyed
Pallas adequately scanned every item that the instructions
outlined he should: but in particular were his observations
(1) in na.tural history, (2) of natural resources" and ()
various nationalities ncticably rich in content.

of

The firot

of these categories was. of course, the area of Pallas'
scholarly concern and it was w1derstandable that he should
be especially concerned with plants and

a~imals~

So vast

were his collections and notes in this rsgard that he could

1~6protoko~. II, 675$
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j'rll~nal.

give but a brief indication in h1.s

Even so • it

would have serv'ed in parts as a good text in regional zoology

or botany.

In

add~tiv~:,

a large

appendl~ ..

was added 'to each

of the volumes enu.merating his zl)ological and botanical dis
coveries.

He saved the bulk of his materia.l for later,

however, intending originally that his zoological material
would be incorporated into s, large individual workJ but it

was too unwieldy

oven for that and in fact it was worked

out in ma."lY artlcles, several monographs

j

and firially in hls

monumental three-volume synthesis of the zoology of Russia
and Asia.

With the 'tfegetable kingdom Palla.s was less concerned
His extensive worlc

than with the animal, but not by muc.h.

in botany in later years was a direc'\: result of interest gen
erated and material gathered duri11g his expec1i'tion
as a result of his trainlng.

ir~3·t

not

In fact by his training arld

early work he should more properly

Europe t S f

~Jld

'be

categorized as one of

systemat ic zoologists rather than as a natural

historian. which connotes an a.dmixture of zoology, botany,
geology, and a few other fields.

He oxpa!1ded his scientific

horizons in a major way only after coming to Rusf3ia and as

a principal result of his exped l'tion , to the detriment of
zoology but to the advantage of the other infant fields he

touched.
One of thoSE: other infant fields was geology..
geology was as yet far fror.l

b~ing

Although

de'v'eloped into a methodc

~.
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logical science. the pertinent material an.d observations to
whioh Pallas gave attention chn"ing his expedition went a long
way to pose soms of tt.!;:' first modern que~J,;ions out of Y/hich
geologica~.

thought develol'ed

"The works of

P~.ll~~s

\1

One opinion ha,s it thus:

have been thf! basls of all later geo

logical investi.gations in eastern and southern Russia., :in

the Ural end Altai mountains, a,."'ld in Siberia..
works

we~e

0

••

his

the means of opening up to scienc$ the geological

structure of the vast Russian empire. ,,1~7

this view is giYen substance.

In two respects

Firstly. from his general

observations Pallas consciously blew that tho natural struo

tures of the earth were subject to both gradual and violent
change.

His attempts to theorize on such matters showed til'..,;'

infancy of geological theory, but hisiattempts were lively
minded nonetheless and at the very least stimulated interest.
His view relating to the origin of large mammal rernairls in

Siberia has already been noted.

Some of the ether novelties

of his fertile mind. includ.ed a theor·y that the Black and
Caspian Seas \Vel"e once ul1i ted and washed a vast area of the
southern steppe, 48 a th.eory that sa.'1d was nothing more tha.'i

bits of rOCk,49 ~~d a basic recognition of but an admittedly
47Kar1 Alfre" VOh Z itt" 1, if is tIn'.>' Qf GeOlogy an4.
Pala.eonto12£:'l. trans. by Maria M. Ogil v1e-Gordol1 :l,ondon,
190'11: pp. 52. 119.

48X9.yage~, V, 187-204.
49Ib1d •• IV, 387.

~.
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puzzled attitude as to the actual cause f0t; the frequency
of "convulsive movements of the ground" in the Lake Baikal
area. 50

Secolldly,

3':1:.

~side from his iGf'la-:ed exc.mples of

speculation. Pallas did e. great deal of more precise work
-that in the long run had more significance.

In the Urals

and in the A.ltai Mountains Pallas directed special attention
to noting soil composition and the existence or nonexistence
of petrifications.

This gained for him s. substantial a'llount

of soil saL'lples$ rocks. and petrified organic remains -to

relate to the general structure and size of mountains.

ideas on mountains

~~folded

His

fully only a few years after his

return to St. Petersburg and will be considered later in the
chronological place. but it is of important note that these
collections
Expedition

~~d

~~d

researches were not a small part of the Pallas
resulted a few years later (1777) in a signif

icant milestone in the history of geological thought. 51
Mor9 in'..n'\ediate and practical knowledge was gajned

501J)id., pp. 394-396

0

51rn -terestingly, it was his discovery of' many fossils

of sea. life in the sQuthernsteppe that led to his belief
that one large body of wat~r once washed this area, which
was caused to roll. ba.ck by the sudden appearance' of the
straits (the result perha.ps of an earthquat:e, Pallas thought),
allowing the water to escape and leaving behind the indi
vidual Azov, Black. and Caspian Seas. liis view was given
.more concreteness by his observation of the similarity
of mollusks and other sea life from the Black and Caspian
Seas. Using considerably finer techniques~ a Russian
geologist (S.A. Kovalevskii) in 19J3 raised anew Pallas'
theory substantially unaltered. A.V. Khabakov, Ocherki
~{tor i L~J.ogo ::R~~:.Yi?si 0 ghn;:khJ..,n<!..n i i .. v R osill ( Moscow,
1950), p. 10'+.

p' t
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e
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through Pa111~~' efforts with regard to the natural resources
~al1a.s personally had a. low scientific apprecia

of Ru$sia.

t'ion

~or
:

rllinerrologJ1' and the 1 ike, but he
!

;~

i

instrdctio~s ian~
,

devoted considerable time to L'lvestigating

r

an1' rotential w~alth of
Georgi, .lard Lepekhin devoted

the actual
Palk,

to his

"HaS 0 br:'ient

I

I

RussIa's mineral regions.
no less.

But enough was

enough and on Pf11as' initiatlve the expeditions had extended
'thelrscope

mu.c~

beyond the Urals.

Minerals,

mi~es,

mountain

factories, a.nd ,al t works were not the \'1hole of Fiallas'
I

'

!

··practical" observations J he noted as well forest. preserves

and a rich supply of matorial was gathered on economic and
commercial factors of remote inhabited regions
Russian Empire. 52
Near Krasnoiarsk in October 1772, while

wi~hin

th9

'
cli~bing aro~~d

s'ome hills, Pallas came upon one of his more celebrated finds:
a large mass of what appeared to be iron lying "completely

open to viev/,

He

h~.d

an idea that it was detached from a

soft rock. fallen to earth in effervescence. and formed there
by the foroes of nature.

But of its celestial origin Pallas

picked up from the local legerld and beyond its being one of
nature's peculiarities he could not cleal.. ly conceive. 53

Pallas

52.,\ point given particular stress in -{.A. GolobucJiij,
"Die 'Reise'· von Pallas als Quelle fur das Studium der
sozial-oKonomischen Verhaltnisse in Russland," in ~mcnosov!

S2h~oZ!};.L_rAlla.s. pp.

258"..262,

53yo :¥:gjges, IV, 595-604..

•
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collected a large

s~'1lple

for the Academy museum and it was

subsequently r.ecognized as a meteorite and named after him

(Pallasite).
Of course Pallas ca."'1. not

oe

claimed to have been a

geologist, a paleO!ltologist, a minerologist, or

~~

expert

in economics. nor even the founder of these studies.

He

never once used these terms to describe what he was doing.

In the

parlanc~

of the day Pallas would have classified him

self a doctor by training,5 4 a zoologist by interest,

~~d a

bota-."ist by its hand-L"'1.-g1ove relationship to zoology.

Russia he was the

Acad~myts

In

Professor of Natural History and

as such was being paid to engage in observation of a little
bit of everything.

He p>,;;rformed to the utnlost and earned his

keep with more distincticln and more results than most on the
Academy payroll.

In some casas he went far beyofld the sur

face observation in diverse fields (which

i~

usually associ

ated with eighteenth-century men of science who were classed
as naturalists or

natural historians) mld

dev~loped

a deep

intellectual interest in certain fields aside from zoology
and botany.

This was the case with Pallas' zeal for scratchL"'1g

out fossil and other remains ctl"d associating these finds with
l\hO n more tnan
-.
•
d ur~ng
.
..
~ ~t ·
...-'
Olie occaloSl.on
n~s expeQl. l.on

Pallas was able to put his professional training to prac
tlcal US'l. A representatiY9 instance was his diagnosis
to a particula.r insect of an. epidemic dises.se in the Urals
that VIas afflicting both 8j"1imaJ..s a..'1d hu::nans, for which he
recomrnendod burning the fat~tJ.ly afflicted a.'iimals as a
precautionary measure, while sprea.ding the word of" what
precisely to guard f).gaL~st. V~ryafo:~(~t?, II, 4)8-444.
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larger theories of the earth's structure and development.
Below the surface of the ground. Pallas was vividly aware,

lay "the archives of nature."SS
This was the case also with Pallas' work among the
nationaliti.es that he came across. and oftentimes went out
of his way to come across.

Probably the most thoroughly

studied by Pallas were the Kalmyks of the lower Volga region
and the Mongols of the east.

On these and many other peoPles 56

Pallas collected an impressive amount of information. lan
guage specimens, and objects of antiquity, most of which he
uaved for a work that he was already projecting and later
got around to writing on the Mongol peoples. 57 Native peoples
were not always the object of study; rather in some cases
the object of fear.

Friendly native guides were recruited

along the way partly for guidance but partly also for
taction.

Pallas' largest such entourage was a

~roup

Don Cossacks who accompanied him through the southern

p~o-

of twenty
Russi~~

steppe in 1774 to guard aga.inst potentially hostile Turkic

.5S"Ob~ervations sur la Formation des Monta.gnes at

les L!har.. gemens arrives au Glote, particuli.erement

a l' egard

de 1 'Emp~re de Russie," },cta ~J!QpTniae Sc:1.entL':trtt~perialis
pt. I {1777), sect. I, 46.

Petrop~l~tanad, It

56sorne were men t'l one d arove,
~
. 1 ude d
.
po 8~J! oth era lnc
the Chuvash, Bulgars, Finns, and some newly established
German colonies along the Volga.
57 In two volumes, pu'blished twent~l-five years apartl
Sammlun en historischer Nachrichten uber die Mongolischen
V81kerschaften 1776, lBijl}.
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nomads.

In any case, Pallas became very familiar with the

peoples of eastern Russia and southern Siberia and his work
1." this regard, -.1hile lac ItL"1.g in precise concepts and methods

" notice
of lC'.. ter ethnographers, soared far beyol1d mere casual
Qf sl.1.rface characteristics.

Zuev' s travels in the north

Qontributed, among other things, valuable observations on
northern inhabitants (Samoyeds and Ostiaks) to add a little
~rosting

to the Pallas Expedition's significant accmr-ulation

o:f ethnic data.

All of this leaves aside the features of lesser signi.f

icance of the Pallas Ex!)edition. so far as specific content
is concerned, that when totalled together, nevertheless, add
up to complete the shape of its general significance.

Areas

were mapped, geographical features brought into focus, towns

and villages were described, in short, an area (southern
Siberia) at best vaguely h..'1lown became somewhat better knovm
not only in general geographical and physical ff:atures but

also in its more specific natural and human make-up.

But

of course the path that Pallas and his students cut across
S~beria

tock in only a small pa.rt of the territory i "tself,

a:Lbei-t ·the heart of it.
blazer.
gQ~ng

He knew,

a~t

Nor

·r~as

Pallas a pioneering trail

I'east in a general way, where he was

and what was up ahead of him.

Most of the trails Pallas

followed had been blazed by Russia..l'1s well over a century

befor&.

Most of the towns he came upon were thus well

established Russian outposts where he could obtain lodging,

I

~
. '.. :.'
I

•
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provisions, and fresh horses.

However, naturalists or car

tographers were not a common sight in Tomsk, Krasnoiarsk, or

Irkutsk to relay

anlig~,·~ening

knowledge

back to the seat of Russian govern."nent..

~f

these regions

Pallas' "task was to

bring the area, in all possible aspects, into careful scrutiny
and to record the fruit of scrutiny onto the printed page.
A mediocrity in the place of Pallas would have rendered the
event to footnote status for future generations of historians.
The Pallas Expedition, after all, was of shorter duration
and more restricted scope than the Great Northern Expedition
three decades earlier.

And under a less assertive personality

it would no doubt have adhered to the originally planned scope,
which would have

h[~l ted

its eastward progres3 at the Urals

and shortened its ultimate duration by two years.

In any'

case, it would have become in historical perspective more
nearly equated to the other Academic expeditions of this
period (which is not to belittle their individual or aggregate
significance) r,:3.ther than having

b~come

the center of expe·..

ditionary achievement and the focus from which the other

enterprises of 1768.;..177J~ must lag in grandeur. 58
Looking at the expeditions of 1768-1774 (with greatest
8
5 To some observ~rs the Pallas Expedition is synon~~ous
with the Academic Expeditions of 1768-1774. This is a false
estimate and may be due to the fact that the other expedi
tions are not generally known as much as to the greater
significance and scope of the Pallas Expedition in compar
ison with the others. In this section I have provided at
least a little clarity on this matter.

~:~;Z~f,vC·,:·

.'. w

10?

attention on that of Pallas) in a general way two features
of great significance should be noted:

they laid for more
conditions of

det~iled

Europea~

the groundwork that

invcstigatior of the natural

and Asiatic Russia

a~d

the. basis they

provided for the E'.dvance of nature..l science in an academic
ways and the apprenticeship of an important group of Russian
students, some of whom later established brilliant careers
and something of an

L~dependent

Russian renaissance in the

field of natural history.
The landmark represented by these expeditions was not
in expeditionary activity alone, nor in scientific activity
alone, but in the combination
exploration.

'~.\[hich

may be termed scienj.;ific

They derlve this appellation by virtue of the

near total effort expended by the Academy in the sponsorship
of them, by virtue of the rigorous demands placed on the
participants to scrutinize not only extensively bu.t with C3.re
and in depth, and by virtue of the quality of people with
whom these demands were entrusted.

Never before had so much

territory been covered in so thorough a manner by so many
top-notch observers with a scientific turn of mind all at
the same time.

In the Academy's history the period 1768-1774,

to reduce it to a phrase, represented the ascendency of in
terest in mowing what precisely was contained within the
Russlan realm.

For the moment all other Academic endeavors

were eclipsed; in point of fact, the members of the Academy

who remai.ned in

st. Petersburg

•. f-

engag9d in other work d.uring

";~. :(;; :\,,:~,"f:S';;<~"'*'; _}~" ,~
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these years were few in numbt'lr.

Thfl kind 8.J.-"d extent of ma

terial gathered, together with the marl (Pallas) who did more
subsequently th2..L"l

~"'ly

.... t~er· to make

syo~c:natic

sense of it,

furthermore, gave a solid foundation to an area of study
(natural history) that had as yet achieved little in the way
of parity with the much more strongly rooted tradition in
the Academy L". mathematics and its related fields.

Hereafter

natura.l,histo!'y had as distinguished a representation in Sti
Petersburg as in London or Paris or Berlin, and the point
should not be lost that the deeds performed from 1768 to 1774
by the explorers from st. Petersburg did not remain foreign
to other European centers of science.

Indeed for those who

cared to know what animals, vegetation, terrain, minerals,
native customs, or other curiosities prevailed in obscure
parts of the world the event was one of

Europe~~

importance.

Pallas' travel account went through several Garman and French
editions, was abridged into English, not to mention being

tra~slated into Russian and somewhat later into Italian. 59

And the only travel account to result from these expeditions
which vias written in Russian (that of Lepelchin) was given
an immediate rendering into German.
Much of the ult3mate credit for this era of exploration
and scientific discovery must go to the Empress Catherine II,
who forged the atmosphere within which advances in science
and exploration were given every encouragement and who set

.59See above, Pet

7).
....r

<~.

."'~

ii'
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in motion the wheels of action that would bring to st.
P'etersbu!"g an array of talented men of science who gave sub
stance to the

enlightc~~d

desire for

lea~~ing

to flourish.

Regarding exploration, Catherine has a strong claim to have
motivated an event every bit as significru1t as any carried
out in Russia in the eighteenth century.

Whereas Peter I

earlier in the century motivated the epic attempts to learn
of the extremities of empire, 60 Ca~.herine motiYat,ed the series
,of expeditions whose task it was to bring the interior con··

ditions and nature of empire Lito clearer focus.

Moreover,

no subsequent single Academic effort superseded the combined
effort of 1768-1774 in its goals, with the possible exception
of the Slberia.n expeditions beg-"n in 1843 a."'1d presided ()ver
by Alexander Middendorff.

All of the indiyiduals who led these expeditions were
newcomers to the Academy, assembled for the immediate purpose
on which they soon were to set out.

When the idea formed to

sponsor a general expeditiona.ry enterprise -the Academy had
no qualified observers in the natural sciences.

The a.ssem

blage of persons whose profession was in the natural
at the center of which was

Pall~s,

in essence not only. the Academy's

scien~es.

for this purpose marked
deter~ination

to supply a

talented core of experts to survey the land of Russia but
also a revived emphasis on the nonmathema.tichl and nonexper
60Since the Great Northern Expedition had its or~gl.n
ir, the uncertainties which st.:trrounded the First Bering
Expedition (1725-1130), which Peter personally inspired,
this reference is meant to ref't"!' to both.

-;Ii'

~

....

~
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imental sciences.

The solio grvl...mding of natural science

in Russia followed from the cxpeditiona of

expeditionfl. cost the Academy tho further

1,768-1774~

servic~s

of

The
tV10

Dlembars in t,his field (Falk and Gmelin) but the emphasis
should'fall rather or. the unparalleled boon to natural science,
not to mentio11 the simple fact of geographical knowled.ge,
represented by the ffien who participated in this venture,
their collections which filled the museum with objects for
every interest, and their observations collected into hefty
volumes.

Pallas, whose post-expeditionary work and influence

radiated the farthest, was to be around for a long time to

come, his career will shortly be the center of attention.
Guldenstidt was

aro~~d

for a few years, but did not overly

concern himself with follow-up work to his

expedi~ion.

He

was more interested in his chosen profession (tha~ of medicine)
and, as a matter of fact, exposed himself to a·le~hal fever
in treating afflicted patients and died in St. Petersburg in

1781. 61

Georgi, like Pallas, was around for a long time as

a distinguished member of the Academy, and although he filled
the chair in chemistry, the list of his published work 62 re

veals that perhaps more of his time was spent building upon
the observations and material he had. gained during his

travels rather tharl in the laboratory.
The expediti.onary era of 1768-1774

se~ved

61R.t. USB k··
f lcnes
"'
k··
1,~ .B"
l ogra..
11. ~~
..;)~ovar, ,r
y, 189 .'
62 Ibic!., IV t

1.J·27-1~28.

..

~
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importa.nt function that deserves emphasis:

it served as a

training ground fer Russians and a chance for them to shine.
Four of them c.id shine anj proved., as

Krashenir...::i!~o~l

proved

three decades earlier, that Russian students vlere capable of

keeping pace with European standards in natural history. even
though as yet not very many of them.

These individuals-went

on to become ada.demiciarlA in their' own right, contributing
substantially to tha Acedemy's remarkable growth in the area
. of the natttre.l

·e'~iences

in the final trlird of the eighteenth
..

century. and also served to emphasize that Ru.ssia llad finally
come up

\\'i

th more tha.n an isolated native spokesman in this

field of science.

I,epekhin, as already mention.ed, had led

his own expedi tiO!l, 6.3 having ju~t previously compl(~ted his
education abroad and accepted into the Academy as
L~

natural history.

£n

adjmlct

A year older but without the stature of

Pallas, Lepekhin was nevertheless possessed of

~exceptional

talents and he was witho'ut questIon the dean of native Russian
natural scientists up until his death in 1802 • . His efforts
were wide-ranging, which distracted from, but did not halt,
his purely academic work.

He was, for instance, one of the

original and very important members of the Russian Academy
(founded in 178:3) and was named as its f irst

perm~'1.ent

sec

retary, in addition to being in charge of the Academy's
63Lepekhin was the only Russian to lea.d an expeditionary
contingent, Qnless. one consi.ders Rychkov. who after separating
from Pallas did 80m3 independent exploration L, 1771-1772
west of the Urals.

~

~"L,~'

;.
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botanical gardens, having a hand in the

administ~ation

the Academic Gymnasium, and being loaded dovm,

l~ke

of

other

Russian academiciarls, with translating activity. q4
I

;Each of :the expeditionary detachments inClfed in its
make-qp three Russi@..~. stuc?ents of the Gymnasium. \: Three of

these

I

!stud.gnts~-Ozerdtskovskii,

Sokolov. and ZueV1--emerged
I
.'
as exceptional: and after their return and complet~ori of their

university education abroad beca.me full-fledged apademiciens
in the· 1180:" s as well as members of the Russian A.~ademy

(except for Zuev).

They were all m~mbers of the tcademy in

the field of natural history' and like their older\Russia.'f'l
1

P~Oficient

colleague, Lepekhin, were productive and wholly

!

scholars, but were distracted to a great extent f~om purely
academic work by the assuredly more important tas

I

ernizing their native tongue to bring it

with

modern science, by translating important

teaching,

and in other ways providing some of the nuts and
\

the penetration on a wider sca.le of European sCie~e into
Russian intellectual life.

Zuev, the youngest

participate in the expeditions and apparently

Il\e~~er to

P1

pr9cocio1ls

I
I

mind, p:rovided Russian students with the

filtsti~tural

hlstcry

64Substantial accounts of Lepekhin are cei;~~r.tined in
N. G. Fradkin. Akademilt: ._1. I , r.lepe~'rhin:1 ~ Egq
Putoshe,tviia po E9.9~ii v 17b~:177J_ gg.!., [Academipian I . I.
Lepekhlr~ and His Travels in Russia in 17b8-177J] (2nd ed.;

two worlcs:

I

Moscow, 1953) 1M. 1. Sukhcrnlinov... Isto::-iia_.li9ssiiskoi Akademi..i
[History of the Russian Academy J (8 vols. f St. ;!P~"Eersburg.
1874-1881), II, 157-299.
I
I

.....
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textbook vtr'itten in Russian. 65

Neither Zuev (d. 1794) nor

Sokol.ov (d. 1795) enjoyed long careers, in contrast to

OzeretskoV'sitii (j, 1827) who became a !"ixture ir:
burg's
I!

l~~~,d
,

~t.

Peters

halls but who long outlived. his a$sociates as

well \~.s the: ascen.dant era in l1atural science 'that passed with
Ii

:

them.i: Rec~i+ing
the years at the turn of the ce.Jtury,
Nikolai
I '
It

Grechithought Ozeretskovskii was the foremost Russian scholar
in the

~cademy

despite nis less de!Jirable

"cant~kerous,

of being
slanderous, foul-mouthed and adiPsomaniac. n66
q~:llities

These then were the men of 1768-1774 who during those
years contributed to an enterprise that yielded an
dented amount of information and material
quart~r-century

~~d

who for a

afterwards formed the group of, nlen behind

what may be terlued, conservatively, a period of
vance in Russian natural science.

~nspired

ad

The inspir~tibn was pro

vided ;by Pallas, arow'ld whom these men
as their mentor.

unpr~ce

groupedi~and

recognized

Not all of them followed thsisame lights

as Pa.llas, nor produced to the same degree.

Sokolov beca,me

more closely the stUdent of Georgi, and Ozeretskovskii was
more attached to Lepekhin.

Zuev, the only

of thi$ group not simultanecus1.y affiliated

Rus~ian

academician

wi~:h ~he

Russian

i

65A two-volume #lork published in 1787 {Na~h rtanie

fi.!st~~t'tenp2J.Istotii

(Outli.ne of Natural History
to which
Parlas 'made some additions and acclaimed as a worit superior
to a.ny is imilar

tex\~

of its day.

~6"zapiski N.I. Grecha," [Me~oirs of N.I. Grechl,
Russkii Arkhiv, XI (la?J), 710-711~ Grech (178?-1867J
was a Russian .1ournalist and writer.
.1

11.1.;

Acad...y,

actual~.y

became the closest stlldent of Pallas, trans

lated: several of his important w·:>rks into Russian, and fol
lowed, Pallas in '1onsidsr:'::1.g himcelf chiefly a ZOPIogist. 67
~.

•

Broadltt.y
group:

I

sp.a~ing,

\:

I

:1'

foll~w$d

thlck1~ts O~I

however, the academic enc.·eavors of this

in the

b~oad

swath cut by i??llas through the

Russia's unknown. natural conditions,

Like Pallas

I

in th$ 179~ts, Zuev (in 1781-1782) and Ozeret$}covskii (in
'I

1785 and ini 1805) rovived their expeditionary splrit later
to

1

\Ulderta~~

of' Pallas

from

~ading

','lith the

.small-scale expeditions.

away

St. Petersburg to the Crimea andl~~e death of
I

I

those aroun(i him by the beginning years of

thein~eteenth

:1

I

century, thj~ Academy was hard pressed to maintad.nLmen of
I

equal capacitty in the natural sciences.

.

Naturall, enough

(also takin~ lnto consideration the disruptive: narture of
this peri.od) decline set in ~.vhich was in generp.~ \true of the
Academy as • whole.

The field of endeavor to ·whiph Pallas

1

.

:

devoted his iilife was not substantially advanced ubtil
Karl
!
1

.1

von BeJer vla~ acquired by the Academy in the el\rly .1830's.
The

o~e!"all
I

importa.'lce of the Palle.s EXJ)e4
i tiorl.
in
. .
.

light of th~ preceding comments. i~ not far t~ $e~k.
1 '

Some

1

I

of its'specit'ic features have been unfolded, but

nature of

thr

g~ve~

the

material from which I have drawn, ~Y account

~7Eve~! though his career was' fairly brief, Zluev
produc~d an j~nprmous amount of work of high qu"li~Yf
m~stly lin a:rJ;itib~es, and p~~marilY per~air;in~ ~~, :z:~ology.
H~s bi..graph~r ..~S ~.E. Ra~J':o·v, AkEtq!?1!L~a'§llJ.t e~.I.VJ.
E 0 Zh "zn 1 i'ru~ [Academician 'lasilii Zuev, Hs Lfe and
Works
rf1osc~w-Leningrad t 1955).
!

"

I
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Y/QuId be incomplete.

In other words, Pallas' travel account

and his oOL1IlllJnicat5.ons to the AcadE:my are only partial indi

cation of the seriousnc:D with which he rlunged

L~to

the task

of bringing to light nt·attars that would explain some of the

nature and make-up of hinterland Russia.

Off and on, Pallas

spent the rest of his life in further detailing and working
out the material he had gathered from 1768 to 1774; thus to

a great extent, it can be accurately s'!lw..marlzed. his work
after 1774 represented an unfolding of the full and diverse
fruit of his expedition, which in turn unfolded before the
scientific world a large body of completely new material and
neVi wa.ys of looking a.t the old.

This was one of the funda

mental factors that went into shaping an era of lively advance
in. science in Russia durlllg the reign of Catharine II.

CHAPTER V

PALLAS AS ACADEMICIAN IN ST. PETERSBURG, 1774-1793
From 17?4 to 1793 Pallas lived and 'Norked in

st.

Petersburg as a member (an internationally known and respected
member) of the Academy of Sciences.

The second section of

the paper attempted to set down, some pertinent background
to the Russian surroundings in which he found himself, and
it was stated that the final third of the eighteE:!nth century

was a period of solid advance in the growth of scienco in

Russia, in contrast to the period immediately preceding
tho period immediately following.

~ld

It would be useful to re

turn briefly to that theme in order to emphasize a few basic
points and to introduce a few cautions.
It has been cogently and colorfully stated that "science
in Russia • • • stem.'ned from a forelgn tradition and was

somewhat akin to a luxuriarlt flc..1 wer blossoming on the surface
of a stagrtant pool of ignor?.J'lce and ill i teracy..

1
It.&.

Equally

cogent, if seemlngly contradictory, is the view that "during
the second half of the eighteenth century, scientific thought

spilled over the rigid confines of the Academy of Sciences
to wash a vast area of Russirul culture."2
1M" T .. Florinsky t Russ.ia; --A..lJJ..s tory
(New York,· 1953), II, 1048-101+9.

2Vuc inich,

While these views

~'1.d an Imer.Ere~tior'

~<?1ence ..-,in _Rl!:1.~ la~ ..9.!!1..11~U.

p ~ 181.
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both address themselves to a broader aspect of Russian history
than is being attempted here, they
at the heart of what i=

i:npcrt~..nt

~xrres~

matters that strike

to w'!1de-:stanj, about the

era of science and the ovel"'all atmosphere in Russia in which

Pallas participated,
Assuredly, the Academy represented a foreign and lux
uriant flower that at no tlme in the eighteenth century could

have been nourished from the strata of Ruscian society; but
also assuredly, the gains registered in the Academy's status
and output after 1768 were marked over the previous forty
years.

The advance in the status, the quality, and thus th'3

output of the Academy ¥'las foreshadowed by official willi.ngness
to recognize the Academy's plight and by the desire to make
of .the Academy a prestigo\1s symbol -of the R'ussian sta.te.
Without official patronage the Academy would have amounted
to little in Russia and thus the role of Catherine II was
fundamerltal.

Monetary support and structural reforms, the

two basic ground-level ingredients to Academic upsurge, \Vere
her gifts to the Academy which resulted in the further stimulus
to scientific advance provided by Euler's return and the
Pallas-led expeditions of 1768-1774.

It is a striking fact

of the Academy's history that from Euler's return in 1766 to
tha end of the century only six of the thirty-seven persons
admitted to membership in the Acadarny during that time vol
ul'lta.rily quit·--and none of ma.jor consequence • .3

JModzalevskii, §~Chlen~, pp. 24-31.

iIiIII

1.1d
Another fact of iJnportan.ce in characterizing the Academic

atmosph:ere during Pa.llas' residence in St. Petersburg is the

fact of a noticeably greater
intellectual activity.

Russi~,

participation in Russia liS

When P2.12.a!! entered the Academy in

1767 there were six active Russian members; when he departed
on his second expedition in 1793 there were eleven,4 about
half of the total membership.
century was urun5_stakables

The trend during this quarter-

scientific activity in Russia was

coming to include more Russians.

The increased number of

Russian-born Academy members is a basic revealing indication
of this trend, which, as might be expected, had the affect
of increaf":ing native Russian participation in Academic affairs

vis-~-vis that of foreigners.

This should not cloud the fs.ct

that foreign influence and ideas even a.t the end of the oel1
tury was the predominant factor in the life of the Academy,

which taot should also not cloud. or underestimate the grovtth
of Russian participation in scientific activity in the final
third of the eighteenth century.

Symbolizing the fact of

increased Russian participation in the formerly all-foreign
Academy of Sciences, in the 1790's for the first tLl!1e treatises

in Russian began to appear in the Academy's journal (l:!.2.:':!!
Acta) alongside the contributions of foreign members written
in a foreign language.
4Aleksei ProtasoY, Simeon Kotelnikov, stepan Rumovskii,

Ivan Lepekhln, Petr Inokhodtsev, Nikolai Ozeretskovskii,

Vasilii Zllev, Nikita Sokolov, Aleksei Kononov, Vasi.lii

S~vergil1J

and Iakov Ze.kharov.

~
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There were other sigr;.s

Ett:

well that hand in hand with

the Academy of Sciences' general upsurge during Catherine II's

reign 'lent a broadenin,: C'f Russian int31'.6ctual acti'(.ti ty.
The most important sign, perhaps, was the founding of the
Russian Academy ir" 1783, an all-Russ18n institution which

signaled Russia's readiness to come to grips with the problem
of syetematically updating the Russian language.

Russian

academicians durinz "this peri.od, if not world-shaking thinkers,
were a busy group.

Being obligated to divid.e their time be

tween the Academy of Sciences and the Russian Ac,ademy, they
were more versatile than profound.

But because of their

versatility they stand in historical perspective as the grc,-""p
of man responsible for making deep Pussian inroads into the
fo,reign-dominated

intel1ectu~.1

tradition in Russia, while at

the same time transmitting European science beyond the con
fines of the Academy.
by an

This was accomplished in several ways:

increasing agenda of public lectures delivered by

academicians, which after 1784, at the insti.gation of Princess
Dashkova, began to be delivered for the first time in Russian
by native Russians and were free of charge,5 by Russian pe

riodical publications of a scientific nature which increased
in number and, it was hoped, in circulation; by a.."l increasing

5"Direktor AkaC:emii Nauk Kniaginia Ekaterina Romanova
Dashkova. Doklady G()sudar~e Imperatritse Ekaterine vtoroi,"
Chteniia v Imneratorskore Obshchestve Istorii. • • _, LX

{Jan. -l\farch,l13071, sect:-V4:-15:...ffi-T:~MaMi.rs of Princess

Dashkov, pp. 211-212.

- - ----.---

W'
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amount of original scientific literature being written in
Russian. which was na.ture,l enough since the number of Russial"l

academicians was also :=.creasingJ and ty a feverish trans
latlon activity which brought within reach of Russia.n readers

a wide selection of ideas and knOWledge. 6

TJlese signs of Russian scientific adv211ce were small
or large depending on the angle of perspective.
baokground of

Russi~~

Against the

achievements in science beginning around

the mid-nineteenth century they were paltry.

Against the

background of what preceded (the proper line of perspective)
they represented a large advance in Russian intellectual life.
One serious flaw,

remained!

howev~r,

Russi~~

educational

institutions Vlere only about one stage removed from being

nOllexistent.

Catherine II had wantsd the flower of scientific

life in her realm while by-passing the budding stage, and

although some educational ideas and reforms were put into
practice durlllg her reign, educational advance is not one of
the major landmarks of her relgn.?

The Academic upsurge and

6'fter 178) the central translation activity was
organized within the Russian Academy, which took over the
functions of the Society for the Translation of Foreign
Books (§obranie, staraiushchsasia 0 ner.Q..:.\fode mostral')n.J::~1
knig) • This Society existed from 1768 to 17'83 role. issued
no less than 173 volumes of translated material, including
philosophical an~ f.;cientific clalJsi.c~ as 'Nell as modern
works. Desca.rtes, Bacon, Nev.'-con, fol' instan,~e, were known
in Russian, so 'JVers some works of the Frepch philosophes
and Yllan;.tt articles from the French llncyclQ.pi<i..!~'" Zubov,
Jstorio~rafiia.,

pp.

52--5.5.

7Por general informa:tj on on educat ion policy under
Ca.therine II see Nicholas

H~ns,

'iioooIo

Histuc;y of Russian

..
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the increased Russian particlpatlon in Academic life in Russia
were very real but also very shallow,

This shall()wness pro

vides part of the expla!'lation for the failu.re tr:- keep the
scientific

tnom~ntum

ths.t wasbuil t in the last third of the

eighteenth century going beyond the death or departure of

the immediate contri.butors to that momentthYJl and the intro
duction of a few adverse policies.

Catherine's liberal and reformist credentials !";.ave been
pretty seriously and effectively intruded upon by scholars,
but her political state cf mind is beside the point in es

tablishing her role

~s

Catherine desired that

patroness of Academic progress.
a~

Academy of Sciences be associated

with the Russia.."1. sta.te, and because it vias apolitical. reI

caived support and encouragement for the greatest part of

her reign.

While Alexander Radishch9V was being compelled

to cool his heels in Siberia, Pallas was being "heaped with

honors and rewards.

(The Russian governnlent tolerated the

free-thinking Radishchev about as much as the French govern
ment had earlier tolerated Voltaire and Rousseau, it toler

ated Pugachev and his gang e:.oout ali much as the English
government tcleratcd Irish or. better yet. A."nerican r'ebels.)
The fact that all plans for Academic autonomy announced in

1766 were scrapped altogether in 1783 seems to have created
Edu.£atioriar~21i9Lr1.701-19171 (New York, 1964), pp. 1.7-32;
W.H.E.
Russi2'S Educ.:3,.'ti,Jnal H8rita.cre
(Pittsburgh,
1950), Johnson,
pp. ~.J-62:-----.::".Q_
L _ _ _ _ _ _. ."W_ _
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no stir at all among the academicians.

They were working

hard, confident of mOlletary supportl life in

st.

Petersburg

was not dissL'Ililar freT!: a!ly busy Europear cltYJ the empress

who resided there was penpal with European

l~~inariesJ

and

the Russian membl£!rs were newly excited to see Catherine's
and Princess Dashltov-afs creation, the Russian Academy, off
to a good start.

remained.

When libera.l principles departed, patronage

Some of Pallas' basic scholarly work during his

two decades in st. Petersburg was

cO~'Ilissioned

directly by

Catherine, whom he was privileged to know personally and from
whom he received
of course.

n\~erous

favors, in turn for work well done.

Right up to the end of Catherine's reign, reaction

notwithstanding. Pallas, to cite but one instance, was gen,..

erously patronized.

Catherine's last gift to Pallas was the

sum of 10,000 rubles, given in 1795. and two estates near
Simferopol (in addltion to a house in Simferopol) in the
Crimea on which he was to work in semi-retirement. 8 His
private natural history collection netted him another 20,000
rubles from Catherine without havirlg to part with 5:c (for
inclusion in the Academic museum) until h.e wa.nted.

Life in Russia was not uncomfortable for Pallas, nor
for others of his ca,liber.

The generosity bestowed upon

Pallas suggests that for politically docile men of science

St. Petersburg was still at the end of the century a very
8V• Marakuev, Petr Simon Pallas, Ego Z.hiznf UChenye
Trud~ i Puteshestvi!.~ (Moscow, 1877). pp. 20-21.
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good place to r.lake cnt:!' ~~ mar:--lt, as 2.t had been £linea Pallas
FurtherDlO~Ae,

first arrived.

Russia was attracti"'Ie

for an ambitious naturalist, '

'becau~;e

of its waalth of

1:.~y·.,ouctied

and

u.-.,known things and. the limitless opporJcu!'li ties that were

available for new discoveries.
i talized on just this

eletf~ent,

Pallas' eareer in Russia cap~.

and at

atmosphere was -very favorable in

st.

time

~.'{hen

the Academic

Petersburg, or at:

had vastly improved over what it earlier had been.

l~ast

Pallas'

work was never inte:':"fered with, except as new responsibilities
continually made demands on his time.

He carried on freely

a correspondence and kept up a lively exchange of pla.'1ts,
animals, rocks, and other objects with ccllea,gues abroad.

Through the years frctl 1774 to 1.793 his talents earned him
pr~stige

with his colleagues, favor with the government,

suitable rewards fer his efforts, and an influential voice
in important ..4... cadel"lic m&tters.

In 1801. an Englishman, Edward Clarke

j

visited Pallas

in Simferopol and could not understand wha;: kept a man of
Pallas· reput?tion affiliated with a country he himself saw

as politically

a.~d

socially barbaric.

occurred to others a.s well.

It was a questicn thnt

Another Englishman, several

decades later, bluntly referred to Pallas in Russi.a as a
"learned and ingenious sla"e.,,9

Pallas to leave.

Clarke tried to persuad(.:,

Pallas took no heede

9James Augustus

st. Joll1~,

"We left him,ft Clarke

Th~ ~ives

of Celebrated

Tra:Y..~J~~ vol. III (New York, c--~.-"'--~--.---.-1\.)59i, p .. b6~
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remarked in a tone with a shade of sarcasm, "determined to
pass the remnant of his days in cultivating vjneyards among

the rocks upon the south coast of the [Crlmea.:."1] peninsula.,,10
Clarke failed to see the entire thrust and atmosphere of'
Pallas' career.

For the most part, Pallas, and the Academy

in general ,were ran-loved from the political and backward

aspects of Russian life and in turn were not L'rttruded upon
by these situations, except as they were manifested in severe
censorship regulations in the second half of the 1790·s.

In

favorable and profitable circumstances, Pallas in Russia
existed in a virtually untapped storohouse of material where
pioneering scientific achievement existed in abundance.

From

the moment he set foot on Russian soil, Pallas set for hi.m....

se,lf' the long-range goal (a.lthcugh not as long as it turned
out) of compiling for European science a comprehensive study
of the zoology of Russia. i1 Having had the opportunity to
investigate
hand, his

~

large section of the Russian Empire at first

L~terests

broadened and his career as academician

in Russia became almost cluttered with a. number of shorter-

range goalsJ but whether relative to zoology, botany, or
some other field, his scholarly productions were singly of
the nature to report hitherto hidden Imowledge.

With so much

l°!.r.avels to Russia, Tart?-rY, and T1tr1cey (reprint
ad., New York, 1970), pp. 370-371.

11 So he stated in the preface to his

I<osso-Asiatica.

Zoogra~h~~
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of that available for investigation in Russia. Pallas came
to realize that the St. Petersburg Academy was a naturalist's
ha',en.

Arctic

life~

de:-ert life, fcreot life, steppe life.

river life, sea life. mountain life, even ancient life pre
served in the frozen ground were all available within one
realm and added up to a greater v8.riety of organic specimens ..
not to mention the eqaal abundance of inorganic specimens,
than any of Pallas' European friends and colleagues had the
pleasure to have within their reach..

M.ore 'than once Pallas

spoke of Russia as his fully adopted second homeland

~~d

expref·:sed his en-thusiasm for the wealth of new material with

which he was able to

OCCtlPY

himself there. 12

His decision

to undertake another expeditior.t. in 179:3 and his subsequent
request in 1'195 to be a.llowed to li'V'e in se'mi-ratirement in
the Crimea were made for reasons cf health and to get away
from what he called the "incessant bustle" and "artificial
society" of st. Petersburg. 1 )
The motives for Pa.llas· long residence in Russia Ylere

not all reasons of scholarly opportunities and he was by no
means absolutely wedded to Russia or to the St. Petersburg
Acaderoy.

Naturally enough, he sometimes expressed a longing

12pallas quoted v~l this point in E. streseman, "Leben
und Werk von Peter Simon Pallas, t, p. 252; P. Hoffmann, "Die
Briefe von Pallas an G.F. Miiller, p. Jilt.
tf

13Travels through the Southern Provinces of the
Russian Emnire in the Years T72.i·a!1~: 11.2!±,. trans. by

Francis W:-Blagdon

(London, 1802-180JJ. I, J.
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to return to

~is

German surroundings, but was prevented from

doing so, as he expressed to Pennant in 1777, because of

"circumstancefJ of fcrtune.,,14
hunt~r

fortune
Prinoess

Pallas was not neoessarily a

(certaL"11y not in the way characterized by

Das~kpva

that "he lacked all principles and morals,

he was vicioqsl. he was out for personal advantage •• ~ .. 15).
but he had no
really

desir~d

~vQrsion

either for monetary gain.

tfuat

he

VIas an independent scholarly career which only

independent means could allow.

If he stayed in Rl.lSsia in

hopes of acquiring indepe.ndent means, he stayed there also
because the opportunity for pioneering achievement existed
in abundance :and the
and

st.

Petersb~rg Academ~"

was as congenial

prestigious an atmosphere as allY for furthering scholarly

goals.

'\

In any event, when he left

st.

Petersburg in 179)

and in 1795 acquired the means to live in semi-retirement,
his request to reside in the Crimea \dlile maintaining his
affiliation with the

st.

Petersburg Academy did not reflect

the decision ot a man itching to leave Russia as soon as his
desire for "pf!rsonal advantage" had been gratified or for

14Urness, ed .. , Iletters, p. 14
In 1778·
Pallas ex
pressed to Pann~~t that
r- expect every year to leave
this country". (p. 29), and in 1781 wrote again to Pennant
in the same V$in but considered it out of the que~tion
It

fl • • •

"as long as want of an independent and sufficiel.. tfortune

will keep me in this Country." (p, 154).

l.5Tll~_M!moir~_.of Pr...mg.,~ss

DashkQ.1:, p. 221.

Stemming

from a basicpel"sonali ty clash Gtlld several issues, which
will be relat'ed later in this section, there w'as no love

between Pallas and Princess Dashkbva as the Academy's
Director.

•J. ..."'7

reasdns Edward C+arke might ha.ve thou.ght natural.

By that

I
I

time ihis entire adult career had been devoted to

Olle

aspect

or another of investigr-.ting th6 natu.ral c,)r.ditions of Russia
I

and

~iberia

and he

desir(~d

consoltidate his basic work.

on:i.y the serenity to complete and
:&y that ti.lJle also he was the

great~st living at;thority on Russia's natural (and even some
I
I

historical) features and had etched his name next to tile
great~st

and most productive natural scientists of the eight

eenthicentury.

Following Pallas' return to

st.

PE:~tersburg

in the summer

of 17r4 it was business as usual, bu·t busier than usual, for

him
a

the Academy--after he had answered for trying to sneak

~

~ac~ge

of bugs to a friend ,in Holland, that is.

According

to the 1747 statutes, still in effect, the academicians were
to function as researchers and teachers.
vera i ~Y"

The Academic Uni

hOYlever, was not in effect i ve operation, so Pallas

had no; teaching du1.:ies in that regard.

He was not involved

in the! operation of the Academic Gymnasiu...ll and the Russian
studen~s who ~ad accompanied him on the expedition had gone

abroad for five years to receive their university training.
j

I

Thus

•

a~

a pure researcher Pallas' specified duties, which

applie~ to all academicians, were to work to advance the
knowle~ge in his science, to publish the result of his labors,
I

and to I keep a.breast of all other work being done in the same

field ~in order to enrich himself, obviously, and so that if

!~,

ii.i

~.
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another piece of work waB

de~med

worthy it could. be brought

to the attention of others for translation a."1d publication
into Russia.",).
The business and disc:.lssicns

:.r

the Academy were con

ducted in the triweekly general Acad.emic sessions (they were

usually less frequent than triweekly), at which Pallas, when
it was his turn, would tall:: about what he was doing, what he

was going to do. read his latest piece of" research. or raise
any. matter for ,discussion relative to his activities

concerns in the Academy.

Usually his

appeara..~ces

~~d

in these

sessions were for the purpose of presenting his latest trea
tise, which had to receive general approval 1)efore it could
be included in the next -volume of the Academy's journal, and
to report on his larger works in progress, upcoming, or

.......eres "'-u it was
If the work generated general I.n

completed.
read, in

manuscr~p'"t,

at length.

Such was the case with his

work on the Mongol peoPles,16 the fi.rst voltune of which Pallas

read at twelve sessions in 1776 17 and the second volume of
which he read at irltervals as parts were completed.
Pall.as' only other statutory obligation was to partic
ipate in triannual public assemblies.

These were gala B.ffairs,

actually called less often than three times a year (usua.lly
only once

2.

ye,r) I whi.ch usua:!.ly saw in attendance the

16See above, p. 104.

17protokol~, III, 234ff.

•

tl
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empress, various state
or two.

dignit~1.ri~s,

3.L"1.d

8.

fcreign

dignit~. ry

This was Aoademic open house (open, as a matter of

fact. to anyone who

w1.~~ed

to attend)

an~.

an event plar..ned

well in advance whIch featured a..'l opening speech by the

Di.rector, several academicis.ns Vlho read a specifically pre
pared piece of their work, and various exhibits.

In the first few years after returning from his

expe~

di tion, Pallas' turn twice came arotL'ld to be the central
speaker at the public ass'embly, in 1777 and in 1780.

The

occasions called for something scholarly but not too technical
~s

to be above or boring to the audience in attendance.

Thus, in 1777 this "O'bservations sur la Formation des
Mo,~\tagnes"

and, in 1780, his "Memoirs f;ur la. Variation des

An;unaux."

These two short works of Pallas have received

nearly as much attention by those who have viTi tten on him

as his larger works, but have never been explalned.

They

were in the realm of theory; Pa.llas was not a theoretician.
They

~era

totally out of c:haracter with the flow of his work

before or after, and especially since the irn.mediate aftermath

of his expedition when, after having already df?scribed the
general. and outstanding features of it in his travel account,

he was working primarily on putting into print the zoological
and botanical technicalities of his observations.

Pallas,

as a m..t.ter of fact, declared in his HMemoire" that he planned
a follow-up work on the varlatioli of animals, but it never
appear ed. -at laaat was 11aver published.

'ill

The best explanation

./
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for the appearance of these two works seems to be in the
occasion for which they were written.

It was teo bad that Pallas did not avail himself of
other opportunities to let his thoughts come out over all
the deta:i.l in his mLYid.

As these two essays displayed,

Pallas Vias ably equipped to theorize on science based on a
full arsenal of facts fully digested, compared, and weighed.
Pallas' "Observations" was read before a host of dignitaries,
including the King of Sweden.

The heart of Pallas' presen

tation was his treatment of the formation, structure, and
eomposi t ion of mountain chains, which he cau-(;ioned his audi

ence were only one manifestation of

8.

slowly and complexly

formed earth about which very Iittle Vla.s actually known

because of the

m~~y

factors

~~d

long time-span involved.

Cautioning again against Buffon's runbitiouG theories on

th~

structure of the earth, Pallas took his listeners through
his ovm researches i.n the Ural and Al ta.i Mountai.ns, differ
entiating three orders of mountains which differed in com
position, size,

~~d age~

The highest parts, the core, of the

great mountain chains were composed of granite, were the
oldest, and were anterior to land life and to the revealing
of all other land features, which came later as a

forc&s at work beneath the sea.

r~sult

of

Volcanic force was Pallas'

explanat!,or: for the later upheaval of the differently com
posed. and smaller second

31'Hl

third-order mountains.

In some

detail, Pallas went through the composition and organic
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remains he had observed in these structures, arriving at a
clear estimate of the relation between the center of a moun
tain chain and
layers.

t~le

progressively smaller and younger outer

Pallas dealt with other matters

~'"'ld

this sketch does

not do justice to 'the evidence he 01 ted or the clear con
ceptions he had. for instance, of volcanic activity, decom
position of elements, deposits on land left by the sea, and
/

a basic sense that his ago, for all of its Dold

advw~ces,

had not even scratched the fi:r:"stlayer of the earth t s story.

In closing, he

warn~d

his audience not tv be taken in by

single-cause explanations for the present structures of the
earth and that there was no such thing as constancy in natural
forces.

Cuvier thought this essay gave birth to all that fol
lowed in the geoloe,~ of his day (de Saussure. Deluc, "'ferner) J 18
others have provided better perspective.

In his theory of

mountain chains and the time sequence involved in their for
mation, Pallas was the first European off the blocks.

His

evidence was solid, systematicallY acquired, and his ideas

were clear.

Basically, in fact, Pallas had a clear idea of

geological sequence

~~d

some of the evidence available in

the ground that could reveal at least the outlines of the
earth's development.

III

Russia his role in geology was very

great since his researches dea,l t with Russi-an soil and could
thus readily be advanced.

Regarding Europe, although he fore

18nEloge Historique d.e Pierre-Sirnon Pallao." pp. 136-137_

t ?s'

t.:'·tf.,
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shadowed systematic work in geology, others quickly surpassed
him who were close on his heels a:nyway and 'who were more
willing than Pallas to take the earth's story
of the hands of a creator. 19

e~tirely

out

Pallas was nett a geologist and did not pursue much
beyond a desuriptive level his investigation of the earth.
This was not intellectual cowardice on the part of Pallas,
but rather a part of his ocientific conviction.

Science was

advanced, he believed, 'When evidence Vias presented. not when
somebody with a gifted pen said something prstty.
"Observations" was

h

challenge to Buffon,

~e

His

challenged Buffon

to look beyond his narrow world for evidence and comparisons
(Buffon never travelled beyond France and Italy).

In the

course of his challenge he presented some of his own evidence
that Buffon knew nothing about and came up with a olear notion
of mountain structure.

But he was more interested in dis

crediting those who were more given to natural philosophy
than to natural scIence than he

pothesis with another.

W8,S

in challenging one hy

By point of convictiu:n. t he belie"led

that nature existed in variety a."ld it was actua.lly harmful
to science to contemplate the whole (as Buffon had dona in
his "History IDld Theory of the Earth") on the basis of a few
selective observations that did not go beyond the surroluldings

of one' s own environm.~nt. 20

Pallas set for himself the goal

19p • p • Bolousov, "P,S. Pallas--Puteshestvennik i
Geolog." Pr,kod~, no. 3 (1941), 1.11-116, Khabako'V, Ocherki
peL Isto..r.ii. pp. 185-186.
20"Observations," PP. 21-22.
·i~i

13.3
of bringing in the evidence.
Pallas' "Memoire sur la Variation des Animaux" was
presented with

t~e

name thrust as

~is

earlier public

presen~

tat ion , in the presence of a swarm of dlgnitaries with the
honored guest being the "Royal Prince of Prussia."
depicting

fOT

After

his listeners the two major trends, as he saw

them, of contemporary natural history--excessive systematics
(Linnaeus) and excessive non-systematics {Buffon)--he pro
cee~ed

to cut his way between them, emphasizing the point

that he consistently upheld in his lifetime that nature ex
isted in variety, greater variety than could be systematized
in a single scheme and. greater varlety than could be philos

ophized on with any degree of adequate proof, at l,'!ast given
the present state of knowledge of ns.ture.
HaYing stated his position, Pallas moved to attack the
zoological theory that had rapidly gained ground as a result
of its assertion by Buffon and Linnaeusl

that the animal

'/orld was in some cases lnconstant, degenerative, and subject
to variation to the tune of whole new species arising.

Regarding animals, Pallas was in the arena of his major in
terest·and he hacked away at his two famous contemporaries
with clarity and pI'ecision, at the seme time raising points
about his own general beliefs on the anlrnal kingdom.

was a significant piece of work.

This

Darwin prIzed it, and

ironically, bees.use en the surface it appeared to be resisting
the tide of biological thought.

Those who caref to examine
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its contents saw the opposite.
It needs to be mentioned that Pallas did not disbelieve
. the proposi tiQn that

a.~.l

existing specief.' Viera created and

exist,ed for the most part in the sat1e variety and with the

same distinctions as they had since creation.

He never re

sorted to explanation by divi.ne cause, but made no claim to
know anything to the contrary regarding the origin of all or

certa.in species.

A Soviet authority on Pallas' biological

views, B.E. Raiko", has madE:: a point of emphasizirlg that
Pallas' objection to thethol1ght o:f transformation or incon

stancy of species stemmed from his belief in the constancy of
,divine creation. 21 This is an ill-enlphasj zed point to which
another Soviet authority, G.P. Dementev, has rightly takerL
exception. 22

The chal~enge to the notion that the species

were created and constant was scientifically in an infant
stage, and rather

th~~

take exception to the possibility

raised by some for the historical development of species,
the entire thrust of Pallas' ·'!V1emoirf:l"

W'B.S

in raising scien

tific doubts about the conditions advanced for such a pos
sibility.

In other words, his objeotion was to the validity

on scientific

gro~~ds

of the evidence used to demonstrate

21'R
k • B.
,
• E .., t'·
· t
.. Darv~,
.
~s~ ~e
iO~ugl- L9~~~~slonls y 00
pp.

85-102. Ra1kov's larger point is that Pallas earlier in
his career was on the road of e'volutionary thought but
after coming to Russia, because of the urea.ctionary
conditions," he returned to orthodox science. There
appears little substance in this view.
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the possibility of a species' transformation or degeneration.
He had no ironclad attachment to the concept of constancy,
he just saw the evidence

.

.+

~ga~ns

'J

it

a8

faulty.

rallas,

3S

a matter of fact, never flinched in his support for the work
of two important eighteenth-century biological resea.rchers.

Joseph Koelreuter and Caspa,r Wolff. whose work had already
shown hybridization in
development (Wolff).

pl~~ts

(Koelreuter) and embryological

Although Koelreuter's work was bota."ical.

it 't/i11 be remembered that Pallas in one of his earlier worles

argued against a barrier between the plant and animal kingdoms.
thus the procefJs of hybridization and the prospects of
. changeability in plants could easily be ca.rried over to
animals.
Another point

mu~t

also be madel

it is inaccurate to

think of Pallas or those he was challenging as debaters of
evolutionary theory.

The debate was around a few evolutionary

ingredients only. that it took biologists almost another
century to develop ruld incorporate with other ingredients
into a full-blown conception of progressive organic develop
ment.

Some of the evidence gathered in the advances of

eighteenth-centu!~y

science tickled the minds of some and

caused them to jump out ahead.
back

~d

Pallas yearned to drag them

instruct them i.n the meaning of proper evidence and

in ways to properly advance science.

The opening pa.ragraph

of Pallas' presentation in 1780 summed up his attitude of
the biggest scientific pitfall rather well.
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Quelque grandfJ que soit I' obligation que les
sciences do~~vent S.ux grands hommes, qui de,.... temps
en temps s'elevent par la force de leur genie et
donnent une nouvelle impulsion aux connaissances
humaines~
on ne sauT'oit pourtant disconver:.::-, ~ue
par les hypoth'eses auxquelles ils sont enclins a
se livrer, par leurs opinions particulieres, souvent
hazarde'eset Ie plis, pour ainsi dire, qu' ils donnent
~ leu2... science, ils ne deviennent souvent nuisibles
et retardent peut-etre tout autant l'avancement des
lettres, bien donnant des enyaves au:;: genies
mediocres dont 16S travaux reunis, n'etant pas
assujettis par l'autoritede tels maitres, seroient 2)
d 'une utili
tre's-marque'e, quoique moins brillante.

te

Pallas thought the speculations of Linnaeus and Buffon were
shackles on the development of his science--thoughts of
brilliance, but thoughts that could backfire on the advance
ment of science.

Furthermore, he disagreed with the content

of those thoughts.
In his "Memoire" Pallas addressed himself spec3fically

to two basic doctrines that had been popularized partly by
Linnaeus but mainly by Buffon in his "De'g{ne'ration des Animaux .. "

The first basic doctrine was that, through crossbreeding,
animals hybrids were capable of arising.
species could become

transfOI~ed

perhaps working alongside ~ the

The second was that

in ways apart from. but

pro(~esses

cf breeding; for

ex3.t'11ple, by climatic influence, nouristuner,t , or any environ....

mental change.

Pallas discounted hybridization in ?..nimals-

in animals in a natural stater; that is.
lorig

li~t

He established a

of evidence to shew that dogs and horses. for

instance. were th~ pr'Jduct of t:::'Ot;f;breeding,24 but he did

2J"Memolre,n pp. 69-70.
24Darwin thought some of thi.s evidence was a pic....
neering scientific achievement.
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so to establish the point that a..1'lima,ls under domestication
were subject to artificial influences.

"The tyranny," as

he called it, "that ma,"l exercises on d.omestic animals H25 was

hardly a fair measure by which to make a.ssertions on the
entire at"'limal kingdom.

Pallas roundly upbrai.ded Buffon for

drawing most of his evidence from domesticated animals and
not making this distinction.

In natural circumstances, Pallas

argued, crossbreeding is not a phenomenon
animal behavior.

L~

the pattern of

Instinct keeps the species apart and con

serves their purity of origin because females prefer the

best of the male specimens from their

ovn~

kind.

Crossbreeding

occurs in isolated circumstances, surely, but the hybrid
offspring does not bring about a new species:

it is either

too imperfect to survive, sterile (which he thought was
usually the case), or 'through reproduction with the origina.l
species the offspring would return to the original form.

The

single weird specimen, in any case, would not perpetuate
itself.

The "air de familIa," Pallas asserted, applied also

to humans, but not necessarily to insects.
No other factor, Pallas thought, was as strong a po
tential argument for degeneration as the factor of cross
breeding.

Thus the major part of his "Memo ire" was in

developing the arguments just described.

The other factors

(climate, etc.) he dismissed ill short ordp,r.
of course, to their environment, but
2S"Memoire," p. 81.

~··1IoiJ

,

..

Animals adjusted,

envi~c~~ent

could not
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alter the basic characteristics of a species.

A change in

behavior could result, maybe an alteration of color or the
nature of fur as a

rgz:..::~.. t

of

environment~...l

variation, but

this was not the samo as a new speciefl arising.

Aga.in,

however, a man-influenced environment was another matter.
constancy was the pattern for animals in a natural state;
inconstancy could easily come about under the influence of
man's "tyranny."

However, Pallas knew that patterns were

not universally applicable.

He knew of accidents and freaks,

aside from domestication, 'which did not fit into his theme
of constancy.

This was the subject he proposed to take up

on another occa.sion, but apparently the occasion never arose.
Pallas was not a man of theory and this article was
rlot really very bold in that

He did not intend

dir~ction.

for his important points to ring throughout the land, in fact
they appeared in the nlidst of a maze of fa.ets.

It is not

implausible that his audience was asleep by the time he as
serted near the end of the presentation that animals and
humans were commonly possessed of an instinctive "air de
fatnille. "26

At bottom and in retrospect, Pallas was standing

in opposi.tion to sorne of the first clear thoughts on trans

formation, and the development of those thoughts, we n.ow know,
followed a successful course.

Pallas

1

theory was essentially

an attack on theory, from which he raised important biolog
ical points that had to be r?ckoned with in the further

26Ibid ., PP. 99-100.

'i

-1IIIIi

~.
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development of biological thinkingJ for instance, his negative
thoughts on hybridization between different species, his

thoughts on dom6sticat:'ull and its effectL: vis-a.-vis natural
.habitat, and his call for need to renovate the study of
animal life by the systematic introduction of comparative
anatomical and physiological criteria.

Pa.llas was on :firm

soientific ground, which he felt certain would edge forward

as th.e evidence came in, and equally certa.in to lose its way
from excessive speculati:!n.

In this he was no agent of pulpit

or throne,

It may be too common, for historians at least. to measure
biological developme!lts in overeager expectation of mio
nineteenth-century developments, thus measuring the theory

to the exclusion of the subject behind it.
evolutionist because he Vias a bioi.ogist.

genius as did Buffon a century earlier.

Darwin was an
He possessed original

In between marched

the men, whether evolutionary-minded or net is to a la.rge
extent beside the point, who developed biological lo10wledge
(in anatomy, physiology, and embryology, for instance) to a
stage capable of giving rise to mid-nineteenth-centur.y dtlveJ.

opments.

Pallas was one of theme

It is an interesting fact

also that Georges Cuyler, the recognized founder of systematic
comparative a.."latomy (aIld, some say, of modern paleontology),
was a vehement critic of Jean Lamarck (1744-1829). another

who captured a glimpse of life's progressive development.
Neither was Darwin's theory, to say the least, universally

i

:.,

.. ~

iI
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accepted among men vine stood on firm scientific ground, who
raised perfectly legitimate scientific arguments, and. who in

no way can be accused of trying to block scienti.fic progreos.
It is not so strange that men disagree, but it is historically
inaccurate to discount

th~

retrospect emerge en the

accomplishments of men who in

~Tong

side

~f

an eventually success

ful theoretica::' o.rgurnent.
The entire CA.reer of Pallp.s i.n Ru.ssia demonstr3.tes that

he was a man of exceptional scholarly energy.
terms, his accomplishments were twofold.

In general

in penetrating for

the scientific communities of Russi.a ari.d Europe alike some

of the major aspects of Russia'S natural conditions, and,
in doing so, consistently calling for more thorough natural

scientific methods.
career from

177l~

One of the major characteristics of his

to 1793 was in its diversity, but the major

theme of his activities was his studies devoted to the zoo
logical

B..'1d

botanical nature of Russia and Siberia.

The

diversities will be dealt with later.
Pallas initiated a number of projects in the decade of
the 1770's, following his return in 177 4 , most of it concerned.
in one way or another with making known his six-year scien
tific observations just completed.
Act~

after 1774 are loaded with

The pages of the Academy's

exa~ples

of the technical

results of his zoological and botanical concerns.

He under

took to make additions to Johann Gmalin's f12ra Sibirica,
correcting its mistakes and enriching it with his own
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observations. 2?

In 1778 appeared his first major zoological

study based on the materi.al gathered during his travels.

It

gave Europa ito -7irst yisw of Russian and Siberian rodents. 28
"With a thoroughness that was quite unprecedented," thought
Erik NordeTlskiold, this w;)rk examined an entire order of
animals including their anatcJmy, skeletal structure, and the
conditions under which they lived, and was so detailed and
comprehensive

Et.. S

to constitute "one of the! really sound pieces

of work that paved the way for mod'arn comparative anatomy. ,,29

A. Wolf thought it was also important of note in recording
eightee~th-century developments in zoological anatomy.3 D By
1780 he had also brought to a close

hi~

two-volume collection

of zoological studies, Spicilegia Zoologica. begun earlier
in Berlin but filled mostly with material from his travels.)1
In the decade of the 1780'0 Pallas' productive capacity
reached its peak, although his energies were spread over such
a wide spectrum that a modern scholar would find it almost
incomprehensibly haphazard.

Perhaps it waSi some of the work

2?Protokoly, III, 185.

(Erlan:~~V177~T~c,ies Q.uadruP.id.!:L.:!I_~

G1JriJlo"ll

Ordi~

29TheJiist0r'¥, of BiQ16~' trans. by Leonard Buckna.1.l
Eyre (New York. 19~9). p. 2 J.
,30~ Hi.:~!.gr~ of .Science, Technol.ogy, and Philosoph!
in the E~ghteepth Centu~L' p. 476.

J1See above, p. 58.

,

t

-.,

I

he considered central. to his studies had to be put off or
was left incomplete for reasons of other
· bi'~~~leF,
.....

,respono~

cow~itments

and

still the pages of the Acta (aftel." 1783

Nova Acta) were loaded with examples -of the work for which
he had originally been hired.

In the early 1780's Pallas

offered Europe its first look at the insects in Russia and
Siberia, one of the central studies on Pallas' agenda that
had to be put off.)2

Two issues appeared in 1781 and 1782

respectively; two others after he was settled in the Crimea.
A ,{ork even larger on Pallas' agenda was left unfinished ,

although unfinished in a pretty grand form.

To do for the

vegetable kingdom of Russia what he envisioned to do for the
"

animal kingdom ( wrap it up comprehensively in several il:.us
trated volumes) had been a thought in the back of his Dlind
for some time.

His plant collections were vast; he had pro

duced some "botanical articles; he had completed a minor mono
graph in 1781; but nothing yet to compare with his Ylork in
zoology.

Perhaps recognizing that Russia's chief naturalist

was neglecting the natural beauties of the realm, Catherine
influenced Pallas to action by commissioning him in 1782 to
furnish a list of all the

knO~i

vegetation in Russia, to give

their names in Russian alongside their Latin names, and to
use it as preparatory for a comprehensive descriptlve work. J )
J2Icones Insectorum Praes2rtim Rossiae Sibiraeaue
Peenl iarTiiin.
33Sbornik IRIO, XIJII, 357-.366, "Annonce d 'un ouvrage
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Pallas drew up the list and started to work on the larger
In 1784 the first part of his Flora RossicE! appeared,
_. in 1788 the saco:.d pal't appeared I nothLig fOllowed. 34 Al
work.

though the published work was only about one-fifth complete
as originally planned, what

~allas

made available was so

vividly descriptive and richly illustrated that it was one
of the celebrated botanical works of its day.
Paul I.
by

~J:ho

The Emperor

knew the work in its RU3sian translation furnished

Zuev. was even appreciative enough to remark in 1797.

"I am fully certain that the author of Rossiiskoi Flory
[Flora Rossica] has used his time in all things in re
searches and discoveries helpful to mankind. 1.35
,r

botanique sur les Arbres. Arbustes, et Plant:3s de l'Empire
de Russie, qui sera publiepar Ordre et sous les auspices
de Sa Majeste Impe-t-ia.le. Acta Academlae Scientiarum
Imperialis Petro..ltolitana~,~ VI. pt. II {1.782T, sect. I, 9-13.
II

J4In print. that is. N"M. Zelenetskii has described
at length an unpublished manuscript of Pallas that he found
in the Academy archives and which he felt certain was a
continuatio:-n of Flora Rossic.~.. ftPetr Simon Pallas, Ego
Zhizn, NRuchnaia Deiatelnos~ i Rol v Izuchenii Rastitolnosti
Ross2J ," ,Zauiski Novoro~.is1s,~~o Obshchestva.~;?tcstvoisp.ytateJ.~i,

XLI {191b'. 97-99. He WG.S right apparently, for it was the
same manuscript (Plantae sclectae Rossiae) that Karl von
Baer uncovered in'Leipzig in 1829. while doing investigative
work tnere for the St. Petersburg Academy on another matter
relating to Pallas, and brought 'to the attention of the
Academy. According to Bael' (Berichte, p. 35) Pallas did
indeed intend it as a continuation ol his Flora, and
although tht: manuscI"ipt was completed, it Via::; not published
because there were no illustrations to accompa..11Y it, for
which purpose it had been sent to Leipzig in the first place ..
Cf. Keppen, "Uchenye Trudy," PP$ 414-41.5_

35Quoted in Zelenetskii, "Petr Simon Pallas," p. 12.

1!:·4
Pallas was also occupied in the decade of the 1780's
with working out for publication material of deceased col
leagup,s.

The

i~3tances

of

S~~uel

Gmelin and

Joh~~

Guldenstadt have already been mentioned and these were the
largest of his undertakings in editing.
kept him especially busy.

GUldenstadt's papers

From beginning to end (over 1,000

pages) he put Guldenstidt's travel account into finished
form,3 6 a..l1.d by rummaging th!"ough the rest of Giildenstadt's
pap~rs.

sorted out some of his representative work for in

clusion in the Academy's journal.

Pallas performed similar

services for others, both deceased and living, and for the
Academy.

He thought the researches of Joseph Koelreuter,
~

a former member of the Academy E'.nd now resident in Karlsruh,

in plant sexuality B.."'ld hybridization were an important modern
scientific advance.

He used Koelreuter's lnaterial in his

"Memoire" to attack Linnaeus' views on the same subject.

He

also on several occasions read recent articles on hybridiza
tion by Koelreuter before the Academy and had them placed
in the Academy's journal.
Pallas was a standard European authority in natural
history, particularly zoology, and the foremost authority
on the natural conditions of Russia long before his fortieth
birthday.
a~d

It was not surprising therefore that the knowledge

material he possessed was a sought-after commodity by

European men of science ever anxious-co know of new specimens.

J6 See above, p. 74.
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Pallas furnished a lot of material and illustrations from
Russia that went into some standard contemporary European
'Iorks on zoology; for

';_n~tance,

Johann Christia~Schreber.37
translated.

those of Thomas

P~nnant

and

By others he was quoted and

He was a st.andard acquaintance to make for

dignified foreign visitors to Russia, among whom he had the
image of a widely traveled scholar of excellence:
"the learned Dr. Pallas."

he was

All English readers who did no

more than keep up with the issues of the Annual Register
had read his words, for periodically there was extracted and
trarlslated anecdotal ethnographic items from his travel account.

In his lifetime, English readers would also have become very
familiar with who he was and a sampling of his work in the
works of William Coxa, Edward Clarke, or William Tooke. and
"more briefly familiar through the works of others.

He was

not as popularly known, i -t seems, outs5.d.e of England I but
a much larger selection of his work Vias availabie' 'in original
or in translation.
Professionally. of course, Pallas was

~10vm

and under

stood in quite specific terms throughout western, central,
and

northern Europe.

Whatever diverse di.rectIons he moved

in or was obligated to move in, which caused him to gain a
more general reputation, he maintained throughout his career
ill

st.

Petersburg a specific and la.rge significance in his

3?Keppen, "UCh~nye Trudy P.S. Pallasa," p. 411,
Urness, ed' t Letters, p. 140n.

-.-
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field of basic devotion.

But it is also true, and for good

reason. that the more years he remained in
the more he became

}':no·~u:;~

st.

Petersburg,

as a scholar on 1ussia of general

proportions rather than as an academic natural scientist.
In either case,

st.

Petersburg was not a den of obscurity.

Pallas indeed wandered in diverse scholarly directions,
which was not ari unusual quality in the eighteenth century;
but Pa.llas was more, much more, diverse than most (maybe all)
famous naturalists of his day.

The reason stems from his

expedition, to which were attached diverse obligatIons

s.nd

from which he gained new insights. new interests, and material
to pursue them.

The reason stems also simply from his being

in Russia and being a man given to studyinf~ things.

He was

a scholar in a relatively (relative to western Europe) empty
'scholarly playground.

The academic atmosphere and the up

surge in academic activity, to which Pallas contributed, were
also favorable factors i.n inducing a man of talent to stretch
hi.s capacities to the utmost.

That he did so was evident

from his having to postpone some of his work, from his- level
of production, and from his need in the early 1790's to pace
in another direction for awhile.

Only the directions that

he wandered in some depth w111 be given examples here, since
Pallas' many-sidedness (as Russian wri.ters have been almost
uniform in introducing Pallas) resulted in some short. dead
eT!d

roads.

Three that were not dead-end but have already been
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outlined will not be reiterated--his fossil researches, his
geolog1.cal theories, and his ethnographic interests--except
to mention a few pointr.

In an age when investigation into

all three areaSi was atill very infant his work was innovative
and farsighted--a

many have referred

pU~90sefully

to

guarded description because

his role in these areas much more lib

erally than may stand up under closer examination.

Pallas,

after all, was an eighteenth-century naturalist and as such
had an almost open-ended commitment to examine all natural
things, with the implication fully justified that most things
were done, by later standards, in a very shallow way.

still,

however, he did systematically set about the search for
fossils and was aware generally of what they revealed, he
did systematically observe mountain and other structures and

was aware generally of gradual formation and many of the
forces of naturel he did systematically set about the gath
ering of descriptive data about a people.

His paleontological

vlork resulted, aside from a rich supply of specimens for the

st.

Petersburg museum and an important contributing factor

to forming his geological views, in the Dutch scientist Peter

Camper (1722-1789) opening a direct correspondence with Pallas
· t • 38
on th e su b J9C

His geological conceptions have earned

him most generally, among more exaggerated titles, the title
of the de Saussura of Russia, in reference to Horace Ben{dict
~8

J Kanaev, "0 PaleontologJ.chesklkh Rabotakh P ~ S.

PallaRa," p. 148.
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de Saussure (17 1.s,O-1799) whc)se explorat ion and study of the

Alps was a· monume'nt in early geological formulations •. Pallas
expressed his clearest.

~ctions

two years

~efore

the first

of de Sal.lssure· s monument. yoygr,es darlS les

vOlum~

appea~ed in

1779.

Al:ee~,

The account of his later travels in

I'

southern Russia made" abundantly clear that he hs.d not aban
doned !.systematic geological observations.

He updated,

and added to many of his earlier views on the basis

revis~d,

of mottntains he studied in the Caucasus and in the Crimea.
Pallas' general ethnographic descriptions were substan
tial

~ough

in adding to general material available on the

peoples of.the Russian Empire. but were 11:0 more significant
than what other travelers collected.

\'That has earned him a

place Qf importance in this regard ·was his work, both histor
ical aQd ethnographic, on the Mongol peoples that has been
already referred to.

Rudolphi thought it made available more

inform"tion on the Mongols than was available in any single
source on any single peoPle. 39 Cuvier eulogized it as classic
:
. t a 1 eng th~y ana"
.
.
40 Certain Russians
an d gaVe
~
r1ng1ng
rev~ew.
since ~a~e acclaimed him as a predecessor of Heinrich Klaproth
i

!

(178J-1;abs)
in Aaiarl eth.."ography and linguistics.
.. I

The work

was a Oiotlection of historical docum2uts and a comparative
I

ethnogr·aphic description

pp.

j9~peter

Jl-:3~.

(,~ompare.tive

Simon Pallas.

of diff(!rent Mongol

Ein biographischer Versuch."

I

4<>+~iogc

.........

Historique de Pierre-Simon hllas," pp. 140-146•
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peoples) along historical linea.

It was iDlportant primarily

for its wealth of raw data and for his division of the Mongol

tribes into three princi;al branches-..·th0 Mongols proper,
the Kalmyks. and the Buriats.

(both

vol~~es

It was not especiallylenrthy

together were just under 700 pages), but like

other of his works was recognized in its time as a substantial
work of precision.

Parts of it were translated into French

and Russian and it was presented-in extract in its original
German.

Aside from the Mongols, Pallas also spent a consid

erable amount of time during his travels in 1793-1794 in

etrulographic study, as his account of those travels makes
clear.

Perhaps his major effort on that pccasion was his

effort to present a summary and comparative account of the

peoples inhabiting the Caucasus, for which he used the
works of prior travelers to that region as well as his
material. Q·1

O~T.

Pallas' reputati.on in ethnography and linguistics was
also in part established by a piece of work which received
its inspiration in 1785 frcm Catherine.

It Vias an obligation

actually and an obli.gation that Pallas was no-t a..'1xious to
undertake.

to compile a comparative dictionary of all known

European and Asiatic languages, with special emphasis on those
spoken within the Russian EmpirelJ

He felt he was unqualified

for such a task and that it was too far afield from his other

work, btlt he was not in the mood to say no to the august
41Travels

t~ro~@"'~:-ll§! S0tIL~r!Lyr.9vi.nce~?,

I, 381ft'.
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sovereign.

He combined his own material with the extensive

material given over to him by Catherine. coming up with a
two-volume comparative dictionary of about )00 words in about
200 languages and dialects. 42 It was obyiously a work of

grandiose conception that could have only a very sketchy
finish. it was more 'important as a signpost to later Russian

comparative lingui.sts.
One of Pallas' major extracurrlcular interests, stemming
naturally enough from his own expedition, was his interest
in Russian geography and exploration.

On the subject of

eighteenth-century Russian exploration and discoveries on
the Pacific. Pallas provided some of the solid information
then available

E~nd

which. still provides solid source material.

The basic depository for the work he completed in this area
of interest was the periodical publication that he began to

edit in 1781, Neue NorqJsche Beytrage, most of the material
for which Pa.llas personally provided either by articles he
wrote or by translations he made of accounts of Russian
voyagers between eastern Siberia and Alaska. L~J

Most of the

42Lin~uarum Totius Orbis Vocabularia. Comnarativa

(St. Petersburg, 1786-1789).

Also publisr..ed under its
equivalent Russian title. Catherine, according to Keppen
(ttUchenye Trudy P.S. Pallasa," p. 431), had long mainf ' ·In 1;p,res.
t 'l.n compara
.
+.
. +"
· d a specJ.o1.0
t a~ne
"'~ YC 1·
lngU1.S
\I~CS 30,'1 d
it was the extensive ma.terial which she had i.n the past
ordered collected which s{3rved as the basis for this
undertaking by Pallas, whom Catherine deemed the most
competent to narldle it.

43Neue N'0t::dische BeytragE! ultimately consisted of
seven volumes, four of which wera published from 1781 to
1783, the last three from 1793 to 1796. It was actually
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material presented in the seven volumes of this publication

(1781-1796) was intended in. one way or another to provide
information on the obscure northern Pacific pa.r· :f the world.
The reason for his interest and the nature of most of the
material he presented (translations or translated abstracts

of firsthand accounts) were summed up by Pallas in a preface
to one of his translations.
With respect to a region of our globe [rlorthern
Pacific] ()f which geod accounts have been hitherto
so rare and those on hand so contradictory [with
'respect to geographical information] .. • • we
must seek by comparison of such different current
reports to clear gradually the trUa from the false
and to correct the mistakes • • •

Of

the nature of an occasionally appearing volume of collected
material and ess8.ys. but is usua.lly classi.:?ied as a periodical.
Nine of the items proyided by Palla.s from vclurnes I-IV he.va
been translated into En.glish by James R. Masterson and Helen
Brower in "Bering's Successors, 1745-1780: Contributions
of Peter Simon Pallas to the History of Russian ExploratioTls
Toward Alaska," Pacific Northwest uarterl, XXXVIII. no. 1
(J'an., 1947). 35,·..8). ancrxxxvIII, nOe 2 Ap·r., "1947). 109
155. This has also been issued in book form (Seattle, 1948).
All but two of the nina translated items are brief accounts
of various Russian voyagers on the Pacific between north
eastern Siberia and Alaska which Pallas had translated from
Russian. into German; one ir3 a lengthy article which Pallas
wrote (HCommentary on the Discoveries That Have Been Made
in the 'Eastern Ocean between Si.beria a.nd America"). and one
is geographical "Memoranda" -pertaining to a m~p of the
northern Pacific which Pallas wrote. Masterson and Brower

comment (XXXVIII" no. 1, 1.J.?) th.at had these !i.ina items

appeared in a single volume, it might have been as standard
a contemporary authority on Russian ~xploratlon in this re
gion aa was William Coxa's Acc~unt of the Hus$ianDiscoveries
betWeen, Asia. and Am'3rica pub'flshedln:-"I7S0(much-matei>OCIal------
for v,hi.ch. inc identaliy ,.. C,;,)xe ga.ined fror.l Pallas).
l~~

tC:}cific
1't4.

•

In Masterson and Browe:", "Berlng t s Successors,"

Northwes~Quarterly.

XXXVIIl i no. 2 (Apr., 1947).
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The general attitude of endeavor expressed here was qulte
.,typical of what motivated Pallas' entire scholarly career.
Pallas' interest in the extreme eastern part of the
Russian world was not entirely geographical; he was as much
interested in the flora and fauna of the region,. which led

him to investigate minutely all the literature of prior
travelers and explorers to the area, since he was not himself,
of course, personally acquainted with northea.stern Siberia

and the Pacific.

He left no stone unturned.

He was fully

up to date on all the details of Captai.n Cook's recent voyages

and discoveries.

He was just as fully up to date on a large

Spanish expedition from Callfornia to Alaska undertaken in

1774; in fact he translated at length the account of that
ex,pedition for his Nette Nordische B~ytrage. 45

And he was of

course aware of everything done under Russian auspices, past
a.nd present.
On several occasions between 1774 and 1793 Pallas dis
played his expert familiarity with the geography of the east
ern parts of the Russian Empire a'1d of the need for more
expeditionary activity to scientifically examine little-known

.

parts of Asiatic Russia 'by presenting proposals for expedi
tions to be sent to precise locations.

In 1776 he

r~ad

to

the Academy and presented to the Director (Sergei Domashnev)
a detailed oatline of recommended areas i:l Siberia for fu.rther
-

45 1II (1782), 198-273.

~~>A .~'\-'"
-t'
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·
exp1 ora t ~on.

In 1779 he presented another proposal for

a scientific expedition to the extreme east of
These proposals

(~id

Siberia~47

nvt materialize; perhaps because they

were larger enterprises than the government would consider

so soon after the completion. of the largo-scale and expansive
expeditions of 1768-1774.

The Academy's Director. Domashnev,

however, had warmly encouraged them.
Things did materialize in the 1780' S vlith the Billings
Expe.dition of 1785-1794 to the northern Pacific area, not an
Academy undertaking but nevertheless an undertaking which
Pallas--"then in great favourt'--helped to get off the ground
by his. Ot'm support and by his influence with Catherine. 48

For this occasion Pallas prepared the ll1structions for the
naturalist on the expedition, some ltems from which are worth
reproducing as revealing of Pallas' attitude as to what a
naturalist, in several instances, ought to systematically
set about to Investigate. in other words: wha.t he himself
would have done and what he in fact had al:-eady d.one in his
46Guldenstadt and Lep~1{hin also presented ideas on
further expeditions. ProtokolL • III, 252. The full text
of Pall~s' proposal is presented in Gnucheva, ed., ~?terial~
dlia Istorii, pp. 1JJ-1Jlfl a summa~y in ~frlabakov, Ocherki
B2-1sto~i!, p. 190.

4?prQ12~olY. III. 444. Gnucheva, ed., ~aterial~lig
Istorii s pp. 138-139 (for the text in full), Khabakov,
~9herki po !~torii, p. 191.
q,SThe quotation is that of Martin Sauer, the secretary
on the Billings Expedition. Sauer knew Pallas personally
and fully affirmed his influence with Catherine on this
occasion. An Account of a Geogranhical and Astronomical
~x~editMnl
th:LIfQrtb·ern.. ·Parts'21~sTa-:-· '0' • in th'eYears
1TI.5. tq. 1294 • !......_~ (l.oildon s 1802), p~ viii.
_....
-- .

.to

-!
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o'l:n work.

His sta.l1da.rda were high.

Referring to geological

matters (Article III), Pallas ordered Mr. Patrin, the
naturalist: 49

You will descrioe in a very particular manner
the extent, connexion, and direction, of the chain
of mountains; 'their shapes, superfices, declivities,
and heights, the rocks or soils of which they are
composed, the strata that they contain, and their
direction; craters, remains of exti.nguished volcanoes,
and such as are actua.lly burning. You are to collect
specimens of all sorts of rocks, earths, petrifactions.
lava, fossil, remains of animals, minerals, salts,
and sulphurs, carefully numbering them, and noting
the spot where found; also collect all remarkable
stones and pebbles brought down by rivers, or thrown
up by the sea, as well as such as may be in use by
the inhabitants.
Relating tv what ought to be observed in ethnographic matters
(Article IV), Pallas instructed.
With regard to the people tha,t you may visit, you
wlll observe their dispositions and differ'ant corporeal
quali.fications; their government, manners, industry,
ceremonies, and superstitions religious or profane;
their traditions, education, and manner of treating
their women; useful plants, medicines, and dyes,
food, and manner of preparing it; habitations,
utensils, carriages, and vessE~ls; manner of life
and economy; their modes of hunting, fishing,
mak,ing war, and treatment of domestic animals; like
wise languages, of which you will collect vocabularies,
according to the plan sent with the Expedition,
marking the pronunciation according to the Latin
orthography. You will also try to proc't.lre the dresses,
ornaments, instruments, and arms of these people,

49The following are quoted. without changes in spelling,
from 8Ji English. tra:1slation of Pallas' instructions presE;nteJ
in Sauer, An Account, Appe~dix No~ VI. pp. 50-54 (the Appendix
is paged separa.tely from tne text). I have seen it mentioned
(Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., !h.e E~p_~fic, p. 166)
that Pallas also wrote a special linguistic instruction fer
the expedition, which he refers to in Article IV of this
instruction, but I have not actu.ally seen it and it is not
g.iven by Sauer.
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or cause them to be drawn. You will likewise make
descriptions of tombs and other monu..'llents of
antiquity.

Many oth9r things were expected of Mr. Patrin,
observing flora and

faQ~a.

cz:p~cially

in

What Pallas' zoological works

were noted for advancing in method of observation in his day
was summed up by him In his instruction '(Article VI) to
Patrin that in obser-'J'ing all animal species to observe

"8.. 8

close1:r as possible their habits, food, propagation, sOlL'1.ds.

migrations,

~ld

habitations • • • "

Four years before the comm.encement of the Billings
Expedition, in 1781, Pallas had hopes of personally doing
some more exploring.

During the smamer of that year Count

Alexander Stroganov sec out on a tour of Siberia and Pallas
Pallas want as fa.r as
to abandon his plans,5 0

obtained permission to accompany hime
Moscow, where he fell ill and ha,d'

Until 1793 he confined himself to the academic

~side

of' ex

ploration, which was much more extensive tha..'1 the examples
noted thus far.
In 1781.. at the same time Pallas was preparlng to depart

with stroganov, two of his younger Russian colleagues in the
Academy, Vasilii Zuev and Fedor Moiseenkov (175 1t-1781)

r

were

preparing for separate journeys to southern Russia (Black
Sea area).

Pallas wrote their instructions pertaining to

50 Acta Acadcff'iae Sqi~et!tia:rll.l!Llmpe1:'ia.1.L~ Petropoli tana~,
! r17S1~, sect. I, 0-7: Protokol~, III, 532, 546;
Urness, ed., Lett~!~, pps 151, 154.

V, pt,

"iI

"w

J1
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natural hist·ory.5 1
wrote an

essay~

Several years prior to that (1777) Pallas

in French at the request of Buffon in Paris,

on the discoveries in the Pacific between Sib0r=.:.

ai~d

America..· 

his first piece of' work relative to the northern Pacific. 52
In 1778 the English traveler, historian, and clergyman,
William Coxe, arrived in st. Petersburg for what resulted
in a very enriching stay.

He and Pallas became warm acqualnt

ances and apparently spent some time in comradely discussions
of old times.
on Pallas to

At any rate, Coxe gained enough information
~Tite

a summary but accurate account of Pallas'

life and work up to that time to include in.the account that
he wrote of his travels. 53 Coxe was interested in engaging

51 p1 'otOkol,X. III. 529. 535. 537-538. The year 1781
was a busy one. Peter Inokhodtsev set out also on a four
year expedition of' European Russia mainly for cartographic
reasons. Moiseenkov, who had just entered the Academy in
1779 along with Zuev and Ozeretskovskii, died ip Moscow
just after setting out from St. Petersburg. Zuev completed
his travels in 1782 which had taken him a.s far as
Constantinople.
52Buffon received it in manuscript. Pallas later
wrote the essay in German and put it in the first volume
of his tJ_~ve Nordis$.h!t.£~.Ytra~n~, and it is the same article
that has appeared ~n English translation in Masterson and
Brower (see above, p. 151).

53Coxe 's multivolume Travels .\.,nto Poland! Russia..!.
Sweden. and Denmark.
went through several editions.
Regarding the only two editlo:ns I have seen, tL.e account
he wrote of Pallas which appeared in vol. III of the Jrd
edition (London. 1787. pp. 24.3-260) contained the account
of Pallas t 1 ife arid a detailed list of the work Pallas was
then doing; the account which appearea in vol. III of the
5th edition (London f 1802, pp. 203-221), which has been re
printed, deleted the detailed list, leaving just the summary
account, which is both very adequate and accurate (but less
detailed) when comps.red to th;~ later accounts of Pallas,
particularly when compared to the a(.!coun.l.; of Rudolphi who
had access to Pallas' pr5:vate papers.
It

•
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was:,

neo,l, Bsary

alo~g w~th

to

obtain officlal permission, which he received

transportation needs after he was introduced to

paltasrd after Pallas intervened with the necessary offi
ciais

t,~

procure them for his new American friend. 56

travele4 deep into Siberia, but did not cOIlplete his

Led.yard·
pl~~ned

itinerafY due to his arrest at Iakutsk by Russian officials. 57

As far ae he went, he had kept Pallas informed of all phases
of

his~ourney.

In addition to Pallas' scholarly productions relating
to Russian exploration and his association with various ex
pedition$ from 1774 to 179), Pallas had other ties to this
area of interest two of which stand out.

In 1776 the AcadGmy's

adV8.ncem.ent in geographical knowledge received a large boost
by the unveiling of a new, just completed, general map of

the Russ:ia.'rl Empire. 58

Simultaneously there was formed in the

56$tePhen D. Watrous, Jopn Ledyard's Journey Through
Russia !lfd Siberia... 1.~87-1Z8St !1:te_l"ournaJ: and Select~g.
Let~ers~Madison, 1900), pp. ~1, 12J-12~139. other material
on Ledya,~d and his travels CBn be gained by following the
accotlntand notes in Bolkhovitinov. stanovl.enie, pp. 282-295.

57At Iakutsk in J~ulua:r.y 1788 Ledyard had run into
the Bill$ngs Expedition. Sauer (An Account, pp. 99-101)
wrote of ' It he encounter and explai.ned the circumstances of
Ledyard's arrest there.
58I.t waG t:..a".ve iled cerE:ffioniously at the Acajemy' s
jubilee $19Csion celebrating its half-century anniversary,

in the sarne ceremonies th.at witnessed all Academy members
appear at, the Palace to present Catherine with all 20 volumes
of Novi bmmentarii (see Bib~L:i..ography , item 1)
M. III
Sukhomlirtv, "Piatidesiatiletn!~ i Stoletnii Iubilei
s. -Peterburgskoi Ak.ad~mii Nauk." Russkaia S1'~rina, XVIII
(1.877). 1:2.
I
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Academy a committee of four (Pallas, Lepekhin, Guldenstidt,
and Rumovskii) to work out in detai.l a plaY} on how to proceed

with producing a

comple~~

physical and

tion of the Russian Empire.

tO~jogra.phical

descrip

The plan .for the grand project

was completed and presented in 1778 in a detailed, five-part
prospectus. 59 As Pallas was aware. however, there was much
more expeditionary work to be done before any sort of a

general and authoritative geographical work could actually
be undertak'?n; hence, his two specific proposa.ls (1776 and

1779) for expeditions to various regions

needL~g

further

investigation and .his work ir: trying to sort out the geo
graphical facts of eastern Siberi.a and the northern Pacific.
Regarding the latter',

P~~llas

in g:ceat

d~pth

delved into a

study of the available information and. aCCOUl'lts pertaining
\

<"

to the northern Pacific hoping that a critical examination
would separate "the true from the false."

Geographically

speaking, he i."daed succeeded to some extent.

As early as

1781 Pallas was able, on the basis of what mt-tterial he had
already collected and on the basis of the most recent data

furnished by Captain Cook's latest voyage,60 ~o make many
59"prospectus d 'une Description generale topographique
at physique de l'Empire de Russie, projettee par l'Acadernie
Imperiale des Soiences de 8t. Peters uourg, It Acta Academiae
§ci..entiarutr~ Imperi.?:.liB l?etrorP].i:tan~e. I r, pt-. I ( 1.778 j, ""
sect. I, 3-)7. Keppen \"Uchenye Trudy P.S. Pallasa," p. 419)
ascribes this work to Pallas,.

60Th~ third voyage begun in 1776, the maps and data
of whi.ch Pallas in 1779 requested Pennant to sp.nd him from

England.

Pennant

complied~

Urness, edfl, wters, p. 56.
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cartographic corre;:tions of the northern Pacific region. 61
The other fact of Pallas' career which further tied
hi.m to an interest in

t~-4~.Je

matters was t. .!.s appointment in

1786 to be historiographer of the Adm.iralty, which, among
other things r involved (,1m 1:'1 working witt journals and maps
of past and cur:::'ent Russian navigators.

The last three

volumes of Neue No~qische.....E..~Yk~ (1793-1?96) t'esulted to

a great extent from material Pallas had come in contact with
at the Admiralty.

Pe.llas • position on the Topographical

Committ$9 as well as his position .in the Admiralty were thus

related very closely to the work he produced relative to
Russian discoveries and geography.

That Pallas enjoyed great favor from high places

ha~~

already bean mentioned on several occasions; his pesition
in the Admiralty furnishes yet another example.

He was alGo

a rnember of the St. Petersburg Free Economic Society (founded

in 1..,65) for which he wrote a number of articles on agri
culture,' forestry, and other matters relating to rural economy
and which appeared in the periodically appearing y[grks
<:rrudy) of that Society.

In addition, Pallas was entrusted

by Catherine in 1791 to deliver instruction to her grand

children (Constant ine and the future

Alexa~nder

natural sciences, and was showered with several
titles and duties.

None of this

wa~

I) in the
hono~ary

very central to Pallas'

61See especially the remar·l.-;s Pallas wrote in 1781
.rMelooranda Relating to the Appen.ded Map" In l\lasterson and
Brower. ·!lBering' s Successors," P~.c :ll:l9-1~,Q,r.+'}}!'~9..i_.9.-l.!I!J.j;erl."-,
XXXVIII, no. 1 (.Tan c, 19 iVl) , 80-8) •
.f"'-~

. ~r.

c
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career.

The obligations that attended the honors actually

began to weigh heavily and contributed to his decision to
2..bandon

st.

Petersburg.

A matter of more i.nterest, though perhaps of no more

significance, to Pallas' career in St. Petersburg was hI&
rather ba.d relationship with Princess Dashkova

the Academy's Director from 1783 to 1794.

(1'71~J-1810),

Dashkova was

competent t?.nd without question performed more services for
Ruas).an intellectual life as an Acadt!mic administrator than
any other in the eighteenth century.

But at bottom there

were deep-oeated differences between Dashko",ra and Pallas.

Her intellectual interests were mostly literary, Pallas'
were scientific,

She VIas a storehouse of activity, quick

to change, eager to move.

Palla.s was a storehouse-.. of kr.towl

edge, prudent to change, not eager' for rapid movement.

PallE.'.s

was in no hurry; when he took a step in the intellectual world,
hestt!pped (usually) on very sure eround.

He VIas a fa.ct·"

gatherer and fact-absorber, and only on the slow processes
which that inlplied did he choose to let his intellectual

prinoiples stand.

Two issues poisoned the atmosphere between Dashkova
and Pallas.

Both were !'aised in the

appointment as Director--in

178l!.--fu~d

~lea.r

following Dashkova 1 s

one of them continued

for several years.
In }"'ebruary 1784 Dashkova dec.lared that Vasilii Zuev
Vias to be excluded f:r:om the Acad€'my as an u.rl\vorthy ad jll.'1ct

'>i

liiiiili

who was not fulfilli.ng his duties. 62

Pallas Vias outraged

and brought the matter of whether or not Zuev was a competent
scholar to a vote a:t

later.

t~~

next Academic

s~aeion.

four days

The majority of members upheld Dashkoya's position

that Zuev was not fulfilling his duties. 6J
let the matter drop.

Pallas did not

He protested further, declaring that

Dashkova had no authority anyway to single-handedly exclude
a member of the Academy.·

He appealed to the other academic ians t

.

to the Empress, and further insisted that his protest be
inserted in the Proceedings of the Academy. 64· Dashko'Va
countered by appealing to the Academy members for a genera.l
vote of confidence.

She again was upheld. only two, Pallas
and Anders Lexell. voted against her. 65 Suddenly. three days

following this vote (in March), Dashkova declared that Zuev
was reinstated. 66 What swayed her is not mentioned 'in the

62 Zuev had become Pallas' adjunct in natural history
in 1779. after he had returned from. the University of Strasocurg:-,
63protokoly, III, 724-725.
64Th i.s in March.

!.bid._. pp. 728-729.

65 Ibid ., pp. 729-730. Pallas at this point interjected
a statement of principlel "Pour moi j'ai toujours
respecter
dans la personne de .Madame la Princesse et de ses Predecesseurs,
les Chefs preposes a I' Academie par notre grande Souveraine I
maia je n'ai pas renonce(au droit, que rna place d'Academicien
me donne. de dire mon sentiment librement dans les
de'liberations academiques.
As quoted in F. Keppen, ttpetr
Simon Pallas," Russkii Biograficheskii Slovar:, XIII (1902),
159. This statement does not appear in the Academy p'roceedings
and Keppen. does not quote the source.

sa

It

66~2._2.!.:i'
T~~
p ~ k]
... .i. .L , 731 •
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Proceed.ing§,1 whether Pallas' strong protest, Zuev's own
appeal, or the possible intervention of the Empress, to whom

Pallas had tried to
and wrong

ft

app~al

over Dashkova';;;; head.

The "right

of the matter is obscure, but it seems unlikely

that Pallas would have upheld a scholarly incompetent indi
vidual.

On th'e other hand. there may well have been irregular

factors in Zuev's life to offset his quite obvious brilliant
capacities to which Dashkova, but not Pallas, took exception.
A similar case several years earlier involving another of

Pallas' expeditionary students. Nikita Sokolov, seems not
to have raised Pallas' ire.

Following the expedition, Sokolov

had gone to Europe with Zuev and Ozeretskovskii and returned
with them in 1779. all having completed their studies at

strasbourg.

On the same day ir.;. 1779 Zuev and Ozaretskovskil

were elected as adjuncts in the Academy; Sokoloy '.vas not,
due

I

to what Domashnev, the Director at that time, declared

to be his "irregular life ••,67

It was Dashkova in this in

stance. soon after her appo intment ea.s D!.rec-tor, who paved the
way for Sokolov's entry intc the Academy.68

Both Sokolov

and Zuev were elected as ordinary academicians on the same
day

in 1787 and were not again interfered with.

(Ozeretskovskii

preceded both by five years).
The other issue was raised around Pallas' working on

GUldenstadt's travel notes for pUblication.

67~bi1.,
68

pp. 533-534.

In March 1783.

~£c.

p.

657~

Giildenstadt. it
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will be recalled,. died in 1?81 without having put into print
the general account of his travels.

Two months after

Giildenstadt's death, Pallas und&rtook to

simult~.i.~ously

edit

all of his travel notAs as well as the final part of Gmelin's
travel account. 69

Pallas went to work first to complete

Groelin's travel account by adding the fourth and final

volume. 70

With this completed jn 1784. he set to work on

Guldenstadt's material. a task that would be more time
cons~uning

because the work had to begin from scratch and

because, as Pallas explained, Gulqenstadt had left his papers
ir.. less than an orderly condition. 71

In November 1784

Dashkova raised the point that Pallas was dragging his feet
on the matter and thought s:>meone else ought to be given the
Guldenstidt papers for editing. 72 Pallas barked back by
explaining the work and difficulties involved, adding that
he thought DaShkovats charge of delay to be "reprehensible."
At nearly

eV9~y

session of the Academy from mid-November to

mid-December t784· either Dashkova or Pallas, or both, had
something to retort to the other on the matter.

Finally, in

mid-December,Pallas won the day by declaring he would not
relinquish the Giildenstadt papers to someone else and he

69---L.,
Ib d ' pp. 532-533.
e

70 see abov~, p. 77.

71protokol~, III, 783-785.

12 Ibid ., p. 781.
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expected that sometime in the following year would appear
the first volum~.7)

Because of his reputation and influence

Pallas wa,s able to uphold his position and for a time, at
least publicly, the argument was dropped.

Indeed in May of

the following year (1.785) Pallas presented the first volume
in manuscript of Guldanstadt's travels and submitted it to
be printed. 74
by

It appeared from the printers only in 1787,

which time Dashkova again

beca~e

a thorn in Pallas' side

by c;alling for the appearance of the rest of Guldenstadt' s

tra'rel account.

Apparently Pallas by thi.s time had turned

a deaf ear to the Director, who continued at intervals to
publicly (in the Academic sessions) express dissatisfs.ction
with Pallas' progress right up to the time when Pallas pre
sented the manuscript for the second, and concluding,
volume early in 1790. 75

If Pallas responded to Dashkov.a's

continual prodding they were not recorded in th-e
of the Academic sessions.
travel

acco~~t

Proceedi~§.

The second volume of Giildenstadt's

appeared in print

L~

1791.

Pallas' progress on the Giildenstadt papers was slow,
to be sure, but was not uncharacteristic of the way he pro
ceeded to go about things.

At most times he had a handful

of projects going at once and much of his major work, except

7J~ •• pp. 787-788.
74Ibid., pp. 814... 815.

75Ibid •• IV. 62-21;, .p~.ss il!!"
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for articles and a few monographic works, had to await com
pletion for a number of years after it had originally been

initiated.

'l'his can be seen in some of Pallas' works which

have been noted thus far. which, it should be added, represent
only the most noticeable of Pallas' written work from the
major fields" in which he worked.

Because of his heavy and

diverse schedule, in addition, by the early 1790's he had
not yet really commenced work on the projected piece of

WOl'l<:

highest on his agenda--the overall zoology of the Russian
Empire.

But for the moment he needed a rest, to get away,

to travel for awhile under warmer and less hectic skies.

Late

in 1792 he asked Catherine to be granted a one-year leave.
It was granted. Pallas was to have the period from January

1793 to January 1794 free from all duties. 76 Nearing the
end of his allotted year, Pallas, by that time in the Crimea
and in no hurry to return to St. Petersburg, appealed for
and was granted a year's extension.

76Nova Acta Academiae Scientiarum Imperialis
4-5; Protokol~J IV, 316:

Petr~polita~, X {1~r92).

CHAPTER VI
LATER YEARS. SECOND EXPEDITION
AND RESIDENCE IN THE CRIN£A

It is tempting to describe the second expedition of
Pallas as Pallas' vacation venture.

In context it was that I

however, in substance it was a scientific expedition.
intended to mix relaxation with personal work.

Pallas

He was on

his own, although he kept the Academy informed of his progress.
and he kept a detailed record of his travels and observations.

There

we~e

no students along.

The main body of the expedition

consiste(: of Pallas •. his family, 1 and his favori te illustrator

from Leipzig. Christian Geissler.
Pallas departed from St. Petersburg on the first day of
February 1793 with eleven months remaining to travel at his
leisure.

For several months

h~

traveled a familiar route-

familiar, that is, if his memory was vivid.

Through Moscow,

then eastward and southward. Pallas reached the middle Volga
and followed its course south, through Saratov and Tsaritsytl,
to AstraJ:ha."'1.

This was accompllshed within a three-month

period; fi.ve weeks of that were spent in Tsaritsyn.

Pallas

lpallas' family consisted of his second wife and his
only child, a daughter, born by his first wife in 1778. Pallas
first married in 1767 in st. P(~tersburg. His first wife died
in 1782; Ho married again in 1786, bu.t ha.d. no children by
her. His second wife died shortly before he returned to Berlin
in 1810. I have nowhere seen it mention~:~d the nationality
or the name of either wife.
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departed Astrakhan at the beginning of May and from there the
territory was new to him.
the Caucasus f,icHlntains,

He was heading further south. into

where he spent tIle better part of the

summer months.

Then, at the end of August. he set out to
attain his final destination-~the Crimea. 2

Because his leave was extended, Pallas was able to
spend a good deal of time in the Crimea.

S~ptember

and Octo

ber were spent making excursions in all directions before
he s.ettled in Simferopol, in the southern part, for the winter.

He was waiting for spring to come to produce its flora. and
after he gathered a thorough sampling of what the Crimea had
to offer, he went back to

st.

Petersburg, arriving in mid-

September 1794.

Pallas' second expedition was not a large event in the
history of Russian exploration, but from it followed two de

velopments of majer interest to Pallas' career.

The first

development was a result of Pallas' readiness for retirement
and the impressions that the Crimean surroundings and climate
had left on him.

When he arl.. . iV'ed back in

st.

Petex-sburg he

",tasted, no til"1e in pet i tioning for retirelllent a.."ld a plactl in
the

Cr~iea

on which to retire.

His wish was generously ful

filled,) and in less than a. year after he returned from his
expedition) he was on his way south again (mid-August 1795)
2,At the time known as Taurida, this "lorlg-coveted
region't was annexed to the Russi~'i Empire only in 178).

3See above, p. 122.
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to establish a new residence in Simferopol.
The second development was the appearance of his travel

2.ccount,

whichn:~ny

con3l.der to be a classic piece of descrip

tive literature and far superior· in that respect to the account
of his first, and far more important, expedition.

Pallas did

not write the final product right away, but he did put into
print immediately a brief, general description of the Crimea
which was immensely popular and appeared in a number of French,
German, and Russian editions.

The original was written in

French and read before the Academy soon after his return. 4
The larger work appeared after Pallas was well establjshed
in the Crimea.

Originally appearing in

Gc~rnan

in two volumes

(1799-1801), Pallas' Bemerkungen auf eineLReise in die
sudlichen ..§tattp.alterschaften des Russischen Reiche in den
Jahr~-1193und 17~4

had as great a success as his earlier,

more important travel description.

Although it never appeared

in Russian in full translation. immediate and full transla....

tions

made

Pallas' work availa"ble in French (1799-1801) and

English (1802-180J), with both, like the original, going
through several later editions.

The entire second volume

was devoted to the Crimea in all its physical. natural, and
4HTableaa physique at topograptique de 1& Tauride,"
Nova. Acta Academiae Scientiary.rn Imper_ialis ~etr9poli tanae,
X {1792), 257-302. Although placed in the 1792 issue of
!!.Q.::!a_Acta, the eSisay was read on January 29, 1795. A,."nong
the German editions to appear, Pallas made his own and put
it in the 7th volume (1796) of Neue Nordische Beytra.ge.
Aside from in periodical publications, the "Tableau" ap
peared as a separate publication in all three languages.
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ethnographic features; it wa3 quite apparent that Pallas had
gone over the land thoroughly end with an excited imagination.
It was also appa.::-ent that the illustrator Gaissler kept his

drawing arm very busy.

Both

vclum~s

together were embe11,ished

with over fifty color plates, very beautiful and very de
scriptive,S
Rich in vegetation, beauty, and warmth, the rural sur
roundings of Simferopo1 acted on Pallas, as one has put it,
as an "irresistible 1ure."6

A place to rest and work in

solitude, with a garden or two to provide a means of hobby
and botanical observation, was foremost in Pallas' mind,

ru1d

he thought he had found a virtual valley utopia in the southern
Crimea.

He had a lot of scholarly tasks pl3.nned for his

remaining days; foremost was to get to work on his zoological
masterpiece.

But a number of other things awaited completion,

some of which had lain dormant for sometime.

Demanding

immediate attention was the full account of his recently
completed travels.

As a matter of fact, there was little

to indicate that Pallas intended a. slow-down in his scholarly
work •. In a letter to Georgi, dated late irl 1797 t Pallas
communicated that he was simultaneously working on his grand
zoology of Russia, on the comp+etion of his work on the

and

SWhich wer~ preserved, by the way, in both the French
English transla.tions.

6
A.A. Sontsov, "Pallas v Krymu,·t !!revniaia i Novaia
Rossi!!, I, no. ) (1876), 280.
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Mongols, and on a botanical study.?

During the first few

yea.rs of his residence in the Crimea, Pallas initiated and
completed, in_fact,

se\~ral

botw,ical

mon~graph5 ~~d

pre

sumably8 was proceeding with a continuation of his Flora
Rossica.

Taking advantage of his rural solitude, Pallas was

hurrying to complete and add to his life's work.
Pallas' place of rest and solitude

bec~~e

place of too much solitude and too little rest.

gradually a
At best his

valley utopia was a mixed blessing, and he found as the years
crept on that he had replaced a hectic city life with a hectic
rural life.

For a man of scholarly pursuits, in addition,

his isolation from the scholarly centers began to weigh on
him.

Pallas had not actually severed his ties with the St.

Petersburg Academy.

He

W~3

still counted among the academi

cians, still providing articles for the Academy's journal
and sending (most of) his other works there to be reviewed
and published.

~~d

was expected to conform to all Academic

regulations, which had considerably tightened since his de
parturelt

It was soon after he had sent one of his recently

completed botanical works to Leipzig 1',0 be published that
the Academy administrators, early in 1800, sent him a copy
of all the most recent regulations pertaining to censorship,
including the regulation which prohibited a work written in
Russia from being sent abroad for !'ublication4!9

Pallas' ties

7protokoly, IV, 620.

8See above. p. 143, n. 34.
, . 9p.r91.q~.Q~XII IV I 798, 801..

Most obnoxious restrictions
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to the Academy, however, gradually faded as his former col
leagues were one by one being laid to rest and for all intents

and purposes,. though n:-: officially,

afte:,~

ttte beginning of

the nineteenth century he had no connection at all except
for an occasiOtlal

co~~unication.

became practically a forgotten

It seems, in fact, that he

m~~

in st. Petersburg.

There

was no eulogy delivered there either when he departed Russia

in 1810 or when he died in 1811.
Pallas referred to his growing disappointment in

Crime~l

life in very clea.r terms in the preface to the second volume

of his Tra.vels (1801).

"Were this the proper place to inform

toy readers of the disquietude and hardships which oppress me

in my present residence, and embitter my declining day, I
could easily apologise for the late appearance of this volume."

Pallas was referring to the problems or rural management in
the Crlmea which he encountered and which interfered to a
distressing degree with the atmosphere of' calm he had counted
on to close out his scholarly career.
Pallas was originally given a house in Simferopol and
two estates consisting of scattered plots of land in the
midst of Tatar possessions.

He was also provided with twenty

peasant serfs to perform the labor.
up

surround ing land to join

Pallas succeeded in buying

a.,.."d. add to his

original possessions,

but from the first he found himself in the middle of land
relating to printed matter were rescinded the following
year by Alexander I.

a
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disputes with Tatar neighbors and a particularly troublesome
Russian neighbor, a Major Chernyshev, who, according to
Sontsov, was

~onstantly

bringing legal action

on what Pallas considered to be his land. 10

a~d

encroaching

Between Tatar

neighbors and Chernyshev, Pallas was involved in persistent
legal suits which ended only in 1807 with Pallas bejng forced
to give up claim to over half of his possessions; from about
),200 desiatin (c. 8,640 acres) he was left with about 1,350

desiatin (c. ),645 acres).

This should be set against the

fact that from the time of Paul I's accession to the throne
most of the local administrators in the Crimea, who had been
instructed to assist Pallas in every way and with whom Pallas
had established friendly relations, were replaced by men who
did not know and were less sympathetic to patronizing Pallas.
It- should also be set a.gainst the fact of a man trying to
accomplish major scholarly goals free from mund"ane concerns.
In many ways, however, Pallas found in the southern
Crimea the features of life he had been seeking, at least
for the first seven or eight years of his residence.

In

working in his gardens and cultivating grape vlnes--two of
his most enjoyable pastimes--he could spend as much time as
he wanted.

He frequently took leisurely excursions in the

10"Pallas v Kr3~u," pp. 286-288. Sontsov's article
is a SUbstantial account of Pallas' life in the Crimea and
is based on official records and fi.rsthand information
that he was able to uncover in Simferopol. Although listed
as only 10 pages in length, long double columns on each
page make it a considerably more lengthy account than 10
normal pages. All of my information and figures pertaining
to land matters are taken from it.

j'
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Crimea which were a further source of pleasure, as well as
a source of botanical collections.

Before he departed from

the Crimea in 1810 he held comprehensIvely catalogued and
In studying, experimenting, and

described its vegetation.

writing on matter-s of rural economy, he had also made many
practical contributions to Crimean agriculture. 11
Pallas received many visitors at his home in Simferopol

which helped enliven his ra.ther isolated academic existence.
Two .of his more

nctt~d

guests, Edward Clarke and Vladimir

Izmailov,' have left some very clear impressions of the time
they spent with Pallas.

Clarke, who visited Pallas in 1801,

described a "mild and amiable Pallas, ,,12 who was a most
gracious host, who enjoyed the opportunity to

accompa~y

Cl'arka on several excursions around the Crimea, and who wa.s
quite content with his rural life.

Izmailov, who visited

Pallas two years earlier, in 1799. described a "fresh and
cheerful" Pallas. sharp in speech, keen in judgement, with
a particular fondness for reminiscing about his former

travels.

Izmailov also caught a side of Pallas which his

record of is worth notingl
Pallas d.isplays unusual modesty an.Q cares little
about his fame; splendor does not a.ffect him. His
moral character is shown in his phIlosophical
opinions. He attributas the rise of moral decay
to an excessive accumulation of people in large
cities. where vices feed on each other and corrupt
morals similar to the way that bad vapors contaminate
l1Zelenetskii, "Petr Simon Pallas," pp. 64-69_ .
12,...,
" l f?. p. ;,)v'
.,t:O •
Y..Lar 1Ke • T
rav-.:::
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the air. He does not believe that a universal
improvement of the mind, a kingdom of virtue,
or a general enlightenment can ever exist on
earth. Science, in his opinion, must be the
possession 0:' certEl.in selected minds; all others
should be satisfied with only the simplest truths.
To my retort that man was born with the gift to
f~el, to think. and to gain enlightenment, he
rsplied that the Tatars have not in the least
enlightened themselves from the time of Herodotus
to our own, ~~d in essence are the same crude
Scythians described by that famous historian.
If in the course of two thousand years the
intellectual condition of an entire people has
in 110 way changed t Pa.llas then proposes that
reason must be confined within certa~l bounds •
.Once when discussing with me the moral decay of
our time, he stated that truth o'.lght to remain
the preserve of we academicians. I must admit
that so arrogant a thought coming from the least
arrogant of men can hardly, in my eyes, be
justified, even with that S<3nse of indigl'laticn
\vhich the bloody era of our time has aroused in hIm.13
Pallas t use of the Tatars

3.S

by his land disputes.

~ny

At

an example may have been colored

rate, neither Izmailov in 1799

nor Clarke -in 1801 described the same man that Pallas had
referred to in the preface to the second volume of his rravftls.
Perhaps his private dealings were never brought up.
Shortly thereafter Pallas' health began to deteriorate
to the point where 2.11 the acti"i ties related to the super
vision of his lands, his personal cultivatior!s, and the
disputes he was engaged in became ever more burdensome and
disquieting to his scholarly tasks.

It was all he could do

lJIzmailov's comments are from his book Puteshestvie
Yo P.9.~udenn~:hY..R~ss~.iu [Travels t~ Southern Russia] (Moscow,
lB02). 1 nave lncorporated Izma1lov's comments from part
of a lengthy quotation from his work presented in Marakuev,
Petr Simon ..Pallas, pp. 22-23 •

. . . . . . . . . . .__ 0>
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to finish the plece of work that weighed on his mind as the
only appropriate piece of work with which to close out his
career--his

ZooB;re.phi~ ?~c;so ..·Asiatic?...

1:.1 health, the loss

of much of his land in 1807, and the further disillusionment
created by the death of his wife caused him to "sell for a
song" ihis Crimean possessions and return in June 1810 to
Berlin, which he had not seen for forty-three years.

He was

accompanied by his daughter, who had lived with her father
since the death of her husband--a Gennan-born officer in the
Russian arPlY killed at Austerlitz in 1805.

According to his

closest friend in Berlin during the last year of his life
(Pallas died in September 1811) and his first biographer,
Karl Rudolphi, Pallas lived a "cheerful and
Berlin surrounded by a sea of

yo~~g

'~alm··

life in

scientific scholars eager

to enrich their careers 'by chattirJg wIth the recognized
-+14
masver
•.
14"peter Simon Pallas. Ein blographischer Versuch,"
p. 62. This is perhaps the best place to annotate Rudolphi's
biography of Pallas. Notwithsta.nding some specific re
search that has been done on Pallas, all life-accounts of
.Pallas that have followed Rudolphi's work (1812) are either
di.rectly or at secondhand based on it. As the man closest
to Pallas when he died, Rudolphi was given immediate access
to Pallas' private papers (by Palla:)' daughter) to write an
extended eulo~3. It is disappointing in its length in view
of the inlmedia te access he had to at lea.st some of Pallas'
papej;:"s, but it neverthcl\;ss sets do.vl1 the rr.ajor facts (in
eulogy fashion) and the outline of Pallas' life. Regarding
Pallas' career in Russia, Rudolphi presented almost nothing
beyond the barest (five-page) outline of Pallas' major expe
dition and a chronological annotation to Pallas' major
vl!'itten work in St. Petersburg. which Rudolphi, however,
knew very well.

•.. -"'-1"'-'i
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APPENDIX
LIST OF RUSSIAN-SPONSORED SCIENTIFIC 1
EXPEDITIONS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
~lain Partic~:2ant

or- Title

Years

general Area

1.

Gottlieb Schober

1717-20

Lower Volga,
Caucasus

2.

Karl von Verden &
-Fedor Soimonov

1719-21

Caspian

J.

Daniel Messerschmidt

1720-27

Siberia

4.

JC'hann Buxbaum

1721-2lt·

N.lfI. European
Russia

5. Joh[;nn Buxbaum

1724-26

Consta11t incple J
Caucasus

6.

Johann Gerber

1722-29

Caspian

7.

Louis Delisle de la Croy~re

1727-30

N. European
Russia

8.

First Bering Expedition

1725-30

Kamchatka;
N. Pacific

9.

Great Northern Expedition

1732-43

Siberia;

Kamch8.tka J
N. Pacif'ic

10.

Johruln Lerche

17.3:3-35

Lower Volga;
Caucasus

11.

I.K. Kirilo'V

1735-37

S. Urals;
Central Asia

12.

Johann Heinzelmann

1734-37

s.

Urals;
Central Asia

l This listing is com:piled principally from information
presented in V.F. Gnucheva, ed., I~C\~ialy dlia Istorii

}1:ksnedits!..i..Mademii. Nauk v .XVrII .:t XtX V~ka.khl KhronoJQgicheskie
Q,pzory': .i Opysanie ArlSh.iWt1-Jtll... M"eterialov (Moscow-Leningrad J 1. 940) •

